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Abstract
Sensor networks comprise an emerging field of study that is expected to touch many aspects
of our life. Research in this area was originally motivated by military applications. After-
ward sensor networks have demonstrated tremendous promise in many other applications
such as infrastructure security, environment and habitat monitoring, industrial sensing,
traffic control, and surveillance applications. One key challenge in large-scale sensor net-
works is the efficient use of the network’s resources to collect information about objects
in a given Volume of Interest (VOI) . Multi-sensor Multi-target tracking in surveillance
applications is an example where the success of the network to track targets in a given
volume of interest, efficiently and effectively, hinges significantly on the network’s ability
to allocate the right set of sensors to the right set of targets so as to achieve optimal perfor-
mance. This task can be even more complicated if the surveillance application is such that
the sensors and targets are expected to be mobile. To ensure timely tracking of targets in
a given volume of interest, the surveillance sensor network needs to maintain engagement
with all targets in this volume. Thus the network must be able to perform the follow-
ing real-time tasks: 1) sensor-to-target allocation; 2) target tracking; 3) sensor mobility
control and coordination. In this research I propose a combination of the Semi-Flocking
algorithm, as a multi-target motion control and coordination approach, and a hierarchical
Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem (DCOP) modelling algorithm, as an allo-
cation approach, to tackle target engagement problem in large-scale mobile multi-target
multi-sensor surveillance systems.
Sensor-to-target allocation is an NP-hard problem. Thus, for sensor networks to suc-
ceed in such application, an efficient approach that can tackle this NP-hard problem in
real-time is disparately needed. This research work proposes a novel approach to tackle
this issue by modelling the problem as a Hierarchical DCOP. Although DCOPs has been
proven to be both general and efficient they tend to be computationally expensive, and
often intractable for large-scale problems. To address this challenge, this research proposes
to divide the sensor-to-target allocation problem into smaller sub-DCOPs with shared con-
straints, eliminating significant computational and communication costs. Furthermore, a
non-binary variable modelling is presented to reduce the number of inter-agent constraints.
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Target tracking and sensor mobility control and coordination are the other main chal-
lenges in these networks. Biologically inspired approaches have recently gained significant
attention as a tool to address this issue. These approaches are exemplified by the two
well-known algorithms, namely, the Flocking algorithm and the Anti-Flocking algorithm.
Generally speaking, although these two biologically inspired algorithms have demonstrated
promising performance, they expose deficiencies when it comes to their ability to maintain
simultaneous reliable dynamic area coverage and target coverage. To address this challenge,
Semi-Flocking, a biologically inspired algorithm that benefits from key characteristics of
both the Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms, is proposed. The Semi-Flocking algo-
rithm approaches the problem by assigning a small flock of sensors to each target, while
at the same time leaving some sensors free to explore the environment. Also, this thesis
presents an extension of the Semi-Flocking in which it is combined with a constrained
clustering approach to provide better coverage over maneuverable targets. To have a re-
liable target tracking, another extension of Semi-Flocking algorithm is presented which
is a coupled distributed estimation and motion control algorithm. In this extension the
Semi-Flocking algorithm is employed for the purpose of a multi-target motion control,
and Kalman-Consensus Filter (KCF) for the purpose of motion estimation. Finally, this
research will show that the proposed Hierarchical DCOP algorithm can be elegantly com-
bined with the Semi-Flocking algorithm and its extensions to create a coupled control and
allocation approach. Several experimental analysis conducted in this research illustrate
how the operation of the proposed algorithms outperforms other approaches in terms of
incurred computational and communication costs, area coverage, target coverage for both
linear and maneuverable targets, target detection time, number of undetected targets and
target coverage in noise conditions sensor network. Also it is illustrated that this algorith-
mic combination can successfully engage multiple sensors to multiple mobile targets such
that the number of uncovered targets is minimized and the sensors’ mean utilization factor
is maximized.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The importance of sensor networks is highlighted by their wide range of applications in
various domains, including but not limited to military applications [8], infrastructure se-
curity [9], environment and habitat monitoring [10], industrial sensing [11], traffic control,
and surveillance applications [12]. A sensor network is a collection of sensors, where each
sensor is of small size and embedded with data processing and communication capabili-
ties, albeit with limited communication and computation abilities. The main purpose of a
sensor network is to sense, collect, and process the information in its area collaboratively
[13]. A sensor network may combine stationary and mobile sensors in order to deal with
the dynamics in its environment. Today, millions of static and mobile sensors are installed
throughout the world. Sensor networks can replace humans in monitoring insecure, large
or inaccessible areas applications, thereby making human life easier. Recent years have
witnessed exponential growth in this field, and this trend is expected to intensify as sensor
networks advance in capabilities.
Sensor networks have demonstrated noticeable success in mobile surveillance applica-
tions [14, 15, 16, 17], showing advanced capabilities to self-organize, and to cooperate and
coordinate their activities to collect information about targets and events in a given vol-
ume of interest (VOI). The information collected by the sensors is often fused to obtain
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a complete picture of the environment and assess situations of interest. Although sensor
networks have been successfully applied in many surveillance systems, several challenges
still confront this category of research, especially in large-scale networks.
Large-scale sensor networks require intelligent management schemes to control their
large numbers of sensor nodes and process the data that these sensors collect. Finding a
suitable target engagement that optimizes the use of available resources is an important
area of research in this field. The inability to provide a suitable engagement not only leads
to serious collisions between sensors but also leads to missing some targets and eventually
to missing portions of the information in the VOI. The target engagement refers to the
timely optimal assignment of a set of sensors to monitor a set of targets, applying suitable
allocation, control and coordination mechanisms. This problem is a general and twofold
problem concerned with two main real-time sub-problems: target-to-sensor allocation and
sensor control and coordination. The goals of these two sub-problems are related and
interconnected.
There is a well-recognized need for a general and efficient approach to deal with the
target-to-sensor allocation sub-problem; most current solutions work only in restricted
situations and are not general enough to be adopted by diverse applications. Furthermore,
existing approaches suffer from unrealistic simplifications of the original problem in terms
of complexity and scale; typically, they consider only a small number of sensors and/or
targets, and assume sensors to be static. Quite often, even the targets are assumed to be
static. As a result, it is important to develop and implement effective strategies for optimal
engagement schemes that ensure effective sensors-to-targets assignments and so guarantee
continuous and timely information gathering in the VOI. Also, due to communication and
energy restrictions, centralized management algorithms are not efficient and there is a need
for distributed algorithms that restrict the communication between neighbours [18].
On the other hand, the ability to self-organize constitutes an indispensable attribute in
surveillance applications where target mobility increases surveillance complexity. In this
case, sensor mobility comes in handy to enable the network so as to set-up achieves dynamic
area coverage and reliable target detection. An important challenge in self-organizing
surveillance systems is the control and coordination of sensor mobility. This problem
concerns the optimal movement of a set of mobile sensors to achieve maximum area and/or
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target coverage [19], maximum radio coverage between the sensors [20, 21], or improved
target coverage over maneuverable targets [22], etc. This research addresses the issue of
sensor control and coordination for maximum area and target coverage.
1.2 Objectives
This research aspires to propose an efficient, general, and scalable multi-target engagement
strategy for complex and large-scale sensor networks. This engagement framework is sought
as the main objective of this research, which will address the following issues:
• Simultaneous reliable dynamic area and target coverage: Providing simulta-
neous coverage over all the targets in the VOI and also acceptable coverage over the
Area of Interest (AOI) to detect new targets are two inherently conflicting objectives
that are the main requirements in many dynamic surveillance applications.
• Target-to-sensor allocation: This selection process, which involves optimal as-
signment of targets to a set of sensors, is an NP-hard problem. Thus, for sensor
networks to succeed in such applications, an efficient approach that can tackle this
NP-hard problem in real-time is desperately needed.
• Sensor mobility control and coordination: Optimal movement of mobile sensors
in such a way as to achieve a certain objective is one of the essential requirements
of any sensor-management framework that has mobile and controllable sensors. An
appropriate mobility control mechanism will greatly enhance the quality of the final
solution.
• Tracking both manoeuvring and non-manoeuvring targets: The need to
track manoeuvring targets in addition to non-manoeuvring ones has been recognized
in the majority of the real-world tracking scenarios. Human motion tracking or
military/civilian surveillance is an example of these applications in which the tar-
gets often move with high manoeuvring ability, and require more-advanced tracking
approaches.
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• Reliable Target Tracking: An important concern in tracking multiple targets
in sensor networks is the ability of sensors to track targets in noisy measurement
conditions, which is the case in many real-world scenarios. The success of a network
to track targets in such environments hinges significantly on the sensors’ ability to
reach a consensus value on their measurement of targets’ status. This value must
have the minimum error possible.
1.3 Contributions
This work proposes an intelligent and distributed target engagement mechanism for multi-
target and large-scale sensor networks in a surveillance context. The proposed approach
controls and coordinates sensors to ensure simultaneous dynamic area and reliable target
coverage. It also optimizes allocation between sensors and targets such that the maximum
number of targets is covered using available sensors. The main contributions of this work
are as follows:
• Formulation of the target engagement problem: This work presents a formal
formulation of the target engagement problem as an optimization problem subject
to some constraints. The distributed nature of the problem and also the mobility of
both sensors and targets are considered in this formulation.
• Hierarchical DCOP modelling: This work proposes a technique to solve the
target-to-sensor allocation problem by modelling the problem as a hierarchical Dis-
tributed Constraint Optimization Problem (DCOP). DCOPs tend to be computa-
tionally expensive and often intractable, particularly in large problem spaces such as
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) . To address this challenge, I propose changing
the sensor-to-target allocation to a hierarchical set of smaller DCOPs with a shared
system of constraints, avoiding significant computational and communication costs.
• Non-binary variable DCOP modelling: In contrast to other DCOP modelling
methods, this research presents a non-binary variable model for reducing the number
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of variables and the number of intra-agent constraints, and consequently reducing
the communication cost.
• Semi-Flocking algorithm: This work presents Semi-Flocking, a biologically in-
spired algorithm that benefits from key characteristics of reported Flocking-based
algorithms. The Semi-Flocking algorithm approaches the control and coordination
problem in sensor networks by assigning a small flock of sensors to each target, while
at the same time leaving some sensors free to explore the environment. This approach
allows the algorithm to strike a balance between reliable area coverage and target
coverage. This balance is facilitated via flock-sensor coordination.
• Constrained clustering for tracking manoeuvrable targets: This research
presents a constrained clustering approach to be combined with Flocking-based al-
gorithms to provide better coverage over manoeuvrable targets. To perform the
constrained clustering, a novel extension of K-means algorithm is presented and ap-
plied to cluster the sensors. This extension clusters the sensors based on certain
background knowledge. Then the information about the clusters is used to improve
coverage over manoeuvrable targets.
• KCF augmented Semi-Flocking algorithm: Addressing the problem of robust
multiple target tracking using a sensor network requires a coupled distributed esti-
mation and motion-control approach. This work proposes a framework wherein the
Semi-Flocking algorithm is employed for the purpose of multi-target motion control,
and a Kalman-Consensus Filter (KCF) for the purpose of motion estimation. In the
proposed coupled approach, each small group of Flocking sensors (semi-flock) applies
a separate KCF algorithm to estimate the position of its target. Doing so allows
sensors to collectively provide reliable target engagement and comprehensive area
coverage.
• Coupled allocation-control algorithm: To ensure timely tracking of mobile tar-
gets, the surveillance sensor network needs to maintain continuous engagement with
all targets. Thus, the network must be able to perform the following real-time tasks:
1) target-to-sensor allocation; 2) sensor mobility control and coordination. This work
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presents a combination of the Semi-Flocking algorithm, as a multi-target motion con-
trol and coordination approach, and a hierarchical DCOP modelling algorithm, as
an allocation approach, to tackle target-engagement problems in mobile multi-target
multi-sensor surveillance systems.
This thesis maintains that by the use of a continuous intelligent target engagement
mechanisms over a distributed large-scale sensor network, it is possible to achieve simul-
taneous dynamic area coverage and reliable target coverage, in addition to optimizing the
allocation of the sensors to targets under mission-critical constraints.
1.4 Organization
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive background of
the target engagement problem in large-scale sensor networks from the perspective of a
surveillance system. Chapter 3 presents a formal formulation for the target engagement
problem and lays the foundation for the solution strategy. A hierarchical dynamic dis-
tributed constraint optimization approach is devised in Chapter 4 to solve the target-to-
sensor allocation problem. Chapter 5 presents the Semi-Flocking algorithm for motion
control of mobile sensors in large-scale surveillance systems, describing its design details
and evaluating its performance. In Chapter 6, a constrained clustering approach is com-
bined with the Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms to make them more powerful in
tracking manoeuvrable targets. Chapter 7 introduces a KCF-augmented Semi-Flocking
algorithm for tracking multiple targets under a wide range of target dynamics in a noisy
sensor network. A combination of the Hierarchical non-binary DCOP modelling approach
and Semi-Flocking algorithm is presented in Chapter 8 to ensure a complete solution for
the target engagement problem. Finally, the conclusion and future work is presented are
Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
This chapter provides an introduction to large-scale sensor networks and discusses the
need and challenges of sensor management in such systems. It also reviews background
research on sensor management focusing on the target engagement problem and summaries
previous research work conducted to address this problem. A brief introduction of large-
scale sensor networks and their applications is presented in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2,
sensor management, its properties and challenges are discussed. Section 2.3 will introduce
target engagement and discuss the main challenges in this problem. As target engagement
is a twofold problem, this section will introduce briefly target-to-sensor allocation and
mobility control and coordination as two key issues that need to be addressed in order
to develop effective and efficient target engagement performance. Section 2.4 discusses
techniques reported in the sensor management literature to address the target engagement
problem focusing on those solutions that apply the DCOP/DCSP modelling tool for target-
to-sensor allocation and Flocking-based approaches for mobility control and coordination.
Finally, Section 2.5 concludes the chapter.
2.1 Introduction
Sensor Networks are widely considered as one of the most significant technologies in the
current century that has the potential to change our way of living [23]. Recent years have
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witnessed exponential growth in this field, from both academia and industry perspective
and this trend is expected to intensify as sensor networks continue to advance in capabili-
ties. A large-scale sensor network typically consists of a large number of sensors where each
sensor is of small size and embedded with data processing and communication capabili-
ties, albeit with limited communication and computation abilities. The main purpose of a
sensor network is to sense, collect, and process the information in its area collaboratively
[13]. A sensor network may combine stationary and mobile sensors in order to deal with
the dynamics in its environment.
The sensors in a sensor network communicate and cooperate with one another to ac-
complish a common task. This common objective can be environment monitoring, military
surveillance, habitat tracking, security applications or industrial process controls just to
name a few. The main specific characteristic of sensor networks is that, while each sen-
sor has low computation and communication abilities, the aggregate power of the entire
network is sufficient for the required mission [23].
Large-scale sensor networks are faced with various challenges. Energy consumption,
data compression, self-organizing, routing, quality of service, security and energy harvesting
are just a few examples of sensor networks challenges where many researchers have focused
their investigations for the past twenty years [24]. One key challenge in large-scale sensor
networks is the efficient use of the network’s resources to collect information about objects
in a given volume of interest. To address this challenge sensor networks employ resource
management schemes that aim for maximum performance with minimum cost. This very
conflicting multi-criteria nature of resource management in sensor networks makes the
problem difficult to tackle, particularly in mission-critical applications. Multi-sensor Multi-
target tracking in surveillance applications is an example where the success of the network
to track targets in a given volume of interest, efficiently and effectively, hinges significantly
on the network’s ability to allocate the right set of sensors to the right set of targets so as to
achieve optimal performance. This task can be even more complicated if the surveillance
application is such that the sensors and targets are expected to be mobile. Small mobile
sensors that move in space over time can carry information between isolated parts, and
can also disperse the energy consumption of sensors to deliver data [2, 25].
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2.2 Sensor Management
Sensor management is an important and challenging topic in sensor networks. It can be
described formally as “a system or process that seeks to manage or coordinate the usage
of a suite of sensors or measurement devices in a dynamic, uncertain environment, to
improve the performance of data fusion and ultimately that of perception” [26]. This topic
comprises a set of challenging interwoven issues. Resource allocation, coordination, and
scheduling are three key issues in the development of any sensor management system:
• Resource allocation is a process concerned with the assignment of network re-
sources to the set of elements occurring in the sensor network environment. Since
sensors are considered the most pivotal ingredients of the network, sensor allocation
tends to be of utmost importance for effective and efficient sensing performance.
The process is often formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem. The for-
mulation stipulates an objective function(s), a set of network sensors, a set of tasks
(targets); the goal is to find an assignment of sensors to tasks/targets that maximizes
(minimizes) the objective function subject to a set of constraints. This problem in a
sensor network context is concerned with the allocation of a number of sensors to a
given number of activities or objects in order to achieve the sensing task most effec-
tively and efficiently [27, 28]. Considering the network sensors as restricted resources,
and the targets as objects, the target-to-sensor allocation problem can be considered
a problem of resource allocation in sensor networks.
Another allocation problem in sensor management is target-to-sensor allocation,
which aims to find the best assignment of available sensors to targets subject to
a set of constraints. These constraints tend to be complex to set and hard to satisfy
due to the intricate relationship between the sensors and that between them and their
working environment. Target-to-sensor allocation includes stationary and mobile sen-
sors, each controlled as an independent agent. I also includes targets moving through
the sensors sensing range. All sensors must act as a team to cooperatively track the
maximum number of targets. Tracking a target accurately requires k sensors [1].
Figure 2.1 shows an example of this problem [1]. The task of tracking Target T1
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requires three overlapping sensors: sensors A1, A2, A3 and A4. To track the target
effectively these three sensors should coordinate their tracking effort. Each sensor can
detect the distance and speed of the target being tracked. The problem becomes more
complicated in multi-target environments in which one sensor may have to select one
of various targets in its field of view. For example, in Figure 2.1, Sensor A4 must
decide between Target Target1 or Target Target2. In addition, the dynamicity of
the environment makes the problem even more difficult and quite interesting. What
would have been an optimal allocation may be infeasible to satisfy as targets move
around.
Figure 2.1: Target-to-sensor allocation problem [1]
• Coordination is concerned with the management of the sensors to ensure proper
execution of their sensing task, avoiding conflicts and leveraging existing synergy
between them. Conflict between sensors is resolved based on a priority scheme on
the set of tasks being executed or targets being pursued [29]. Information exchange
between the network sensors enables them to maximize synergy in executing their
sensing tasks.
• Scheduling is an important process for the network to achieve timely and proper
completion of its sensing tasks. Furthermore, it is quite an essential part of sensor
coordination. The process involves the allocation of time segments to specific tasks
or activities. Each task or activity starts at a specific time, continues for a fixed time
interval, and terminates at a specific time [29].
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The authors in [2] present a survey on sensor management issues in mobile sensor
networks, focusing on communication and data management. As illustrated in Figure 2.2,
topology control, coverage, localization, and target tracking are discussed as the main
issues in communication, and the data gathering and replication methods with respect to
data management are analyzed.C. Zhu et al. Survey on Mobile Sensor Networks
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Figure 1. Communication and data management issues of mobile wireless sensor networks.
[9,10] make extension of the topology control algorithm
for static WSNs in [11,12]. The insight of that algorithm
named as MINMAXGRAPH by [9,10] is that the minimum
maximum power p should come from the threshold values
associated with node pairs in the network, which enables
a binary search over the threshold values to find the mini-
mum maximum power that can keep network connectivity.
Based on that, [9] and [10] further suppose that the move-
ment of each node can be represented by a line segment
and try to keep network connectivity in every segment
so that the network can be connected during the entire
movement. Specifically, they partition the whole moving
route into smaller line segments based on adjacent bisec-
tor points. For every partitioned line segment, they con-
struct a threshold graph and independently compute the
minimum power for each threshold graph to keep network
connectivity using the MINXMAXGRAPH method. Fur-
ther improving algorithm running time methods are also
developed in [9] and [10], mainly by avoiding the explicit
construction of threshold graphs and computing the
MINMAX edge incrementally rather than independently.
Moreover, as [10] focuses on constant rate mobile network,
[10] further slices the unit time interval into constant-
connectivity and constant-order time slots, thus connec-
tivity can be further checked for individual time slot.
Different from the methods which find the minimum
maximum power shown in [9] and [10], aiming to
solve more practical topology control problem result-
ing from variant rate mobile sensor network instead of
constant rate mobile network, [13] presents two poly-
nomial algorithms, centralized and distributed, respec-
tively. Based on the similar assumption that the whole
network lifetime can be divided into unit time intervals
and centering on unit time interval topology control
method, for each unit time interval, the centralized algo-
rithm first computes the initial one-hop neighbor list for
each node and sorts that list in decreasing order by the
maximum distances between every node and its neighbors
in that list. Then for each node, it further eliminates its
furthest neighbors in the neighbor list reachable by one-
hop relay of its closer neighbors to reduce the power to
keep connectivity. With that, there is a breadth first search
to determine whether the resultant topology is discon-
nected and full power will be assigned to each node if it
is true. As for the distributed algorithm, it is transformed
from the centralized algorithm by using the local asyn-
chronous ‘Hello’ message exchanges to let each node make
its own decision about the resultant topology. The main
limitations of the algorithms in [9,10,13] are their assump-
tion about dividing whole network lifetime into unit time
intervals and the suitability to unique network model.
2.1.2. Nondeterministic algorithm method.
Targeted to analyze the topology control for the disk
mobile network in which there are n moving nodes with-
out specific moving direction; [8] presents us another
type of topology control algorithms which are nondeter-
ministic. Those algorithms also try to divide the whole
time into unit time intervals and minimize the maxi-
mum power assigned to each node throughout each time
interval; but their main mechanisms are recomputing the
transmission power levels of the nodes at the start of
each interval, based on the current location of the nodes
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 2014; 14:19–36 © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 21
DOI: 10.1002/wcm
Figure 2.2: Communication and data management issues of mobile wireless sensor networks
[2]
2.3 Target Engagement
Sensor-target engagement is one of the essential parts of any sensor management mecha-
nism which aims to control the mobility of sensors to assign a proper subset of sensors to
each target at each time slot while guaranteeing the tracking quality [30]. The engagement
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problem is concerned with the detection, monitoring and tracking of a target. This process
often implies the estimation and prediction of the target trajectory, so as to guide the
sensor to maintain a continuous view of the target. Target engagement in a surveillance
environment has to consider not only how each sensor goes from one point to another,
but also which targets each sensor should track. This makes the engagement process to
be essentially a twofold problem, i.e. target-to-sensor allocation, and sensor coordination.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the Sensor-target engagement problem as a twofold problem.
Figure 2.3: Target engagement as a twofold problem
Since the overall sensing performance, to a large extent, revolves around coordination, it
is important to find an appropriate target-to-sensor allocation and motion control strategy
that lead to optimal positioning of the sensors [31]. In applications, such as the surveillance
application considered in this research, the number and density of targets varies in time.
The target engagement problem in this case involves finding an appropriate motion control
and target-to-sensor allocation strategy resulting in a sensor placement and sensor-to-target
assignment that minimizes the number of constraints violation as a cost function. Sensor
motion and target allocation, in this case, are not only a function of the relative positions
of the sensors, but also the relative positions of the targets with respect to the locations
of the sensors [31]. Each sensor should make an appropriate decision on its next location
and on the target(s) it will monitor from that location.
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2.3.1 Target-to-sensor Allocation
Target-to-sensor allocation deals with a selection process that involves assigning targets to
a set of sensors. This selection process is a combinatorial optimization problem in which
some sensors, targets and constraints are given and the goal of the system is to minimize
constraint violation costs. This problem is an NP-hard one, requiring high computational
and communication efforts, especially in large and dynamic sensor networks. Optimization
constraints can be used to capture sensor restrictions in tracking a target, such as the
inability to track more than one target at a time or a requirement for more than one sensor
to track a target. In most of the applications, targets are mobile, and in this case the
problem definition changes over time. In such dynamic conditions, even after sensors find
a configuration that enables them to track all targets, this configuration may not work over
time due to target mobility. Thus, at each moment, the goal is to find the best assignment
of sensors to targets with minimum cost. This fact highlights the requirement for control
strategies.
2.3.2 Mobility Control and Coordination
Controlled mobility enables a whole new set of capabilities in sensor networks and has
attracted a lot of interest in the research community recently. Augmenting static sensor
networks with mobile nodes addresses many design challenges of static sensor networks
[32]. The authors in [33] categorise the sensor networks based on sensors’ mobility level to
three different categories: random, predictable and controlled. This research is specifically
focused on controllable sensors. Exploiting intentional mobility in a sensor network, instead
of considering it as a disturbance, is a fundamental concept that the research community is
beginning to appreciate now [33, 32]. Sensor mobility control and coordination concerns the
optimal movement of a set of mobile sensors to achieve maximum area and target coverage.
The sensors also should coordinate to change their locations from their current position
to next optimal positions, avoiding collision and conflicts. Sensor mobility allows better
coverage in areas where events or targets appear more frequently. When a target or event
appears, the sensors should move such that their positions will eventually approximate that
target or event. In addition, such movements should be done by the minimum computation,
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memory, and communication requirements [34]. Sensor networks benefit from controllable
mobility of mobile sensors in various domains. Deployment, adaptive sampling, network
repair, energy harvesting, localization, and event detection are just a few examples of
the domains where mobile sensors become handy. This research focuses on the ability of
self-organizing as a key benefit of mobile sensors.
2.3.3 Challenges of Target Engagement
Several challenges make the problem of target-sensor engagement more difficult but at the
same time more interesting. The most important challenges are related to scalability
and dynamicity. Under scalability, tackling allocation problems in a sensor network
with a large number of sensors and targets requires large overheads of communication
and computation. On the other hand, most of the sensors have limited computation and
communication abilities. These challenges make problem solving complicated in large-scale
sensor networks. Dynamicity is another important issue in this field and includes: mobile
sensors/targets, new target(s) entering/leaving the VOI, the possibility of sensor failure,
and the possibility of new sensors entering the VOI. Having mobile targets makes the
problem solving more complicated as the solution for allocating a set of sensors to the set
of targets may not work over time due to target mobility. Also, the possibility of additional
targets entering VOI, or current ones leaving it, can change the problem. On the other
hand, this problem includes both static and mobile sensors. Static sensors only have to
select a target in their FOV for tracking, but the case is more complicated for mobile
sensors as they have to make decisions about their physical position as well. This latter
requirement involves motion control strategies to find optimal sensor movement, which
eventually leads to optimal allocation between sensors and targets. In addition, some of
the sensors may fail to track a target due to malfunctioning or the presence of obstacles
between them and the target. All these dynamicity issues make target engagement a
complicated and interesting part of sensor management.
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2.4 State-of-the-Art in Target Engagement
The target engagement research field dates back to the early 1990s [35], when it was initially
used for military applications. However, it has started to receive increased attention from
the research community in the last decade in various new application domains. Over the
last decade, a number of research projects have focused on target engagement, allocation
or tracking. Many studies have also been published on sensor control and coordination.
Nevertheless, a truly comprehensive critical study of target engagement is still absent.
In 1991 Carney [35] applied a method and apparatus for simultaneously engaging a
multiplicity of selected targets with one or more missiles (sensors) at each target, to acquire,
track, and guide each missile to its respective target. The proposed approach in that paper
includes a target selection module, an acquisition and tracking module, a processor and
a control module. These modules match the target-to-sensor allocation and control and
coordination subsystems as defined in my research. In 2005, the work by Schumacher in
[36] presented cooperative moving target engagement as an application example for the
MultiUAV [37] cooperative control simulation in which unmanned air vehicles, UAVs , act
as sensors, cooperate to track and attack moving ground targets. The described scenario
requires a high level of cooperation between sensors and has the additional complexities
of nonlinear target dynamics and sensor constraints. In this scenario, three UAVs are
required for tracking each target. The authors illustrate that MultiUAV can be effective
for scenarios involving severe timing constraints and extreme task coupling. In [38], Chen
et al. present a recent study of target engagement. They first modelled the engagement
problem and then applied particle swarm optimization based on genetic operators to solve
the model.
A survey of the state-of-the-art target engagement approaches is provided in this work.
This section studies various features of the target engagement strategies and categorizes the
state-of-the-art target engagement approaches based on the classification of this problem
that is presented in Figure 2.3. Based on this classification, target engagement approaches
are categorized into two categories: target-to-sensor allocation approaches and mobility
control and coordination approaches.
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2.4.1 Target-to-sensor Allocation Approaches
The target-to-sensor allocation as a resource-allocation problem is an old and challenging
problem that has attracted attention from the early 1970s [39, 40, 41, 42] to present [43,
44, 45]. In [42], the authors consider various methods for target tracking and allocation
in wireless sensor networks. This book provides a multi-agent perspective of the sensor
networks, and then presents solutions to address various resource allocation problems,
including target allocation and tracking, using ideas taken from the field of multi-agent
systems. Special limitations of sensor networks are considered in the proposed solutions.
A sensor’s restriction in tracking more than one target at the same time, needing at least k
(depending on the type of sensors) sensors to track a target, restrictions on communications
between sensors (agents), and the need for soft real-time performance are some examples of
these limitations. In the various approaches proposed in this book, key commonalities are
considered. For example it is assumed that there is no central decision maker because none
of the sensors (agents) can have all distributed information due to communication costs,
the size of information sets and other limitations. Therefore, all the approaches proposed
in this book emphasize distributed problem solving. Furthermore, the approaches consider
the requirement of a real time environment, such as dynamism and uncertainty.
In this study the author divides target-to-sensor problem-solving strategies into eight
main subcategories: neural network-based, negotiation-based, classical and heuristic op-
timization, learning-based, probabilistic and organization-based approaches. Figure 2.6
illustrates these eight categories. In the rest of this section, each of these strategies is
explored in the context of a related state-of-the-art approach.
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Figure 2.4: Problem solving strategies for target-to-sensor allocation
2.4.1.1 Neural Network-based Approaches
A neural network as defined by the inventor of one of the first neurocomputers, Hecht-
Nielsen, is a ”parallel, distributed information processing structure consisting of process-
ing elements (which can possess a local memory and can carry out localized information
processing operations) interconnected together with unidirectional signal channels called
connections.” [46]. The research community has focused significant attention on the use
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of various types of neural networks in solving the allocation problem in sensor networks.
A self-organizing map (SOM) is one of these networks that has shown successful results
in the sensor-to-target allocation problem. SOM is trained using unsupervised learning to
produce a low-dimensional (typically two-dimensional), discretized representation of the
input space of the training samples, called a map [47, 48, 49]. Hatime et al. in [50] apply
SOM to assign targets to sensors (robots) on the basis of competition. This approach
uses the Euclidian distance to assign a target to the winning node. The authors compare
SOM-based methods with two other approaches and show that SOM offers the lowest cost
and running time with the worst workload distribution.
Liu et al. in [51, 52] present a new approach for multi-target tracking task allocation in
wireless sensor networks, based on multiple elastic neural network modules (MEM) . MEM
is a significant extension of SOM [53] and generalizes the self-organizing principles of the
SOM to make the model amenable to a wide range of difficult optimization problems.
The authors assume that three sensors are needed to form a dynamic coalition for one
particular target tracking task. Meanwhile, because of the restrained ability of a sensor,
one sensor should be allocated to join in only one dynamic coalition to track one target
[51]. In the proposed approach, the disjointed fully connected subgraphs of neurons can be
constructed by MEM to solve the sensor-to-target allocation problem. Then the problem
changes into finding a dynamic coalition composed of three nodes in the surveillance area
and getting the optimal result. With the attraction of the objective function in the optimal
problem, the receptive field of the elastic neural network converges and locks each member
of the coalition [51]. The authors compare the results of applying MEM with conventional
methods and show that the proposed method significantly reduces the tracking system’s
energy consumption and improves its tracking accuracy.
The work presented in [53] describes two different neural network-based approaches
for solving multi-target a multi-sensor passive tracking problem. This research specifically
focuses on the allocation of three passive sensors to each target for the purpose of localiza-
tion by applying a Hopfield neural network to preface the subsequent development of the
MEMs. Finally, it describes some of the applications in which the proposed approach is
helpful.
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2.4.1.2 Negotiation-based Approaches
Negotiation refers to the communication process that facilitates coordination and coop-
eration among a group of agents [54]. Allocation problems in sensor networks is one
of the domains where negotiation-based approaches have demonstrated successful results
[55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Sujit et al. in [55] propose a negotiation scheme for task allocation
in a military application where multiple Unmanned Air vehicles (UAVs) search for and
attack targets in an unknown region. The proposed approach in this research is based on
Rubinstein’s model of strategic negotiation [61], in which agents make proposals that are
either accepted or rejected by other agents. Whether an agent implements its proposal or
not depends on what other agents do. The authors in [55] modify the Rubinstein’s model
to adopt it to allocation problems in sensor networks. In this approach, the UAVs locate
a target and relay its coordinates to their closest neighbours. Negotiation among UAVs
decides who should attack the target. The authors compare the proposed method with
greedy strategy and a variation of the negotiation mechanism, and show that the proposed
mechanism performs far better than greedy strategy.
Mataric et al. in [56] present a technique based on bidding for task allocation in multi
robot systems in uncertain environments, focusing on commitment and coordination. Each
robot has to decide whether to finish its current assignment or bid on other tasks, and
whether to base its action on local versus global information.
Goldberg et al. in [57] present a market-based planning scheme for resource allocation
based on a three-layer architecture: planning, executive and behavioural. At the planning
level two main components (a trader and a scheduler) apply market-based techniques to
allocate task and resources. The trader is responsible for auctioning and bidding, and the
scheduler is responsible for determining task feasibility and cost, and interacting with the
executive layer. At the executive level, the tasks are executed and synchronized. At the
behavioural level, robots create feed-back loops for control and coordination.
Charles Ortiz et al. in [62] address the problem of group decision making in a real
time distributed environment by considering the dynamicity aspects of the environment.
Their main focus is on the decision problem of task assignment in situations for which
the information relevant to the assignment problem is distributed over a group of agents
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(sensors). They use a negotiation-based approach. Rather than restart a negotiation
whenever a problem statement has changed, the authors propose an anytime algorithm
named Dynamic Mediation, which can adopt a previously found solution to such changes.
In the Dynamic Mediation approach, which is a partially center-based method, a leader
called the mediator selects the working sensor nodes according to specific criteria. All the
selected sensors send their negotiation information to the mediator, who then implements
an iterative and interactive hill-climbing search in a subset of a solution space and sends
the successive proposals to the group of sensors participating in the session. Next, the
group members make their responses based on these proposals. The mediator can find a
satisfactory outcome to the assignment problem based on those responses. This method
suffers from all the problems common in centralized methods, including a single point of
failure and computational overload of the central node. This method can only be used for
small scale networks. Otherwise, the mediator will be overloaded. Moreover, when the
mediator fails, the network fails as well.
2.4.1.3 Classical Optimization Approaches
Optimization problems involve finding the best solution among all feasible solutions. Math-
ematical optimization problems are able to model a wide range of engineering or scientific
applications from modelling the evolution of species in biology to the creation of communi-
cation networks [63]. The target-to-sensor allocation problem is one of these applications
that can be effectively translated into several optimization frameworks. Linear program-
ming (LP) and Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem (DCOP) are two main clas-
sical optimization problems that are discussed in this section and have attracted lots of
attention in the research community for modelling target-to-sensor allocation problems
[18, 64, 65, 66, 50, 41, 67, 68, 3, 69, 42, 62, 70, 71]. This is due to the natural formulation
of the target-to-sensor allocation problem as an optimization one with numerous attributes
and constraints.
2.4.1.3.1 LP-based Approaches Linear programming (LP) is a method of finding
the best outcome in a mathematical model whose constraints are represented by linear
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relationships. LP has been widely used as a tool in decision making [72, 73, 74] and has
a wide range application in the real world. This problem consists of a linear objective
function, a set of linear constraints, and a finite set of variables. Integer LP (ILP) is a
specific type of LP in which some or all of the variables are restricted to integers. Hatime
et al. in [50] presents a translation of the target-to-sensor allocation problem as an ILP
in which the decisions are limited to 1 (assigned to a target) or 0 (not assigned) and the
objective is to find a minimum cost assignment of n robots (sensors) to m targets:
minimize
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
cijxij. i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ....,m, subject to (2.1)
m∑
j=1
xij ≤ bi bi =
{
1 if n ≥ m
ceil (m÷ n) otherwise (2.2)
n∑
i=1
xij = 1 (2.3)
xij =
{
1 if robot (sensor) i is assigned to target j
0 otherwise
(2.4)
where cij is the cost of robot i to service target j and bi is the maximum number of targets
that robot i can serve. After modelling the problem as an optimization one, the authors
[50] apply a branch-and-bound base solution to solve the modelled problem.
In 1977 [41], Nash presented an optimal method for allocation of several prioritized
targets to limited sensor resources in a surveillance application. In this research work he
translates the target-to-sensor assignment problem into the framework of classical linear
programming (LP) problem and employs mathematical programming and Kalman Filtering
to generate preferred sensor-to-target assignments in a generic surveillance context.
In 2005 [67], Cardei et al. proposed a method to extend network life time by mod-
elling the problem as the maximum set cover problem, and then applied LP and a greedy
approach to solve the modelled problem. In this paper LP is applied as a solution in-
stead of a modelling approach. In the same year, Liu et al. in [68] presented a scheduling
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method based on LP to schedule the assignment of sensors to targets with the objective of
maximizing the life time of the surveillance system.
Later in 2007 [3] Cai et al. modelled the same problem focusing on directional sensors
that have a limited angle of sensing range due to technical constraints. Figure 2.5 shows
the target-to-sensor allocation problem using such directional sensors in which s1, s2, s3 are
three sensors that can switch to three directions and the stars a1, a2, a3 are three targets.
Parts (a) and (b) of this figure show the status of the target-to-sensor allocation problem
with two different active directions of the sensors.
Target-Oriented Scheduling in Directional Sensor
Networks
Yanli Cai, Wei Lou, Minglu Li and Xiang-Yang Li
Abstract— Unlike convectional omni-directional sensors that
always have an omni-angle of sensing range, directional sensors
may have a limited angle of sensing range due to technical
constraints or cost considerations. A directional sensor network
consists of a number of directional sensors, which can switch to
several directions to extend their sensing ability to cover all the
targets in a given area. Power conservation is still an important
issue in such directional sensor networks. In this paper, we
address the multiple directional cover sets problem (MDCS) of
organizing the directions of sensors into a group of non-disjoint
cover sets to extend the network lifetime. One cover set, in which
the directions cover all the targets, is activated at one time. We
prove the MDCS to be NP-complete and propose three heuristic
algorithms for the MDCS. Simulation results are also presented
to demonstrate the performance of these algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, sensor networks have emerged as promis-
ing platforms for many applications, such as environmental
monitoring, battlefield surveillance, and health care [1], [2].
A sensor network may consist of a large number of small
sensor nodes that are composed of sensing, data processing
and communicating components. The conventional research
of sensor networks are always based on the assumption of
omni-directional sensors that have an omni-angle of sensing
range. However, sensors may have a limited angle of sensing
range due to technical constraints or cost considerations,
which are denoted as directional sensors in this paper. Video
sensors [3], [4], ultrasonic sensors [5] and infrared sensors [2]
are examples of widely used directional sensors. Note that the
directional characteristic we discuss in this paper is from the
point of view of the sensing, but not from the communicating
activity of sensor nodes.
There are several ways to extend the sensing ability of
directional sensors. One way is to put several directional
sensors of the same kind on one sensor node, each of which
faces to a different direction. One example using this way is
in [5], where four pairs of ultrasonic sensors are equipped on
a single node to detect ultrasonic signals from any direction.
Another way is to equip the sensor node with a mobile device
that enables the node to move around. The third way is to equip
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Fig. 1. Simple directional sensor networks
the sensor node with a device that enables the sensor on the
node to switch (or rotate) to different directions. We adopt the
third way so that a sensor can face to several directions. In
this paper, we assume that each sensor node equips exactly
one sensor on it. Therefore, we do not differentiate the terms
sensor and node in the rest of the paper.
We also consider the following scenario. Some targets with
known locations are deployed in a two-dimensional Euclidean
plane. A number of directional sensors are randomly scattered
close to these targets. We assume the sensing region of each
direction of a directional sensor is a sector of the sensing disk
centered at the sensor with a sensing radius. Each sensor has
a uniform sensing region and the sensing regions of different
directions of a sensor do not overlap. However, the algorithms
proposed in this paper do not put restrictions on the shape
of the sensing region or overlaps between different directions.
When the sensors are randomly deployed, each sensor initially
faces to one of its directions. These sensors form a directional
sensor network so that data can be gathered and transferred to
the sink, a central processing base station.
If a directional sensor faces to a direction, we say that the
sensor works in this direction and the direction is the work
direction of the sensor. When this sensor works in a direction
and a target is in the sensing region of the sensor, we say
that the direction of the sensor covers the target. Because a
directional sensor has a smaller angle of sensing range than an
omni-directional sensor or even does not cover any target when
it is deployed, we need to schedule sensors in the network to
face to certain directions to cover all the targets. We call a
subset of directions of the sensors, in which the directions
cover all the targets, as a cover set. Note that no more than
one direction of a sensor can be in a cover set. The problem
of finding a cover set, called directional cover set problem
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Figure 2.5: Simple directional sensor networks [3]
Recently in 2013 [69] Shen et al. considered the target-to-sensor allocation problem
with equality or inequality constraints nd applied lin ar progr mming for solving this
problem in case the constraints are temporally inseparable.
2.4.1.3.2 DCOP-based Approaches One important approach for solving the target
allocation problem in sensor networks is the Distributed Constraint Satisfaction/Optimization
Problem (DCSP/DCOP) as a formulation environment. The target-to-sensor allocation is
then tackled using DCSP algorithms. I hi section, first th DCSP, DCOP and its
dynamic version are introduced then related work on using this modelling technique to
address the target-t -sen or allocation problem ar pres nted.
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2.4.1.3.2.1 Distributed Constraint Satisfaction and Optimization For many
years, finding an optimal assignment of values to a set of variables spread over a number
of agents that have interdependencies, has been an important issue in distributed problem
solving. DCOPs provide a good formalism for representing problems involving different
agents, each responsible for assigning a value from its finite domain to its variable. These
agents coordinate their values to find value assignments that minimize constraint costs.
Two agents are constrained if they share a constraint. Each constraint cost is a function of
the values of the involved variables. The cost of a solution is the sum of all the constraint
costs, depending on the values assigned to them in the solution. The goal of solving a DCOP
(which is an NP-hard problem [4]) is to find an assignment of values to all the variables that
minimize the solution cost. In this problem, each agent knows only about the constraints
in which its variables are involved. Many real-world problems in Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) can be modeled as DCOPs. A number of resource
allocation problems are examples of this real-world problems: resource allocation in sensor
networks [42, 75], urban traffic signal control [76, 77], the disaster rescue problem [78] and
many timetabling problems such as train timetabling [79], and university timetabling [80].
The common goal in solving all of these problems is to find suitable values to assign to
distributed variables.
2.4.1.3.2.2 DCSP Definition: DCSP refers to the distributed form of the con-
straint satisfaction problem (CSP) . It involves multiple autonomous agents, each agent
holding one or more variables. DCSP was first discussed by Sycaro et al. and Yokoo et al.
[81, 82]. CSP as the basis of DCSP is formally defined as follows [81, 82]:
• A set of n variables: V = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}
• A set of finite, discrete domains for each variable: D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dn}
• A set of constraints: R = {R1, R2, . . . , Rm} where each Ri = (di1, di2, . . . , dij) is a
predicate defined on the Cartesian product Di1×Di2 . . .×Dij. If the value assignment
of these variables satisfies this constraint, the predicate returns true; otherwise it
returns false.
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The final goal of CSP is to find an assignment A = {d1, d2, . . . , dn‖di ∈ Di} that satisfies
all the constraints in R. In the distributed form of this problem, one or more variables
along with their constraints are assigned to each agent in the distributed environment.
Each agent attempts to reach this goal not only by satisfying its local constraints but also
by communicating with other agents to solve external conflicts. Clearly, the agent goals
are interconnected. Agents are expected to have strong communication with one another
because their goals are interrelated. For example, in order to solve its sub-problem, each
agent may create new conflicts for other agents by changing its or other agents’ values. In
this report it is assumed that agents can communicate with one another by exchanging
messages and that the receiver agent receives messages exactly in the order they were sent,
of course, after a finite delay. It is further assumed that only one variable is under the
control of one agent. Thus, the name of the agent can be the same as that of the variable
it holds and manages. Each agent has complete information about the constraints on its
variable.
2.4.1.3.2.3 DCOP Definition: DCOP is a generalized form and optimization ver-
sion of Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DCSP), in which the constraints are
weighted [83, 84]. In contrast to DCSP, in which each constraint has two states: satisfied
or unsatisfied, in DCOP each constraint has a cost that depends on the values selected
for the variables involved, and the goal is to minimize the sum of the constraint costs.
Therefore an objective function is defined for each DCOP, and the goal for the agents is
to find an assignment of values to variables such that the objective function is minimized.
The objective function is defined as the summation over a set of cost functions [4]:
F (A) =
∑
xi,xj∈V
fij(di, dj) where xi ← di, xj ← dj in A. (2.5)
In which fij(di, dj) is the cost function for a pair of variables xi, xj and is defined as
fij(di, dj) : Di × Dj → N . A in equation (1.1) represents an assignment of values to the
variables. It is common to represent a DCOP as a constraint graph. In this weighted
graph the vertices are the variables and the edges are the constraints. Figure 2.6 [4] shows
an example of a constraint graph and its cost function. In this example, DCOP has four
variables {X1, X2, X3, X4}. The domain of each variable is {0, 1, 2}. Considering f as the
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cost function, each assignment provides a cost and the goal is to minimize the cost of the
solution found.
ADOPT: Asynchronous Distributed Constraint Optimization with Quality Guarantees
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Figure 2: (a) Constraint graph. (b) Adopt communication graph.
2.1 Scope of the Representation
The scope of the DCOP representation and its ability to represent distributed optimization
problems can be understood along the three important dimensions discussed next.
Aggregation operator. The properties of the summation operator which is used to aggre-
gate costs from the component constraints imposes some restrictions on the types of global
objective functions that can be represented. In particular, the techniques we will present
apply only to aggregation operators that are associative, commutative, and monotonic.
This class of optimization functions is described formally by Schiex, Fargier and Verfaillie
as Valued CSPs [24]. Monotonicity requires that the cost of a solution can only increase as
more costs are aggregated. For example, summation over the natural numbers is monotonic
but summation over the integers is not. While the monotonicity assumption does limit the
applicability of our approach, it also encompasses a broad and useful class of optimization
problem and so is not an overly severe limitation.
Arity of component constraints. Our restriction to binary constraints can also impose
difficulties on representing some problems. For example, a requirement stating that “2 out
of 3 agents” are needed for a task is most naturally represented as a ternary constraint
over all three agents rather than as an aggregation of pairwise binary constraints. But we
also note that algorithms for DisCSP were first developed assuming binary constraints and
later successfully generalized to n-ary constraints. Thus, we take a similar approach for
DCOP and first assume binary constraints in this paper and propose extensions for n-ary
constraints in future work. Furthermore, we argue that it is desirable to limit the arity
of constraints whenever possible since agents’ decisions can become very tightly coupled
otherwise, which makes problems significantly more difficult to solve in terms of computation
and communication.
Number of variables per agent. Our assumption of one variable per agent can be problem-
atic in domains where agents have complex local subproblems that are more appropriately
modeled using multiple variables. Yokoo et al. [29] describe some methods for dealing with
multiple variables per agent in DisCSP. For example, one can convert a constraint reasoning
problem involving multiple variables into a problem with only one variable by defining a
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Figure 2.6: Constraint graph and its cost function [4]
2.4.1.3.2.4 Dynamic DCOP: In most real-world problems it is often the case that
after a DCOP has been solved, small changes occur that make the solution of the original
problem invalid. This fact i troduces the Dynamic Distributed Constrai t Optimization
Problem (DynDCOP) . DynDCOP is a generalization of DCOP that allows the variables
and constraints of the problem to be added or removed. These changes in the problem
statement are the results of external environmental condition changes. Considering the
dynamicity is important when a real-world problem is model as a DCOP because it is an
inseparable part of most real-world problems. In a dynamic problem, a DCSP/DCOP solu-
tion that works at one time may become outdated when the problem changes.DynDCOP,
as the dynamic version of DCOP, can be formulated as 〈Piniti l,∆〉, in which Pinitial is
the initial state of DCOP and ∆ : Pt → Pt+1 is a function that maps a DCOP in time t
to a DCOP in time t + 1 by creating and expunging variables or constraints or changing
the domains [85]. The dynamicity level of the problem can be evaluated by counting the
number of changes between two states of the problem. Fo example, the num er of created
or expunged constraints or variables.
2.4.1.3.2.5 DCSP/DCOP for Target-to-sensor Allocation The research com-
munity has focused significant attention on the use of DCOP/DCSP in solving the target-
to-sensor allocation problem. This is due to the several advantages of DCOP modelling
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in the field of target allocation. The first and most important one is that it provides a
good abstract formalization of the problem. In particular it provides a formalism that
allows a general mapping of different types of target-to-sensor allocation problems into a
well-known problem solving paradigm [27]. In addition this modelling has the advantage
of using various existing DCSP algorithms to solve the modeled problem, which event-
fully leads to a solution for the main target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network
domains. Because of the advantages of using this modelling approach to solve target-to-
sensor allocation problems, various aspects of DCSP have been explored in the context of
target-to-sensor allocation especially in last two decades [86, 87, 66, 18, 64, 65]. In gen-
eral, the proposed methods in this field can be divided into two main categories. The first
category includes research provided to evaluate a DCSP algorithm in a real-world domain
such as sensor networks. The research focusing on this category mainly use simple target
allocation scenarios in the sensor network and then try to evaluate the DCSP algorithm
on the modelled problem by using a much-simplified model of the sensor networks. These
approaches do not consider most aspects of a real sensor network. The second category
includes methods that are presenting new modelling approaches for modelling target-to-
sensor allocation problems. These approaches aim to present modelling approaches that
better match with the requirements of a practical sensor network. Both categories use the
same modelling technique (DCSP/DCOP modelling) to solve the same problem, but they
differ in their purpose. As a result they focus on different aspects of this modelling. The
Next paragraphs present the research already done in each of these two categories.
2.4.1.3.2.6 Sensor Network a Test-bed for DCSP/DCOP Algorithms Re-
search presented in [86], [88], [89] and [64] can be categorized in the first category. Cesar
Fernandez et al. [86, 88] introduce SensorDCSP as a real-world domain for evaluating some
of the DCSP algorithms in this new area. SensorDCSP, which is the main contribution
of this work, involves a sensor network in which static sensors track some mobile targets.
The authors show that there is a satisfactory transition phase in this NP-hard problem,
which makes it an interesting benchmark for testing DCSP algorithms on an easy-hard-
easy problem. In addition the framework provides a truly distributed environment for
this evaluation, which was lacking in this domain. After that, they evaluate two important
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DCSP algorithms, asynchronous backtracking (ABT) [82] and asynchronous weak commit-
ment search (AWC) [90] on the new proposed domain. They find that AWC works better
in satisfiable instances but ABT has a better performance on unsatisfiable ones; and this
is due to the dynamic-variable-priority-changing method used in AWC. To make the sce-
nario mere realistic, they add some communication delays to the SensorDCSP caused by
different traffic conditions and then study the reaction of the algorithms on them. Roger
Mailler et al. [89] present a new DCSP algorithm called Asynchronous Partial Overlay
(APO) and used target-to-sensor allocation problems in sensor networks as a benchmark
to evaluate their new proposed algorithm. In APO, some agents, called mediators, first
centralize some parts of the problem, then use central search methods to solve the cen-
tralized sub-problems. Finally, they inform the other agents about the solution of the
sub-problems. The sub-problems have some overlaps, and the agents increase the size of
their sub-problems along critical paths within the DCSP. To test APO in a sensor network
domain, the authors placed some sensors and some targets in an environment randomly.
In this domain, each sensor can see only targets that are placed at a dist from that. To
map the sensor-to-target allocation problem to a DCSP, they mapped the targets to the
variables and the set of sensors that can see each target (variable) to the domain of that
variable. Constraints are also defined using a “not intersects” relationship. This relation-
ship is true if the sensors assigned to two targets do not have any elements in common with
each other. Finally, this study shows that APO outperforms previous DCSP algorithms in
this domain.
Reference [91] proposes a new algorithm called SDS for solving DCSP. They test the
proposed approach on the sensor network domain. SDS uses piggybacking to decrease its
communicational overhead, a fact that makes it suitable for use in sensor network domains.
In addition, the proposed approach is reliable against message loses but cannot guarantee
to find a solution for the problem if there is one.
Macarthur in [64] casts the dynamic task allocation problem in sensor networks to the
DCOP. Then in this paper, a number of decentralized DCOP algorithms including DPOP,
ADOPT, and the GDL family of algorithms are discussed for solving the modelled prob-
lem and their shortcomings are highlighted. Finally, the max-sum algorithm is reported
and discussed as the best DCOP algorithm for performing multi-agent coordination in a
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dynamic task allocation scenario.
All the research done in the first category suffer from a main drawback: the mapping
of task allocation of a large-scale sensor network to a distributed constraint satisfaction
problem is over simplified. Furthermore, none of the proper distributed constraint satisfac-
tion algorithms identified work well, in complex task allocation issues in large-scale sensor
networks. As explained earlier, the aim of research in this category is to test DCSP algo-
rithms on a new domain not to find an appropriate solution for target-to-sensor allocation
problems in sensor networks.
2.4.1.3.2.7 Target-to-sensor Allocation to DCSP/DCOP Modelling Approaches
The group of research that has been done in this field focus more on solving the allocating
problem in sensor networks than on evaluating DCSP algorithms. Research done by Bejar
et al. in [87], by Matsui et al. in [92], by Ota et al. in [93, 94], by Farinelli et al. in
[65] and by Zivan et al. in [66] can be categorized in this group. These researchers are
trying to provide more efficient techniques for modelling the target-to-sensor allocating
problem of sensor networks as a version of DCSP. To the best of my knowledge, the first
of these works can be found in [87]. They introduce two DCSP modelling techniques to
model the tracking of mobile nodes in wireless sensor networks with static sensors. In the
first modelling approach, called “sensor centered DCSP”, agents are associated with the
sensors, while in the second one, called “target centered DCSP”, they are associated with
the mobile nodes. They show that these two modelling approaches are duals of each other,
and then demonstrate how these two modelling approaches differ in their inter-agent and
intra-agent communication costs. Finally, the computational costs of these two approaches
are compared. The authors use binary variables in both proposed modelling approaches;
a variable is equal to one if a sensor is assigned to a mobile node and otherwise zero.
This modelling approach and its limitation will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
This paper uses a very simplified and small version of the sensor network domain for this
modelling, and the main focus of the paper is to present a basic modelling approach. The
“mobile node centered” approach is later used by other researchers to model the problem.
Although most of the work done in this field uses this modelling technique, the proposed
approach cannot work efficiently in large-scale sensor networks. Matsui et al. in [92, 94]
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and Ota et al. in [93] show two DCOP-based formalization for target allocation. They
also present a two-layer DCOP formalization using an agency model to restrict the com-
putational cost of the problem solving. Roman Bejar et al. [87] and Toshihiro Matsui [94]
report common target-to-sensor modelling techniques. There are mainly two modelling
techniques:
1. Sensor-based modelling
2. Target-based modelling
In the first case, the sensors are modeled as the variables of the DCOP. Then each variable’s
domain and constraints are defined based on this mapping; while in the second case, each
target is modeled as a variable in DCOP. In the Sensor-based modelling approach, each
sensor agent has a binary variable corresponding to each target in its range. A sensor agent
assigns a value 1 to a variable if it is going to track this target. Since each sensor can track
at most one target in its range, at most one of its variables can be set to one. In addition,
k communicating sensors should track each target to ensure complete covering. These
two criteria represent the DCOP constraints in this model. The target-based modelling
approach is quite similar to the sensor-based modelling approach with the difference that
the binary variables are mapped to targets and each element in the variable domain is
corresponding to one sensor that can track the target [87].
Reference [94] emphasizes on presenting a constraint optimization approach instead
of a constraint satisfaction one for resource allocation problems in sensor networks. The
authors develop a distributed cooperative observation system based on an agency model
and applied the model into the sensor network. They first compare the agency model
with a DCOP based modelling approach and then present a cooperative formalization
to integrate DCOP approach into the agency one to create a combined model. In this
paper a more realistic view of the sensor network is presented, which includes autonomous
camera sensor nodes, that use pan-tilt-zoom controlled cameras, computers and local area
networks, and some randomly moving targets. The authors in [94] use two approaches for
DCOP modelling: one called STAV (Sensor-Target as Variable) that maps each (sensor,
target) to one variable and one called TAV (Target As Variable) that maps each (target)
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to one variable. Then, for each case, appropriate constraints are defined. Although the
authors tried for more realistic assumptions, as in a sensor network, targets are out of the
control of the system, therefore neither approach works because they assign either targets
or (sensor, target)s to variables, and in DCOP, the algorithm can control only the variables.
In this approach, the sensors are also considered to be static. This paper suffers from poor
experimental results in which none of the DCOP solvers are applied to solve the problem;
instead, a simple hill-climbing approach is used.
Farinelli et al. in [65] present a novel agent-based representation of the allocation prob-
lem in sensor networks based on a factor graph, and then use state-of-the-art DCOP heuris-
tics to generate sub-optimal solutions. This approach attempts to minimize sensors’ energy
consumption by controlling their sense/sleep schedule while maximizing target detection
probability. Finally, they have tested the proposed DCOP-based model in a wide-area
surveillance problem.
Recently Zivan et al. in [66] present a new method of DCOP modelling for target
tracking in dynamic environments such as surveillance applications in which the physical
position of the sensors are mapped to the variables, the nearby locations are mapped to the
domain values for each variable and the targets are mapped to constraints. Consequently,
variable domains and constraints change as the sensors move through the environment.
2.4.1.4 Heuristic Optimization Approaches
Heuristic approaches are designed to solve problems more quickly when classic optimization
approaches are too slow, or to find an approximate solution when classic approaches fail
to find an exact one. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) , Genetic Algorithm (GA)
, Simulated Annealing (SA) , Ant Colonies (ACO) and greedy approaches are just a few
examples of heuristic optimization methods that have been applied on the sensor allocation
problem [95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102].
Jevti et al. in [103, 96] optimize and apply Distributed Bees Algorithm to distributed
target allocation in a swarm of robots. They have applied genetic algorithm to control
the parameters of the Distributed Bees Algorithm to reach the cost efficient allocation be-
tween sensors and targets. The decision making in this approach is completely distributed
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and each sensor independently decides on tracking a target based on targets’ quantities
and distance. Mei et al. in [104] apply PSO, based on nearest-neighbour algorithm, for
task allocation in sensor networks to reduce energy consumption between nodes. In this
approach targets are allocated to sensors initially based on nearest-neighbour algorithm
which is a greedy approach, then the fitness function is compared through the change of
task allocation matrix to achieve lower cost allocations.
Wang et al. in [98] present a hybrid algorithm to optimize the energy consumption
in sensor networks, in which particle swarm optimization and simulated annealing are
combined to find the an allocation solution in a distributed manner. Tseng et al. in [100]
propose the solution to select three nearest neighbours to each target to form a group,
given that at least three sensors are required to find the location of and track a target.
In this greedy approach they do not consider very important factors such as the random
distribution of sensors, energy consumption for communications and localization accuracy.
Also many papers, such as the research presented in [105, 106], consider only a single target
scenario. They do not mention multi-target tracking task allocation and the conflicts that
targets may have in assignment to limited available sensors.
2.4.1.5 Learning-based Approaches
Learning-based approaches refers to a group of algorithms which can learn from data.
These algorithms create a model based on inputs and apply that to make predictions
and decisions [107]. A number of researchers in the field of resource allocation in sensor
networks focus on various types of learning algorithms [108, 109, 110].
Campbell et al. in [108] propose two learning-based approaches: greedy and best fit.
Through a series of experiments, they illustrate that learning is an important factor in
task allocation. Kreucher et al. in [109] focus on detection and tracking smart targets in
surveillance applications applying the reinforcement learning approach. In this context a
smart target is a target that can react in a manner that makes future surveillance more
difficult. As detecting and tracking smart targets in surveillance application is very chal-
lenging computationally, they propose a two stage approach in which the targets are first
detected and then a tracking algorithm is applied to track already detected targets. Main-
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land et al. in [110] present a resource allocation approach called Self-Organizing Resource
Allocation in which sensors sell their readings or data aggregates as goods in response to
prices that are established by the programmer. Sensors try to maximize their benefit in
this virtual market, subject to energy budget constraints. Sensors apply reinforcement
learning to adapt their operation over time based on received feedback from the payments.
2.4.1.6 Probabilistic Approaches
Probabilistic approaches are the approaches in which the result or the way the result is
obtained depend on a degree of randomness or chance. The work presented in [111, 112,
113, 114, 115] are some of the examples of the research that are focusing on probabilistic
methods for resource allocation in sensor networks.
In [111] the authors present a probabilistic approach for optimal sensor allocation in
a structural health monitoring (SHM) system. They apply an approach based on weights
of a neural network trained from simulations using a priori knowledge to determine the
optimal number and locations of sensors for SHM. Bar-Shalom in [113] present an overview
of the application of probabilistic data association (PDA) approaches in target tracking
scenarios. Target motion analysis as one of the applications of PDAs is discussed in this
paper, focusing on manoeuvrable targets. The use of the PDA technique for tracking highly
manoeuvring targets combined with radar resource management is described in this paper.
2.4.1.7 Organization-based Approaches
Team-based organizations filter decision making down to all levels of management, while
traditionally structured organizations rely on top management to make decisions. Various
organization types have been proposed in the field of sensor networks: hierarchical, holonic,
peer-to-peer and geographical are just a few examples of these organizations.
Osher Yadar et al. [70] are the first to propose a hierarchical structure in large-scale
wireless sensor networks. They propose a system called Distributed Dispatcher Manager
(DDM) for resource management in very large-scale domains. In this method sensors are
modeled as cooperative mobile teams and targets are assumed to be distributed over the
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space. Each agent has only its neighbours’ information. DDM, which organizes teams hier-
archically, employs an event-driven method such that when events occur they are reported
to the top of the hierarchy in a bottom-up manner. Reactions to the reported events are
processed in a top-down manner. In this paper the authors try to answer two important
questions: 1 How can sensors expand their local information to better assess the problem?
2 How can partial solutions found by sensors be combined to make a global solution for
the problem? The main drawback of this structure is that it cannot rapidly respond to
events. Furthermore, this structure is so complex that it is hard for the sensor nodes to
form a hierarchy autonomously.
Bryan Horling et al. [71] introduce organizational design for task allocation in large-
scale wireless sensor networks. They first try to use various multi-agent organizations
and show how they can address the challenges in large-scale sensor networks. For each
organization, first a high-level architecture is presented, then the effects each architecture
has on the problem due to its specific characteristics are discussed. Afterwards the authors
show that dividing the problem into sub-problems leads to better locality and more efficient
communications.
In the proposed partitioning design, the environment is first partitioned by the agents
into sectors according to the location of the sensor nodes. The purpose of this division
is to limit the interaction needed between sensors. Much of the communication is limited
to within the sectors. The selected partitioning technique increases the scalability of the
proposed architecture. Each sector has an organizational manager called a sector manager,
which acts as a hub in the hierarchical structure. Each sensor interacts mostly with its
sector manager, but it can also have limited interaction with other sectors’ sensors or
managers. One of the most important factors in this partitioning method is the size of the
partitions. The authors demonstrate how an improper division can increase load on the
partitions or the problem as a whole. This method reduces the energy used by limiting
the communication range. However, when a target moves from one sector to another,
target-to-sensor allocation becomes difficult.
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2.4.2 Motion Control and Coordination Approaches
Control and coordination of sensor mobility is an important challenge in self-organizing
surveillance systems that has attracted a great amount of effort within the research commu-
nity [116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122]. Various research studies follow different objectives
for this problem. Maximizing area and/or target coverage [19], maximizing radio cover-
age between the sensors [20, 21] or improving target coverage over manoeuvrable targets
[22] are some of the examples of these objectives. This research focuses on maximizing
simultaneous area and target coverage.
Cortes et al. [120] present a control and coordination algorithm for a group of mobile
sensors. The deployment of sensors in this work is region based and the quality of sensing
is simplified as a smooth function of distance. Therefore the coverage performance is de-
scribed by a smooth utility function. This function is then applied to propose a distributed,
gradient descent motion control algorithm for a team of sensors to achieve optimal cover-
age of the field. Shu and Liang [121] propose a fuzzy optimization algorithm to find an
optimal deployment of a set of sensors, thus maximizing the field coverage, given a certain
number of sensors. The motion decision of a sensor in this approach is mainly based on
the distance between each sensor and its neighbours.
A body of research on sensor motion control and coordination focuses on resource
allocation and management of unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) as an example of mobile
sensors. For example, Bertuccelli et al. [117] and Bellingham et al. [123] study target
allocation and engagement problems in the presence of uncertainties. In [118] a stochastic
game-based approach is applied for unmanned ground and aerial vehicle motion control in
a pursuit-evasion problem.
Parker and Emmons [124] present a motion control strategy for monitoring multiple
targets based on the ALLIANCE architecture. They developed a distributed control strat-
egy in which the sensors attempt to maximize the collective time during which each target
is monitored by at least one sensor. They also show that this problem is an NP-hard
one. Jung and Sukhatme [125] suggest a two-level region based approach for multi-target
tracking using both static and mobile sensors. In the first level, a controller distributes
sensors across regions based on density estimates. Then a target-following controller tries
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to maximize the number of covered targets in each region. In this approach, the motion
control is designed based on the distance between the sensors and the center of gravity of
the targets.
Tang and Ozguner [31] address the problem of motion planning in a surveillance system
with multiple targets and multiple sensors in which the number of sensors is less than
the number of targets. They formulate the motion planning problem as an optimization
problem in which the objective is to minimize the average time duration between two
consecutive observations of each target. They apply this objective function for developing
a cooperative online motion planning approach. A common point in many papers on motion
planning and sensor deployment problems in sensor networks is the problem formulation
method. These researchers usually first formulate the problem as an optimization problem.
Therefore, the method that is applied to solve the optimization problem in each case is
confined by the characteristics specific to the objective of that optimization problem. In
some cases, the objective function is a smooth one, so a linear programming approach [123]
or a gradient descent one [120, 116, 121, 126] can be useful. If the objective function can
be divided into some sub-objectives, then a decentralized control solution strategy can be
applied [127, 120, 116, 121]. In a general view, it seems that the goal of target engagement is
almost no-smooth, multi-objective and NP-hard. Therefore, heuristic and near to optimal
approaches [128, 125, 122] better match with the requirements of the problem [31].
2.4.2.1 Flocking-based Approached
The Flocking algorithm is one of the approaches recently reported in the literature that
addresses the issue of sensor control and coordination in sensor networks. This algo-
rithm has attracted significant interest in recent years in the field of mobility control
[129, 5, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137]. Flocking is a biologically inspired be-
haviour that embodies a form of cooperative behaviour of a large number of autonomous
interacting agents to achieve a coordinated group behaviour. Group movements of birds,
fishes, insects and bacteria are examples of the flocking behaviour in nature. To conceive
flocking behaviour, each agent follows a set of flocking rules and maintains some sort of
communication with its neighbouring agents. Self-organization and local communication
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requirements of the flocking process provide an inspiring behaviour in the management of
sensors in mobile sensor networks.
Flocking-based algorithms have several advantages that make them suitable for use in
sensor management. First, they are completely distributed algorithms; therefore, they are
highly compatible with the distributed nature of sensor management in sensor networks.
Second, in Flocking-based algorithms, each particle needs to communicate only with its
neighbours; thus, using Flocking-based algorithms for sensor management requires only lo-
cal communication between sensors. Third, because in Flocking-based algorithms, particles
apply simple Flocking rules, using this type of algorithm for sensor management has low
computation overhead for the sensors. In addition, Flocking-based algorithms are inspired
from nature, and have been shown to behave well in self-organized networks. Furthermore,
they are highly flexible and scalable, and thus, they are suitable for large sensor networks.
The advantages of Flocking-based algorithms and their high compatibility with mobile
sensor networks motivate us to focus on them as a useful approach to tackle the sensor
management problem in a self-organizing surveillance system. Flocking and Anti-Flocking
algorithms are two Flocking-based algorithms that can be used for mobility control of
sensors in surveillance systems and applications.
2.4.2.1.1 Flocking Algorithm Flocking is a process that embodies a form of collec-
tive behaviour of a distributed group of autonomous agents. This behaviour is accomplished
via simple local interactions, a common group objective, and without any global informa-
tion. The Flocking algorithm is a biologically inspired process that mimics the collective
behaviour of birds. This algorithm is based on three main rules [129]:
• Flock centring: stay close to nearby flock-mates;
• Collision avoidance: avoid collision with nearby flock-mates;
• Velocity matching: match velocity with nearby flock-mates
Olfati-Saber [5] propose a theoretical framework with a solid mathematical background
for the design and analysis of a distributed Flocking algorithm and prove that this frame-
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work does not suffer from fragmentation and collapse. He subsequently applies this al-
gorithm to control the movement of sensors [130, 133, 132]. This algorithm consists of n
sensors (called α− agent) that moves in a m− dimensional space with dynamics:
{
q˙i = pi
p˙i = ui
(2.6)
where qi, pi, ui ∈ Rm denote the position, velocity, and control of agent i, respectively. In
this algorithm each sensor applies a control input that consists of three components:
ui = f
g
i + f
d
i + f
γ
i (2.7)
where f gi is a gradient-based component, f
d
i is a velocity consensus component and f
γ
i is
navigational feedback due to a group objective. The control function for each sensor i (ui)
composed of two elements uαi + u
γ
i (ui = u
α
i + u
γ
i ) in which:
uαi =
∑
jNi
φα
(‖qj − qi‖σ)nij︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gradient-based term
+
∑
jNi
aij (q) (pj − pi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Consensus term
(2.8)
where, in Equation 2.8, Ni represents the set of neighbours of sensor i, φα (z) is an action
function that is defined in [5] as follows:
φα (z) = ρh(z/rα)φ (z − dα) (2.9)
φ(z) = 1/2[(a+ b)σ1(z + c) + (a− b)] (2.10)
where rα and dα are constant parameters of α-lattice. σ1(z) = z/
√
(1 + z2); φ(z) is an
uneven sigmoidal function with parameters a, b, c such that
0 < a ≤ b, c = |a− b|/
√
4ab. (2.11)
ρh(z) is a bump function that smoothly varies between 0 and 1 and is defined in Equa-
tion 2.12 [5]:
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ρh(z) =

1 z ∈ [0, h)
1/2[1 + cos(pi((z − h))/((1− h)))] z ∈ [h, 1]
0 otherwise
(2.12)
The other parameters of Equation 2.8 are defined as follows: ‖qj − qi‖α represents the
σ − norm of a vector connecting qi to qj defined as [5]. This σ − norm is defined as:
‖z‖σ = 1/ε[sqrt(1 + ε ‖z‖2)− 1] (2.13)
nij = O ‖qj − qi‖σ = (qj − qi)/
√
(1 + ε ‖qj − qi‖2) (2.14)
where nij is a vector along the line connecting qi to qj, and (0, 1) is a fixed parameter of
the σ − norm.
Finally, aij(q), in the consensus term of Equation 2.8, is an element of the spatial
adjacency matrix and is defined as follows [5]:
aij(q) = ρh(‖qj − qi‖σ /rα) ∈ [0, 1] (2.15)
The second part of ui = u
α
i + u
γ
i , i.e., u
γ
i , is the navigational feedback and is defined
based on the sensors’ group objective. If the group objective is to track a target at position
qt moving with velocity pt, u
γ
i is as defined in Equation 2.16. In this equation c1 and c2
are positive constant values.
uγi = f
γ
i (qi, pi, qt, pt) = −c1(qi − qt)− c2(pi − pt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Navigationalfeedback
(2.16)
To use the Flocking algorithm for target tracking, each sensor i needs to apply ui as an
input control. The result of this application is a mass of sensors around the target. Fig.
2.7 shows the final position of sensors applying this algorithm [5]. It is shown that creating
this mass improves the performance of target tracking [131].
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sensor
target
Figure 2.7: Flocking for n=100 agent [5]
Applying the Flocking algorithm in a surveillance application results in the creation of
a flock of sensors around the first entered target. This algorithm provides reliable target
coverage for the first target, but as all the sensors are engaged in tracking the first target,
none remains to track other targets (this problem is depicted in Fig. 2.8).
sensor
26
20
target
Figure 2.8: Flocking algorithm drawbacks in surveillance system
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In addition, none of the sensors remains to search the surveillance area to detect new
targets or events. This drawback decreases the area coverage and, as a result, increases
the detection time for new targets. Therefore, the Flocking algorithm is not only unable to
provide acceptable dynamic area coverage, but also cannot obtain reliable target coverage
in a multi-target system.
2.4.2.1.2 Anti-Flocking Algorithm The Flocking algorithm is a well-known algo-
rithm with sound mathematical foundation, and noticeable promising results when applied
in target tracking. However, this algorithm has limitations with respect to a number of
sensor management objectives, especially when applied in surveillance systems. This in-
cludes the objective that the sensors of the surveillance system must simultaneously achieve
acceptable dynamic area coverage and reliable target coverage. This limitation is one of
the main motivations for the Anti-Flocking algorithm [131].
The Anti-Flocking algorithm is based on three main rules [131]:
• De-centring: attempt to move apart from neighbours;
• Collision avoidance: stay away from the nearest obstacle that is within a safe distance;
• Selfishness: if neither of the above two situations happens, move on a direction that
maximizes one’s own gains.
Since the objective of the Anti-Flocking algorithm is to maintain high area coverage,
the gain of a mobile sensor’s optimal moving direction is set to be the area that has the
longest time being unvisited [131]. The result of applying the Anti-Flocking algorithm in
a surveillance application is illustrated in Figure 2.9. As depicted in this figure, and also
by experimental results reported in [131], the Anti-Flocking approach achieves acceptable
dynamic area coverage.
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sensor
target
Figure 2.9: Anti-Flocking algorithm in surveillance application
Although the Anti-Flocking algorithm achieves acceptable dynamic area coverage, which
is essential for surveillance applications, it does not assemble a mass of mobile sensors
around each target. This behaviour is mostly due to the de-centring rule that scatters
sensors over the whole volume of the monitoring area. The lack of an adequate number
of sensors around a target in the Anti-Flocking algorithm greatly increases the network’s
chance of missing already detected targets. Furthermore, even if the sensor network is
to employ a prediction algorithm (e.g., Kalman Filter [132]) to predict future positions
of targets, the lack of adequate sensors flocking around the target could result in a poor
prediction.
2.5 Summary
This chapter introduced sensor management, its challenges and opportunities. Then it
focused on target engagement as one of the main parts of sensor management which involves
the target-to-sensor allocation problem as well as coordination and control of sensors. In
the second part various solution approaches that are proposed in literature are discussed
including those for motion control of mobile sensors and those for target allocation. As
DCOP is a powerful tool to deal with the target-to-sensor allocation problem and is selected
in this research as a useful tool to tackle the target-to-sensor allocation problem, this
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chapter reviewed the strategies using DCOP modelling in the target-to-sensor allocation
problem in more detail.
Although DCSP/DCOP provides a formalized and general approach for the allocation
problem in sensor networks, to date, all DCSP/DCOP modelling techniques presented
to solve this problem have several limitations. Almost all of them consider a simplified
allocation problem in sensor networks and fail to consider important characteristics of a
real sensor network. These characteristics include:
• Dynamic sensors that can move freely through the environment in addition to static
ones
• The possibility of a sensor failure
• Sensor networks with a large number of sensors
On the other hand, for the issue of sensor control and coordination in sensor networks,
this research focused on biologically inspired approaches as they have gained significant
attention in recent years. These approaches are exemplified by the two well-known al-
gorithms, namely, the Flocking algorithm and the Anti-Flocking algorithm. Generally
speaking, although these two biologically inspired algorithms have demonstrated promising
performance, they expose deficiencies when it comes to their ability to maintain simultane-
ous reliable dynamic area coverage and target coverage. These two coverage performance
objectives are inherently conflicting.
The next chapter formalizes the target engagement problem discussed in this chapter
and then goes through the solution strategy of this research.
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Chapter 3
Problem Formulation and Solution
Strategy
Chapter 2 introduced the sensor-target engagement problem, discussed key issues that
need further research and highlighted some important challenges these issues present. The
chapter also presented some important methods that can be considered in solving this
problem. Recognizing the promise of the well established DCSP/DCOP formulation to
set the foundation of sensor-target engagement based solutions for solving the sensor-to-
target problem was provided. This chapter presents a formal formulation of the target
engagement problem and lays the foundation for the solutions strategy. The chapter is
organized as follows: Section 3.1 formulates the target engagement problem, then Section
3.2 describes the solution strategy. Section 3.2.3 describes the use case adopted in this
thesis and Section 3.3 summarizes and concludes the chapter.
3.1 Target Engagement
This research work is concerned with a sensor network deployed to perform surveillance
operations. It is assumed that the network consists of multiple stationary and mobile
sensors, each controlled as an independent agent. Initially, all sensors are positioned at
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locations deemed to be appropriate for the surveillance task. Without loss of generality,
these locations in the context of the proposed research can be considered arbitrary. Figure
3.1 depicts an example of the sensor network of a surveillance system that is used for
monitoring a small size airport (e.g., Waterloo Regional Airport).
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Figure 3.1: Sensor network of a surveillance application
The target engagement problem concerns managing a set of sensors to monitor a set
of targets. The network plans the movements of its sensors to ensure that these tar-
gets are monitored and tracked continuously. Sensor movement planning aims for optimal
performance with respect to target acquisition, coverage, real-time response, and power
consumption, subject to a set of constraints. Two optimality formulations will be con-
sidered. In one formulation, optimality will be defined as maximizing (or minimizing)
an objective function. In another formulation, optimality will be defined as minimizing
constraint violation, for example, a maximum number of targets are covered at minimum
constraints violation. Figure 3.2 depicts a taxonomy of the target engagement problem as a
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twofold problem. As illustrated in this figure, the target engagement problem is an impor-
tant and general problem which is concerned with two main sub-problems: target-to-sensor
allocation and sensor control and coordination.
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Figure 3.2: Target engagement problem
The goals of these two sub-problems are related and interconnected. The allocation
problem is concerned with finding the best assignment of sensors to targets based on the
current position of sensors. However, as the environment is considered to be dynamic
(moving sensors and targets), a solution does not remain optimal. Therefore, the control
and coordination problem addresses the continuous problems of positioning and control of
the sensors, such that the positions and control parameters of the sensors, at any point in
time, yield successful engagement.
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Figure 3.3: Allocation and control problems
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Coordination is considered an embedded task within control. As illustrated in 3.3 the
system cycles between two modes of operation: assignment and control.
As shown in Figure 3.2, the target-to-sensor allocation problem includes dynamic and
static scenarios. In the static scenario, both the sensors and the targets are assumed to
be static. The goal in this case is to find optimal assignment of targets to sensors. As the
problem is static, this solution remains optimal as long as the sensors and targets remain
static. The dynamic scenario includes mobile targets and mobile sensors. Assuming the
network of sensors is static while the targets are mobile, the static sensors should find
an optimal assignment subject to the constraints imposed by the positions of the sensors.
Even if a rearrangement of the sensors would provide enhanced performance (for example,
better coverage), this rearrangement cannot be contemplated due to sensor immobility. In
the next case both the sensors and the targets are mobile but the movements of the sensors
are ad-hoc and lack any objective motion control strategy. Although the mobile sensors,
in this case, may end up in an assignment that can outperform the static sensors case, the
performance of the network may be suboptimal in comparison to the case in which the
sensors use an objective control strategy to find optimal tracks/positions.
In this problem it is assumed that each sensor has a field of view (FOV) of radius R
and can sense any target within that field of view. The sensor should select one of the
targets in its FOV for tracking (assuming a sensor can track one target only). The network
sensors act as a team and coordinate among each other to find optimal movement plans
and a sensor-to-target assignment. Each sensor can detect the distance to, and speed of
the target, and can communicate with other sensors that are within distance x meters from
it. The sensors can communicate information about their positions and the target(s) that
are allocated to them. To summarize, the sensor network to be studied in this research
has the following characteristics:
• The surveillance system consists of n mobile sensors deployed in a two-dimensional
geographical region with width w and length l.
• Each sensor at each time can track only one target.
• At least k sensors are required to track a target completely.
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• Each sensor can communicate with all its neighbouring sensors by exchanging mes-
sages through a communication network.
• The sensors that are within distance R can communicate with one another.
• Each sensor can sense all the targets that are within distance R from its position,
and thus the sensing range of each sensor is a circle with radius R centered at the
sensor position. Targets that come within this range are always detected.
• The problem is dynamic and both sensors and targets can move through the envi-
ronment.
• The motion of each sensor is controlled independently but in coordination with the
motion of other sensors. Let qi, pi ∈ R2 denote the position and velocity of sensor i
respectively. The motion of sensor i is governed by the following equation:{
q˙i = pi
p˙i = ui
where qi, pi, ui ∈ R2 (3.1)
• The surveillance system consists of m manoeuvring or non-manoeuvring mobile
targets (n > m) randomly entering and leaving the area of interest (AOI). Let
qtj, ptj ∈ R2 denote the position and velocity of target j respectively. All targets
follow the following equation of motion:{
˙qtj = ptj
˙ptj = utj
where qtj, ptj, utj ∈ R2 (3.2)
If target j is a non-manoeuvring target then utj = 0
• Each sensor observes the state of the targets in its environment using a measurement
system:
zi = Hix+ vi i = 1, 2, · · · , n; zi ∈ R2 (3.3)
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where, zi is the measurement of sensor i about the state of the target, Hi is a time-
varying matrix. This matrix is the observation model which maps the true state
space into the observed space. vi is the observation noise which is assumed to be zero
mean Gaussian noise.
• Sensors’ knowledge of targets is limited to targets positions and velocities.
• Sensors have low communication and computation abilities.
• Targets can join or leave the problem.
• Sensors may fail or malfunction.
The dynamicity of the problem makes it hard but interesting as the optimality of an
assignment of sensors to targets may become invalid and as such the network needs to
maintain closed-loop engagement to ensure reliable optimality performance. The problem
can be formulated as follows:
• A network of sensors: S = {s1, . . . , sn}, including both static and mobile sensors
• A set of targets: T = {T1, . . . , Tm}, including both static and mobile targets
• Position of S at time t: PS (t) = {Ps1 (t) , . . . , Psn (t)} where Psi (t) ∈ R2
• Position of T at time t: PT (t) = {PT1 (t) , . . . , PTm (t)} where PTi (t) ∈ R2
• FOVi(t) is a circle with radius R around si ∈ S at time t
• Hi(t) = {Tx, . . . , Ty} , x, y ∈ [1,m] is an assignment of targets to sensor si in time t
• Gi(t) = {sx, . . . , sy} , x, y ∈ [1, n] is an assignment of sensors to target Ti in time t
• (H(t) = ⋃ni=1Hi(t)) ≡ (G(t) = ⋃mi=1Gi(t)) is an assignment of targets to sensors
• U(t) = {Us1(t), . . . , Usn(t)} is a set of motion controls for sensors in S in which each
Usi(t) : Psi(t)→ Psi(t+ 1) is a function that changes the position of si in time t
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• d(a, b) : the Euclidean distance between two points in R2
The goal is to find a set of suitable motion controls U = {U(0), . . . , U(tf )} and a set
of minimum cost assignment of sensors to targets Gopt = {Gopt(0), . . . , Gopt(tf )} such that
for each time 0 ≤ t ≤ tf
Gopt(t) = Minimize
(
n∑
i=1
SCost (Hi(t)) +
m∑
i=1
TCost (Gi(t))
)
(3.4)
Subject to:
∀ i: 1,...,m ∀sj ∈ Gi(t) d(PTi(t), Psi(t)) ≤ R (3.5)
∀ i: 1,...,n ∀Tj ∈ Hi(t) d(PTj(t), Psi(t)) ≤ R (3.6)
∀ i: 1,...,m |Gi(t)| ≥ k (3.7)
∀ i: 1,...,n |Hi(t)| ≤ 1 (3.8)
where:
SCost (Hi(t)) =
1 |Hi(t)| > 10 otherwise
TCost (Gi(t)) =
1 |Gi(t)| < k0 otherwise
Where, SCost is the cost of the first constraint and TCost is the cost of the second
constraint. As Hi and Gi are equivalent at time t, two constraint 3.5 and 3.6 are equivalent
as well, and show that only targets that are in the FOV of each sensor can be assigned to
that sensor. The next two constraints (3.7 and 3.8) show the requirement of participation
of at least k sensor to track a target and the ability of each sensor to track just one target
at each moment of time respectively.
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3.2 Solution Strategy
The goal of this research is to develop an efficient, general and scalable approach for
the target engagement problem in complex and large-scale sensor networks. To address
this problem, as illustrated in Figure 3.2, the main problem is divided into sub-problems:
Target-to-sensor allocation and sensor motion control and coordination. This research will
address these problems in a modular manner. Figure 3.4 summarizes the solution strategy
as a multi-step process. Solution strategies selected for each step are explained in more
detail in the following sections.
3.2.1 DCOP Modelling for Target-to-sensor Allocation
To provide a general solution for the target-to-sensor allocation problem, the DCOP mod-
eling approach is selected. This modelling approach provides a formal and general view
of the problem. The generality of this method makes it suitable to tackle a wide range
of sensor networks problems. Table 3.1 shows a mapping between the target-to-sensor
allocation problem and DCOP.
Table 3.1: Mapping target-to-sensor allocation problem to DCOP
target-to-sensor allocation problem DCOP
Sensors/ targets Variables
Targets in FOV of sensor/ Sensors in FOV of target Domain of Variable
∀ i: 1,...,m ∀sj ∈ Gi → ti is within FOV (sj)
∀ i: 1,...,n ∀tj ∈ Hi → tj is within FOV (si) Constraints
∀ i: 1,...,m |Gi| ≥ k
∀ i: 1,...,n |Hi| ≤ 1
Goal: Goal:
Minimize (
∑n
i=1 SCost (Hi) +
∑m
i=1 TCost (Gi)) Minimize the cost
of violated constraints
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 Proposing a suitable and simple DCOP model to model target‐to‐
sensor allocation problem: static targets, static sensors 
Proposing hierarchical dividing technique to address limitations of 
previous DCOP model in term of scalability
Expanding DCOP modeling: mobile targets, static and mobile 
sensors
Investigating the effectiveness of the modeling using various 
DCOP algorithms 
Proposing an efficient mobility control and coordination strategy 
to control sensor movements 
Expanding the proposed mobility control model for tracking 
manoeuvrable targets
Expanding the proposed mobility control model  so as to robustly 
adaptively cope with target dynamics, environmental changes, and 
measurement conditions
Presenting a combination the multi‐target motion control and 
coordination approach and the target‐to‐senor allocation 
approach for the target engagement problem in mobile multi‐
target multi‐sensor surveillance systems
Evaluating the proposed approach on Waterloo Regional Airport 
simulated environment as the test case 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
Step 4 
Step 5 
Step 6 
Step 7 
Step 8 
Step 9 
 
Figure 3.4: Solution steps for solving target engagement problem
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In the first scenario both the targets and the sensors are considered to be static. Var-
ious dynamicity aspects are then introduced to the initial DCOP to investigate network
performance in response to target and sensor mobility considerations. Although DCOP
modelling provides a general and formal view of the problem, their scalability and dynam-
icity issues should be carefully investigated.
3.2.1.1 Scalability of the DCOP Model
To deal with the scalability issue in the target-to-sensor allocation problem, I divide the
coverage area of the surveillance problem into smaller interconnected partitions. This par-
titioning process is based on the geographical locations of the sensors and the environment
they monitor. Sensors that are geographically far apart may have only few conflicts with
one another. Although the geographical regions of the problem are not entirely separable,
only a few constraints exist between them. These facts point to the potential merit that
partitioning can lead to significant enhancement to the solution process. Such partitioning
yields a set of separate DCOPs. This partitioning process is recursively applied to the
sub-partitions, yielding a hierarchy of DCOPs of manageable sizes. As the main problem
is NP-hard, increasing the number of variables increases the complexity of the problem ex-
ponentially. Therefore, using current methods in large-scale sensor networks that consists
of a large number of sensors, introduces high computational and communicational costs.
Partitioning can have a great impact on reducing the communication and computation
overheads, especially in large-scale sensor networks.
3.2.1.2 Dynamicity of the DCOP Model
As illustrated in Figure 3.2, dealing with the dynamicity issue has several aspects, includ-
ing: mobile targets, mobile sensor and controlling the movement of sensors. In addition,
the possibility of a target entering the FOV at any time or the possibility of a target leaving
the FOV, are some realistic scenarios that can be considered as an aspect of dynamicity
due to target mobility. On the other hand, the possibility of sensor failure and the pos-
sibility of new sensors joining the sensor network can also be considered as an aspect of
dynamicity due to sensor mobility.
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This research plans to tackle the dynamicity issue of the problem in phases. In the first
phase both the targets and the sensors are considered static. In this case the stationary
problem is modelled as a DCOP, and is solved using an appropriate DCOP algorithm. In
the second scenario the targets can move around arbitrarily. In this case the problem is
divided into predefined time intervals. In each time interval, the problem is considered a
DCOP instance, and is solved using a suitable DCOP algorithm. In the third scenario,
both the sensor and the targets move around, but the movement of the sensors in this
case is assumed to be random, and is not controlled. In this scenario, the impact of the
presence of mobile sensors is compared with the static sensors scenario. The last and the
most important scenario of dynamicity is the case where a control strategy is put into play
to manage the movement of the sensors so as to achieve optimum performance.
After providing a general and scalable modelling approach for the target-to-sensor allo-
cation problem, a suitable DCOP solver should be selected to solve the modelled problem.
There are several DCOP algorithms with various characteristics. The DCOP solver se-
lection should be based on the requirements of the original target-to-sensor allocation
problem. For example, the selected algorithm should be able to provide quick responses
even if they are not the best solutions. As targets move around the optimal solution may
not work after a while. This shows the requirement of providing fast and acceptable (even
not optimal but near to optimal) solutions. On the other hand the algorithm should not
impose high computation and communication overhead on the sensor nodes because as
described before, sensor nodes have low computation and communication abilities. In ad-
dition, the selected algorithm should not require high memory on sensor nodes because it
cannot be provided by most of the sensor networks. Considering the requirements of the
problem, it seems that incomplete DCOP algorithms are better choices. The next chapter
discusses this point in more detail.
The strategy used to tackle the target-to-sensor allocation problem is able to find the
optimal or near optimal solution for each problem instance. However, this solution is
optimal given the current position of the sensors and considering their restriction in moving
around. In other words, the solution may not be optimal if one assumes the sensors can
move around to find better positions to improve engagement performance. This point
stresses the importance of using motion control strategies to control the position and
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motion of sensors so as to optimize network performance.
3.2.2 Flocking-based Algorithm for Control and Coordination
This work aims to use a biologically inspired approach to find better solutions. One of the
most interesting aspects of dynamicity in sensor networks is the ability of sensors to move
around. This ability is exploited to seek optimal assignment and positioning schemes to
optimize engagement performance. Biologically inspired approaches have recently gained
significant attention as a tool to address the issue of sensor control and coordination in sen-
sor networks. These approaches are exemplified by the two well-known algorithms, namely,
the Flocking algorithm and the Anti-Flocking algorithm. Generally speaking, although
these two biologically inspired algorithms have demonstrated promising performance, they
expose deficiencies when it comes to their ability to maintain simultaneous reliable dy-
namic area coverage and target coverage. These two coverage performance objectives are
inherently conflicting.
This research proposes a biologically inspired algorithm that benefits from key char-
acteristics of both the Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms. This algorithm strikes a
balance between reliable area coverage and target coverage. This balance is facilitated via
flock-sensor coordination.
The issue of control and coordination is even more challenging when sensors are dealing
with manoeuvrable targets that change their speed and direction frequently or suddenly.
Most of the surveillance applications require accurate tracking of manoeuvrable targets
such as pedestrians, animals, vehicles, aircraft, etc. Many of the algorithms that show
promising results in tracking non-manoeuvring targets, fall into trouble when it comes
to their ability to track manoeuvring targets. This work expands the primary proposed
mobility control model for tracking manoeuvrable targets.
In the next step, this research expands the mobility control algorithm to reliably adap-
tively cope with target dynamics, environmental changes, and measurement conditions. In
most of the surveillance applications the sensory information is inherently noisy. Therefore,
it is imperative that this noise is reduced. To address the problem of reliable multiple target
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tracking using a sensor network, this research proposes a coupled distributed estimation
and motion control approach.
To ensure the timely tracking of mobile targets, the surveillance sensor network needs
to keep continuous engagement with all targets in its working area. Thus, the network
must be able to perform the following tasks in real-time: 1) target-to-sensor allocation; 2)
sensor mobility control and coordination. As the last step, this research aims to present
a combination of the target-to-sensor allocation mechanism proposed in Step 3 and the
multi-target motion control and coordination approach presented in Step 5 to tackle the
target engagement problem in mobile multi-target multi-sensor surveillance systems.
3.2.3 Airport Security as a Test Case
Border control deals with the challenge of controlling the movement of people, animals
and goods into, as well as, out of a country. Effective border control has become an
increasing challenge over the past few decades. Faced with enormous political pressure
to stop not only illegal immigration and to prevent the entry of potential terrorists, but
also more serious issues such as incoming weapons of mass destruction, governments have
devoted even more resources to enforcing border policies. Most countries have thousands
of kilometres of blue (sea side) or green (land side) borders between each other. For the
purposes of border control, in addition to the border crossing points and seaports, airports
are also classed as borders.
Airports, as locations with facilities for commercial aviation flights, have a significant
contribution in international travels. They consist of buildings and airfields that serve to
house planes and runways for airplane take-off and landing. A large number of people
pass through airports every day. Due to the large number of people located in a particular
location, airports present a great potential for terrorism and other forms of crime. Further-
more, the high concentration of people on large airliners especially international airports,
the ability to use a hijacked air plane as a lethal weapon, and the potential high death rate
with attacks on aircraft, can provide an attractive target for terrorism.
Airport security aims to prevent any threat or harm to aircrafts, passengers, staff,
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and airport infrastructure. Airport security also supports national security and counter-
terrorism policy. Airports are extremely busy public places and, unfortunately, so they
are prime targets for terrorism. Therefore, airport defence really does present a labyrinth
of security challenges. Moreover, the need of real-time situational awareness, data fusion
from different types of sensors and statistics collection in case of an event, impose further
challenges on the problem.
This research presents airport security as a case study for the target engagement prob-
lem. The scenario adopted in this work is the surveillance of the Waterloo International
Airport. Figure 3.5 illustrates the layout of the airport.
Figure 3.5: The Waterloo Region International Airport
The airport halls are virtually divided into a mesh of grid cells. This environment is
simulated using a Java development as represented in Figure 3.6. Two types of sensors:
static and mobile, are represented by red and blue icons respectively and two types of
targets: critical and non-critical, by black and white pedestrian icons as shown in Figure
3.6. The passengers enter, leave and move around in the airport. The goal is finding the
best assignment of mobile or static sensors to targets so that a minimum cost of constraints
are violated. The mobile sensors can move around in the environment and can go from
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one section to another.
Static sensor                              Non‐Critical Target 
Mobile sensor                           Door   
Critical Target                            Area in which a target can be seen
Figure 3.6: Waterloo Region Airport simulation environment in Java
3.3 Summary
The target engagement problem is defined and formulated in this chapter. The solution
strategy of this research presented as a multi-phase. The DCOP modelling and flocking-
based approaches, the solution strategy, and the method for evaluating the proposed so-
lution strategy are presented. Various aspects of the solution process, such as generality,
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scalability and dynamicity, are discussed. The next chapter presents the proposed solution
of the target engagement problem focusing on the target-to-sensor allocation. It will also
discuss considerations for the sensor control and coordination problem.
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Chapter 4
Target to Sensor Allocation: A
Hierarchical Dynamic Distributed
Constraint Optimization Approach
This chapter introduces a novel approach to solve the target-to-sensor allocation problem
by modelling the problem as a Hierarchical Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem
(HDCOP) . Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems (DCOP’s) tend to be com-
putationally expensive and often intractable particularly in large problem spaces such as
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). To address this challenge I propose changing the sen-
sor to target allocation to a hierarchical set of smaller DCOPs with a shared system of
constraints. Thus, we avoid significant computational and communication costs. Further-
more, in contrast to other DCOP modelling methods, a non-binary variable modelling is
employed to reduce the number of intra-agent constraints. The chapter is organized as
follows: Section 4.1 presents a brief introduction and discusses the motivation for the work
presented in this chapter. Section 4.2, formulates the target to sensor allocation problem.
Section 4.3 describes the proposed hierarchical modelling technique. The hierarchical archi-
tecture, the non-binary variable modelling, the combination of the hierarchical architecture
and the non-binary variable modelling, their formal representation and a pseudo code for
the proposed approach, are described from subsections 4.3.1 to 4.3.4. Section 4.4 shows a
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taxonomy of popular DCOP algorithms and, finally, Section 4.5 reports work conducted to
test the proposed hierarchical approach in the context of two important DCOP algorithms,
DBA and ADOPT. ADOPT and DBA are also used to solve the same problem in its simple
non-hierarchical form previously introduced by [75]. Algorithm performance is compared
with respect to three parameters: “constraint violation cost”, “number of messages” and
“number of constraint checks”. Conclusions and future work are provided in Section 4.6.
4.1 Introduction
Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems (DCOPs) provide a good formalism for
representing problems where each agent is responsible for assigning a value from its finite
domain to its variable. These agents coordinate their choice of values so as to find value
assignments that minimize the constraint cost. Two agents are constrained if they share a
constraint. Each constraint cost is a function of the values of the involved variables. The
cost of a solution is the sum of all the constraint costs, depending on the values assigned to
the variables in the solution. The goal of solving a DCOP, which is an NP-hard problem
[4], is to find an assignment of values to all variables that minimizes the constraints’ cost.
DCOP is a generalized form of the Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DCSP)
[83, 84]. Many real-world problems can be modelled as DCOPs. Resource allocation in
sensor networks [42, 75], event scheduling [124, 138], and synchronization of traffic lights
[139] are examples of these real world problems.
Sensor to target allocation is an important problem in many sensing applications, in-
cluding surveillance, traffic management, and habitat monitoring, to name a few. In this
problem there are a set of moving targets and a set of sensors, each sensor having limited
sensing, computational, and communication capabilities. The objective is to find a suitable
assignment of sensors to targets such that the number of constraint violations is minimized.
Constrains can be used to represent restrictions on sensors, for example, to set the maxi-
mum number of sensors to track a target, and/or the maximum number of targets to be
tracked by one sensor. The problem setup changes over time due to sensor and/or target
mobility. In order to relax the computational complexity of the problem, it is divided into
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instances, and the solution of each is assigned to a solver. In this chapter, the target to
sensor allocation problem in a complex sensor network is modelled as a hierarchical and
dynamic DCOP. Most of the sensor networks, such as those employed in surveillance sys-
tems or in military systems, tend to deal with large and complex sensor networks that are
composed of many sensors and numerous dynamic targets. This complexity should be care-
fully considered in any modelling technique contemplated for addressing the problem. This
chapter, unlike previous DCSP/DCOP target allocation problems [124, 86, 89, 92, 93, 94],
first divides the main problem into several DCOP sub-problems, which themselves are
divided further into smaller DCOP sub-problems. At each level, each DCOP employs
non-binary variables to construct a model of the problem. Constraints that are shared by
different sub-problems define another DCOP at the next level of the proposed hierarchical
structure.
4.2 Target-to-Sensor Allocation Problem: the Mod-
elling
The target-to-sensor allocation problem in a sensor network is concerned with finding a
suitable assignment of a network of sensors to a set of targets such that, a certain objective
function is optimized subject to some constraints. Another formulation of the problem aims
at achieving the objective function with minimum constraint violations. In this research a
network of sensors that are subject to the following constraints is considered:
• Each sensor at each time can track only one target,
• At least k sensors are required to track a target completely,
• Each sensor can observe only targets placed within its field of view (FOV).
This problem is formalized as follows:
• A network of sensors: S = {s1, . . . , sn}
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• A set of targets: T = {t1, . . . , tm}
• FOVi,t is the field of view area for sensor si in S, at time t.
• Hi,t = {tx, . . . , ty} , x, y ∈ [1,m] , Hi,t ⊆ T is an assignment of targets to sensor si.
• Gi,t = {sx, . . . , sy} , x, y ∈ [1, n] , Gi(t) ⊆ S is an assignment of sensors to target ti.
• Domain (Hi,t) = all the subsets of {T1, . . . , Tm} , i = 1, . . . , n.
• Domain (Gi,t) = all the subsets of {S1, . . . , Sn} , i = 1, . . . ,m.
• (H = ⋃ni=1Hi) is the assignment of all targets to all sensors from the point of view
of sensors.
• (G = ⋃mi=1Gi) is the assignment of all targets to all sensors from the point of view
of targets.
• H and G refer to the same assignment A, but from different points of views, where A
is a set of 〈target T, sensor S〉 and a pair 〈target T, sensor S〉 implies that target
T is assigned to sensor S.
The goal is to minimize the assignment cost of sensors to targets:
Gopt,t = Minimize
(
n∑
i=1
SCost (Hi,t) +
m∑
i=1
TCost (Gi,t)
)
(4.1)
Subject to :
∀ti ∧ ∀sj ∈ Gi,t ∧ ti is within FOV j, t
∀si ∧ ∀tj ∈ Hi,t ∧ tj is within FOV i, t
tj ∈ Hi,t ⇔ si ∈ Gj,t
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where:
SCost (Hi,t) =
1 |Hi,t| > 10 otherwise
TCost (Gi,t) =
1 |Gi,t| < k0 otherwise
SCost is the cost of a constraint violation due to assigning one sensor to more than one
target. TCost is the cost of a constraint violation due to assigning less than k sensors to
each target.
As the problem is dynamic and sensors and targets are moving around, the assignment
parameters change over time. Of course, this problem can be framed as a constraint
satisfaction problem and the objective is to find a solution in which no constraints are
violated, i.e, zero constraints cost.
4.3 Hierarchical target-to-Sensor: Non-Binary Vari-
able DCOP Representation
The DCSP/DCOP modelling approach, unlike other methods, provides a clear and gen-
eral mathematical view of the problem. As such, solution techniques that are based on
DCSP/DCOP are applicable in various sensor network application domains.
Although DCOP provides a general modelling approach, current DCSP/DCOP mod-
elling techniques in sensor network applications suffer from critical and impractical sim-
plifications. These limitations include small network assumptions (e.g, a small number of
sensors), static sensor assumptions whereby sensors cannot pursue mobile targets, imprac-
tical constraints on the number of targets in the FOV of each sensor and, in some cases,
restrictions on target mobility (i.e, a static targets assumption). Furthermore, scalability
as an important solution aspect has not been considered. As DCSP/DCOP problems are
NP-hard [4], raising the number of variables increases the complexity of the problem expo-
nentially. Therefore, using current methods in large-scale sensor networks that consist of a
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large number of sensors introduces high computational and communicational costs to the
DCSP/DCOP algorithm. Moreover, such methods do not take advantage of the fact that
sensors that are geographically far apart may have only a few conflicts with one another.
Although the geographical regions of the problem are not entirely separable, only a few
constraints exist between them. These facts point to the potential merit that partitioning
can lead to significant enhancement of the solution process.
In this research, I present a technique to overcome the limitations of current DCSP/DCOP
modelling methods and to eliminate impractical simplifications in such methods. I address
the problem in two steps. First, I partition the complex target allocation problem into
hierarchically smaller problems. This partitioning is based on the geographical locations of
the sensors and the environment they monitor. Such partitioning results in a set of distinct
DCOPs. This partitioning strategy is recursively applied to the sub-partitions, in order to
have a hierarchy of DCOPs of manageable sizes.
Second, exiting DCOP techniques [87, 93, 94], usually represent sensors and/or targets
as binary variables. Representation of sensors and/or targets as binary variables increases
the number of variables and constraints in the DCSP formulation, leading to a larger and
more complex DCSP/DCOP. This could be prohibitive, particularly, in large sensor/target
problems. I propose to represent sensors/targets as non-binary variables yielding smaller
and more tractable DCOPs.
4.3.1 Hierarchical Architecture
In the proposed method, I first partition the problem into distinct geographical regions.
Defining each region is important and has considerable impact on the performance of
the solution; the regions are constructed such that they have the maximum intra-region
constraints and minimum inter-region constraints. Figure 4.1 depicts this idea. In the
lowest level of the proposed hierarchical architecture, the main problem is partitioned into
various regions: Region 0, Region 1, etc. Each regions is tackled as a DCOP.
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Figure 4.1: Hierarchical target-to-sensor allocation model for large and complex sensor
networks
There are several DCOPs on the lowest level. The next layer of the hierarchy can
be tackled as another DCOP that encompasses variables and constraints shared among
the connected regions. DCOPs at this multi-region layer do not maintain a view of each
region’s internal constraints. In fact, only the constraints that exist between different
regions are maintained in this layer. Region specific constraints are managed at a lower
layer. Problem solving using this architecture uses a top down approach. Therefore, each
lower level’s solver starts after ending its upper level solver. More formally, considering the
lowest level to be equal to 1, solving the problem (s) in level “L” is started exactly after
solving the problem in level “L+ 1”. First, the problem of the upper layer is modelled as
a DCOP, which is subsequently solved using a DCOP algorithm. After finding an optimal
solution for this problem, the lower level’s DCOP solvers start solving each region’s problem
separately. There are common variables between the upper level DCOP and lower level
DCOPs. In solving the lower level problems, the algorithm is not concerned with the values
maintained by the upper level. Section 5.3 discusses how DCOP modelling is realized in
each layer for each sub-problem.
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Using this method prevents the creation of large DCOPs. It is mathematically con-
ceivable that partitioning a large exponential problem into several smaller exponential
complexity problems can decrease the computational complexity greatly. Equation 4.2
shows this fact.
n∑
i=1
api  a(p1+p2+...+pn) ∀a > 1, pi > 1 (4.2)
In this Equation the notation api shows the exponential complexity of a problem with
size pi. Also, (p1 + p2 + ...+ pn) shows the size of a non-partitioned problem whose size is
equal to the summation of the sizes of all pis (1 6 i 6 n). It is mathematically provable
that if a and pis are larger than 1, then the left-hand side of this equation showing the
complexity of a partitioned problem is much smaller than the right hand side of the equation
which shows the complexity of a non-partitioned problem. Of course, this fact is true for
the problems with exponential complexity.
Obviously, the larger and more complicated problems need a higher number of layers
and regions.
4.3.2 Non-Binary Variable Modelling
To model a problem as a DCOP, three main elements of the DCOP must be defined: the
Variables, the Domain of each variable, and the Constraints. In Binary modelling that can
be found in [87] and [94], for every sensor-target combination, a binary variable has been
defined, so, the number of required variables and constraints to solve the problem tends to
be large.
In this research, I propose a modelling technique in which each sensor is represented as
a non-binary variable. All targets within the FOV of a sensor construct its domain. Table
4.3 shows an example of this modelling for a small sensor network with 12 sensors and 4
targets which is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: A typical sensor network with 12 sensors and 4 targets
Figure 4.3: Non-binary variable DCOP modelling of the sensor network of Figure 4.2
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Table 4.1: Non-binary variable DCOP modeling of sensor network of Figure 4.2
Variables Domain Constraints
S0 {T1} Constraint Cost
S1 {T1} Constraint S3 S4 1
S2 {T2} Nogood T2 T3
S3 {T1, T2}
S4 {T1, T2} Constraint Cost
S5 {T3} Constraint S3 S7 1
S6 {T2} Nogood T1 T4
S7 {T2, T4}
S8 {T4, T3} Constraint Cost
S9 {T3} Constraint S4 S8 1
S10 {T4} Nogood T1 T4
S11 {T4}
therefore, the domains are not restricted to zero/one values. Each target represented in the
second column can be assigned to the corresponding sensor in the first column by the algo-
rithm used to solve the problem. The third column shows the constraints that arise from the
fact that every target must be tracked by at least three sensors, and, each sensor can select
only one target from its domain. Each constraint contains one or more “Nogood” values
and a “Cost”. The “Cost” illustrates the cost of violation of a constraint. A constraint is
violated if one of the “Nogood” pair values is selected for the pair of sensors that shares the
constraint. For the presented example in Figure 4.2, S3 and S4 share a constraint (with the
cost 1) in which (T2, T3) is a “Nogood” value (the first constraint in Table 4.1). Thus, the
cost of assigning targets (T2, T3) to sensors (S3, S4), respectively, is 1. This constraint arises
from this fact that at least three sensors are required to track T1. Therefore, in addition to
S0 and S1, one more sensor is required. Assignment of S3 to T2 and simultaneously S4 to
T3 limits the number of available sensors to track T1, which is defined as a “Nogood” for a
constraint between S3 and S4. The other constraints are defined in a similar way. Modeling
In this example, each sensor is modelled as a non-binary variable in DCOP. Therefore,
this specific problem has 12 variables because the problem has 12 sensors. All the targets
within the FOV of each sensor represent its domain. The second column of Table 4.3 shows
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these domain values for each sensor. The modelling technique uses non-binary variables;
therefore, the domains are not restricted to zero/one values. Each target represented in the
second column can be assigned to the corresponding sensor in the first column by the algo-
rithm used to solve the problem. The third column shows the constraints that arise from the
fact that every target must be tracked by at least three sensors, and, each sensor can select
only one target from its domain. Each constraint contains one or more “Nogood” values and
a “Cost”. The “Cost” illustrates the cost of the violation of a constraint. A constraint is
violated if one of the “Nogood” pair values is selected for the pair of sensors that shares the
constraint. For the presented example in Figure 4.2, S3 and S4 share a constraint (with the
cost 1) in which (T2, T3) is a “Nogood” value (the first constraint in Table 4.3). Thus, the
cost of assigning targets (T2, T3) to sensors (S3, S4), respectively, is 1. This constraint arises
from the fact that at least three sensors are required to track T1. Therefore, in addition to
S0 and S1, one more sensor is required. Assignment of S3 to T2 and simultaneously S4 to
T3 limits the number of available sensors to track T1, which is defined as a “Nogood” for
a constraint between S3 and S4. The other constraints are defined in a similar way. Mod-
elling the same problem using previous binary variable techniques [87] requires 16 variables.
Each variable is a combination of a sensor and a target within its FOV. In this example the
variables are: S0,1, S1,1, S2,2, S3,1, S3,2, S4,1, S4,3, S5,3, S6,2, S7,2, S1,4, S8,3, S8,4, S9,3, S10,4, S11,4.
Si,j denotes the combination of sensor Si and target Tj.
The difference between the number of variables in binary and non-binary modelling
techniques increases in more complex problems in which more targets are common between
the FOV of sensors.
The non-binary modelling technique reduces the number of variables and constraints.
Constraint reduction is because of two facts. First, the variable definition inherently cap-
tures some of the constraints.The non-binary modelling technique applies an implicit con-
straint in assigning only one target to each sensor, because using this modelling, only one
value (target) can be assigned to each variable (sensor) at each time. As a result, the
number of required explicit constraints to model the problem reduces. Second, reducing
the number of variables by itself leads to less number of constraints. Therefore the only
remaining constraint is the number of communicating sensors (k) for full coverage in target
tracking.
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Table 4.1: Mapping between each part of the sensor network to a DCOP
part of the sensor network DCOP
Sensors/Targets Variables
Targets/Sensors that are placed in the FOV of a sensor/target Domain of a Variable
∀ i: 1,...,m ∀sj ∈ Gi → ti is within FOV (sj)
∀ i: 1,...,n ∀tj ∈ Hi → tj is within FOV (si) Constraints
∀ i: 1,...,m |Gi| ≥ k
∀ i: 1,...,n |Hi| ≤ 1
Goal: Goal:
Minimize (
∑n
i=1 SCost (Hi) +
∑m
i=1 TCost (Gi)) Minimize the cost
SCost (Hi) =
1 |Hi| > 10 otherwise TCost (Gi) =
1 |Gi| < k0 otherwise of violated constraints
It is important to note that the proposed non-binary modelling approach can be ex-
tended to the target-centered case, in which targets are represented as non-binary variables,
and all the sensors that have that specific target within their FOV construct that variable’s
domain. In this case, targets have constraints on the sensors that are common between
their domains. Typically, systems posses some degree of control on the sensors but not on
the targets. For example, in the selected test case, the airport will employ a set of sensors
to monitor targets in selected areas. The targets in this case can be people. Therefore,
if one is to adopt a target-centered engagement, controlling the value of a variable is the
responsibility of one of the sensors that has that target in its FOV. Table 4.1 shows the
mapping between each part of the hierarchical model and DCOP.
4.3.3 Combination of Hierarchical Architecture and Non-Binary
DCOP Modelling
This section details how the proposed non-binary modelling technique can be applied to
the various regions at the various levels of the hierarchical architecture depicted in Figure
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4.1.
As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, the problem solving in this method is a top down ap-
proach. First, the problem in the top-most layer is modelled and solved; lower level layers
employ the solution found at the upper layers. At the upper layer, only sensors whose
fields of view include more than one lower-level region, participate in the solution. It is
important to note that, at this layer, only constraints between sensors of different regions
are considered; the internal constraints in each region are relaxed.
Modelling each region’s problem in the lower level is rather straightforward and is done
by mapping the sensors to variables and mapping the targets in the field of view of each
sensor to domain values of that sensor (c.f. 4.1). Then, the constraint that a minimum of
k communicating sensors are required to track each target is imposed.
Some sensors may belong to both upper and lower level regions. Targets assigned to
sensors at the upper layer should be kept unchanged when their regions are solved at the
lower level. For example, in Figure 4.1 some of the variables of the DCOP of Level 2 may
be common to the DCOP’s of Region 0, Region 1, . . ., or Region 9. Of course, these
common variables share different constraints in different levels of the hierarchy. They are
sharing inter region constraints in Level 2 and intra region constraints in Level 1 of Figure
4.1. Although hierarchical problem solving decreases computation and communication
costs efficiently, as described in Eq. 4.2, addressing the problem hierarchically may lead
to finding near to optimal solutions because some values are selected for the common
variables in the upper level and these selections may impose extra constraints on these
common variables in the lower level DCOPs. Lower level DCOP algorithms have to keep
previously selected values unchanged. As the number of common variables in each region
of Level 1 is much less than the number of non-common variables, this drawback of the
proposed method does not change the optimality of the solution.
The experimental results in Section 4.5 confirm this fact. On the other hand, consider-
ing the communication and computation complexity reduction of the hierarchical method,
in dynamic situations when DCOP algorithms do not have enough time to reach the op-
timal solution, the benefit of using a hierarchical approach strongly outweighs its costs
drawback.
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This hierarchical modelling can be simply applied to the target-centered approach as
well. It is important to note than when using a hierarchical approach, this method does not
risk a single point of failure because in all the levels of the hierarchy the problem solving is
a completely distributed process. This approach only partitions the problem and tackles
parts of the problem in various levels of the hierarchy. Thus, a part of the problem is
tackled at the upper level (the inter region constraints) of the hierarchy and then the other
parts of the problem are addressed in the lower level (intra region constraints). Obviously
none of the levels of the hierarchy perform a centralized search.
Once the problem is modelled as a non-binary hierarchical DCOP, the performance of
two solution methods, ADOPT and DBA, is investigated to determine which constitutes
the best candidate for solving the proposed non-binary hierarchical DCOP.
4.3.4 Formal Representation of Hierarchical Non-Binary DCOP
Modelling
The hierarchical non-binary DCOP modelling approach is described in Sections 4.3.1 to
4.3.3. To have a more formal view of the presented approach, this section first introduces
some notations and then presents a pseudo code which shows how the original problem is
transformed into the hierarchical problem. These notations are as follows:
• L: a variable that shows the level of the hierarchy.
• X: the size of the largest manageable problem.
• PL: the problem in Level L.
• PL,i: the sub-problem i in Level L.
• TargetL,i: targets in sub-problem i in Level L.
• SensorL,i: sensors in sub-problem i in Level L.
• constraint (PL): total constraints in level L.
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• inter-constraint (PL,i, PL,j): inter region constraints between sub-problems PL,i and
PL,j in level L.
• intra-constraint (PL,i): intra region constraints of PL,i in level L.
Algorithm 1 illustrates how a target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor networks is
modelled as a DCOP using the presented hierarchical DCOP modelling approach. This
algorithm starts construction of the hierarchy from Level 1. It continues partitioning the
main problem into smaller problems until it reaches a problem of manageable size at the
topmost level of the hierarchy (Line 2 of Algorithm 1). The partitioning at each level should
create manageable sub-problems, minimal inter region constraints and maximal intra region
constraints. Also sub-problems should not have any subscription. They should cover all
the sensors and targets that are participating at their level of the hierarchy. In addition,
the union of inter and intra region constraints should create the total constraints of the
problem (Line 3 to 10 of Algorithm 1).
After partitioning, each sub-problem is modelled as a separate DCOP as described in
Section 4.3.2 (Line 12 of Algorithm 1). Then, to construct the next level of the hierarchy
(Line 18 of Algorithm 1), the algorithm should define the targets, sensors and constraints
participating in the next layer. The next layer contains all the sensors and targets that are
placed near to the partitioning borders of the current layer. More accurately, the targets
that can be sensed by the sensors of more than one region are included in the set of the
next layer’s targets (Line 21 to 24 of Algorithm 1). Also, all the sensors whose FOV covers
more than one region are included in the set of the next layer of sensors (Line 26 to 30 of
Algorithm 1). Finally, the inter region constraints of each layer construct all constraints of
its next layer (Line 33 of Algorithm 1). In the topmost level of this hierarchy, there is just
one manageable sized DCOP, which is modelled using the technique described in Section
5.2 (Line 35 to 38 of Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 1 : Pseudo code for Hierarchical non-binary DCOP modelling
1: L← 1
2: while |PL| > X do
3: partition PL into a set of sub-problems: {PL,1, PL,2, . . . , PL,n} such that:
4: a. ∀ i i = 1→ n: ∣∣PL,i∣∣ ≤ X
5: b. ∀ i, j i, j = 1→ n: min ∣∣inter − constraint(PL,i, PL,j)∣∣
6: c. ∀ i i = 1→ n: max ∣∣intra− constraint(PL,i)∣∣
7: d. ∀ i, j i, j = 1→ n: PL,i ∩ PL,j = Ø
8: e. SensorL =
⋃
∀i SensorL,i
9: f. TargetL =
⋃
∀i TargetL,i
10: g. constraint(PL) = (∪∀iintra− constraintPL,i) ∪ (∪∀i,jinter − constraint(PL,i, PL,j))
11:
12: for all PL,i, i = 1→ n do
13: model PL,i as a DCOP as described in Section 4.3.2:
14: a. SensorL,i(/targetsL,i) → variables
15: b. TargetL,i(/sensorsL,i) in the FOV of each sensor(/target) → Domain
16: c. intra− constraint(PL,i) (Equation 4.1) → constraints
17: end for
18: L← L+ 1
19:
20: . all targets that are within FOV of sensors of more than one region participate in the set of targets of next layer
21: for all ti ∈ TargetL−1 do
22: if ∃PL−1,i, PL−1,j | (FOV (ti) ∩ PL−1,i 6= Ø) ∧ (FOV (ti) ∩ PL−1,j 6= Ø) then add ti to TargetL
23: end if
24: end for
25:
26: . all the sensors that their FOV covers more than one region participate in the set of sensors of next layer
27: for all si ∈ SensorL−1 do
28: if ∃PL−1,i, PL−1,j | (FOV (si) ∩ PL−1,i 6= Ø) ∧ (FOV (si) ∩ PL−1,j 6= Ø) then add si to SensorL
29: end if
30: end for
31: . inter region constraint of previous level constructs constraints of this level
32: constraint (PL) = inter − constraint (PL−1)
33: end while
34: . model the last level of hierarchy
35: model PL as a DCOP as described in Section 4.3.2:
36: a. SensorL(/targetsL) → variables
37: b. TargetL(/sensorsL) in the FOV of each sensor(/target) → Domain
38: c. constraint(PL) (Equation 4.1) → constraints
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4.4 Complete versus incomplete DCOP algorithms
Figure 4.4 shows a taxonomy of popular DCOP algorithms [6]. This taxonomy describes
the DCOP algorithms based on two important characteristics: completeness (guaranteed
to find optimal solutions) and centralization (which has a great impact on the distribution
of computational costs over a system’s distributed nodes).
BnB-ADOPT: An Asynchronous Bran - nd-Bound DCOP Algorithm
DCOP Algorithms 
Complete Algorithms 
Incomplete Algorithms
e.g., DBA, DSA, MGM, 
k-optimal algorithms 
Partially Centralized Algorithms
e.g., OptAPO 
Fully Decentralized 
Algorithms 
Inference Algorithms
e.g., DPOP 
Search Algorithms
e.g., SBB, ADOPT,
NCBB, AFB
Figure 2: Taxonomy of DCOP Algorithms
1.1.1 Incomplete DCOP Algorithms
Incomplete DCOP algorithms typically use local search to ﬁnd locally optimal solutions and can
thus potentially get trapped in local minima. Nevertheless, since solving DCOP problems optimally
is NP-hard, such DCOP algorithms are desirable for large DCOP problems where ﬁnding cost-
minimal solutions might be slow. DBA (Yokoo & Hirayama, 1996), DSA (Fitzpatrick & Meertens,
2003), MGM (Maheswaran, Pearce, & Tambe, 2004a) and the more recent class of k-optimal DCOP
algorithms (Pearce & Tambe, 2007; Bowring, Pearce, Portway, Jain, & Tambe, 2008; Greenstadt,
2009) are examples of incomplete DCOP algorithms.
1.1.2 Complete DCOP Algorithms
Complete DCOP algorithms are generally divided into two groups, namely partially centralized and
fully decentralized DCOP algorithms.
Partially Centralized DCOP Algorithms
Partially centralized DCOP algorithms allow some agents to transfer their constraint information
(= information regarding the constraints that they are involved in) to a central agent for process-
ing. OptAPO (Mailler & Lesser, 2004) is an example of a partially centralized DCOP algorithm
that uses cooperative mediation, where certain agents act as mediators to solve overlapping DCOP
subproblems centrally.
Fully Decentralized DCOP Algorithms
Fully decentralized DCOP algorithms do not have central agents that collect constraint infor-
mation of other agents that are not constrained with them. Rather, every agent has access to only
its own constraint information. Fully decentralized DCOP algorithms are generally divided into two
groups, namely DCOP inference and search algorithms.
• DCOP inference algorithms: DCOP inference algorithms typically use dynamic program-
ming to propagate aggregated constraint costs from one agent to another agent and thus reduce
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Figure 4.4: Taxonomy of DCSP Algorithms [6]
complete algorithms usually use local search methods to find local optimal solutio s,
and as a result, can potentially get trapped in local minima. In contrast, complete al-
gorithms typically do an xhaustive search over the problem space; the efore, they can
guarantee finding the optimal solution. As DCOP is an NP-hard problem, incomplete
algorithms are ore pra tical since finding minimum cost solutions can be intractable [6].
Although completeness is a basic characteristic of many DCOP algorithms, its practical
impact as a prerequisite has not been studied in the context of sensor networks. Thus,
this research presents a comparative performance study of a complete DCOP algorithm
(ADOPT) and a non-complete one (DBA) in the context of the target to sensor allocation
in sensor networks.
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4.5 Java Implementation and Results
4.5.1 Test Setup
To test the proposed hierarchical approach using ADOPT and DBA, I defined a grid-
based sensor network with 224 sensors under various target considerations, ranging from
22 targets to 59 targets. Therefore, the sensor-to-target ratio varied from 10:1 to 3.8:1.
This range creates a spectrum of easy to hard problems [140]. Sensors and targets were
spread throughout a simplified version of the Waterloo Regional Airport, shown in Figure
4.5.
 
Figure 4.5: Hierarchical target allocation model for sensor networks in a surveillance system
(Waterloo regional airport)
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This area forms the test case in this research. The lowest level of this figure consist
of different sections in the airport, such as, the International Arrivals, Departure Lounge
and Baggage Claim section. These sections were separated from one another and hence
are modelled as different DCOPs. They were selected because they provide mostly inde-
pendent geographical regions. The sections or regions share a few constraints with their
neighbouring sections and these constraints occur at the pathways between the sections.
As targets are considered mobile in this step of the research, the set of targets that are
within the FOV of each sensor changes over time. Such dynamicity of the environment is
manifested as changes in the set of constraints. However, I maintained the same number of
constraints by ensuring that the number of new constraints is offset by the same number of
expunged constraints. To study the system under various dynamicity conditions, the num-
ber of changes in each time interval is varied at a rate of 2, 4 and 6 changes. Furthermore,
the system performance is studied under 2 changes every 4 seconds (1 rate of change) and
2 every 20 seconds (0.2 rate of change). Constraints were randomly introduced and ex-
punged, and 540 random problems were generated at different sensor-to-target ratios (10:1
to 3.8:1). For each ratio, 20 different random sensor target setups are considered. Taking
dynamicity into consideration, 40500 DCOP instances were generated. The experimental
setup is summarized in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.
Table 4.2: Experimental setup-1
number of sensors number of targets dynamicity levels
number of time
intervals
224 22 to 59 0.2, 1, 2, 4, 6 15
Table 4.3: Experimental setup-2
time intervals
number of problems
generated in each case
number of
original
problems
total number of
problems
2 s 20 540 40500
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4.5.1.1 ADOPT and DBA algorithms
Two algorithms are considered to solve the proposed hierarchical DCOP, namely, ADOPT
[4] and DBA [141, 142]. ADOPT is a complete algorithm; DBA is faster than ADOPT
but it is an incomplete one. This section provides a brief overview of these algorithms but
readers are directed to [4] and [141] for a more comprehensive description.
ADOPT is a state-of-the-art complete algorithm for DCOP. It is an asynchronous
algorithm that guarantees to return an optimal solution while agents execute concurrently.
This algorithm lets distributed agents select their variable values in parallel. This algorithm
performs a completely distributed search using the communication of costs to guide agents
toward globally optimal values to be selected for their variables. Agents first are prioritized
into a Depth-First Search (DFS) tree structure in which each agent has multiple children
and a parent. Agents communicate their current variable value assignments (VALUE
messages) down the DFS tree. Another type of message, a THRESHOLD message, is sent
only from parent to child. This message contains a single number representing a backtrack
threshold, initially zero. On receiving a message, the receiver calculates its new cost and, if
it can, changes its variable value and backtrack threshold. Then it sends VALUE messages
to its lower priority neighbours and THRESHOLD messages to its children and also sends
cost feedback (COST messages) to its parents. A COST message is sent only from child
to parent. COST messages contain lower bounds on objective function F computed based
on the values currently selected for higher priority agents. Higher priority agents respond
by exploring new values. When xi receives a COST message, it adds lb(d, xl) to its local
cost δ(d) to calculate a lower bound for value d, denoted LB(d). More specifically LB is a
lower bound for the sub-tree rooted at xi, when xi chooses d. Similarly, xi adds ub(d, xl)
to its local cost δ(d) to calculate an upper bound for value d, denoted UB(d). As the
algorithm continues the lower bound increase gradually, until ultimately, the lower bound
of the optimal solution become equal to its upper bound. This condition in which the two
bounds are equal to one another and, as a result, equal to the cost of the optimal solution
indicates that the optimal solution is found and leads to termination of the algorithm.
DBA is the distributed version of the centralized breakout algorithm. In this algorithm,
each agent communicates with its neighbours using two ”ok?” and ”improve” messages.
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The search starts by each agent assigning an initial value to its variable. The algorithm
first assigns a weight of one to all constraints. In each step of the algorithm, if none of
the agents find a constraint violation, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, each agent
exchanges its current variable value with its neighbours (via an ”ok?” message), computes
the possible weight reduction if it changes its current value, sends a computed improvement
value to its neighbours (via an ”improve” message) and decides if it has the largest amount
of improvement. If so, it changes the value and applies the improvement. This algorithm,
to avoid local minima, increases the weight of constraint violations, which are assigned
initially to 1. To avoid simultaneous variable changes among neighbouring agents, only
the agent having the maximal weight reduction has the right to alter its current value. If
ties occur, the agents break the ties based on their identifiers. In this research, I used the
method presented in [85] and [143] to change the DBA to work in dynamic and optimization
problems respectively.
It is important to mention that ADOPT is not an iterative improvement algorithm
while DBA is listed in this category of DCOP algorithms [142]. Therefore, the any-time
results of ADOPT (before ending) can be completely far from it’s final optimal result. It
is while, in DBA, the solution improves iteration by iteration.
4.5.2 Test Results
For evaluation, three main parameters were measured while solving each problem: ”the
number of messages”, ”the number of non-concurrent constraint checks (NCCCs)” which
shows the computational effort required to solve the problem, and ”the cost of the solution”.
Each problem is modelled as DCOP(s), once using the proposed non-binary hierarchical
method and once using a non-hierarchical method. In the non-hierarchical method, instead
of hierarchically portioning the problem into various sub-problems and modelling each
problem as a separate DCOP, the whole problem is modelled as one DCOP [87]. The same
dynamicity rate is applied in each problem. The results are evaluated with respect to the
same parameters (number of messages, number of NCCCs, cost of the solution). Figure
4.6 through Figure 4.16 shows the result of evaluating the performance of ADOPT and
DBA algorithms for both the hierarchical method and the non-hierarchical method.
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Figure 4.6: Average of the number of messages required by ADOPT and DBA to solve the
target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network (Dynamicity level = 0.2)
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Figure 4.7: Average of the number of messages required by ADOPT and DBA to solve the
target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network (Dynamicity level = 1)
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Figure 4.8: Average of the number of messages required by ADOPT and DBA to solve
target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network (Dynamicity level = 2)
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Figure 4.9: Average of the number of messages required by ADOPT and DBA to solve the
target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network (Dynamicity level = 4)
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Figure 4.10: Average of the number of messages required by ADOPT and DBA to solve
the target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network (Dynamicity level = 6)
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Figure 4.11: Average of the number of NCCCs required by ADOPT and DBA to solve the
target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network (Dynamicity level = 0.2)
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Figure 4.12: Average of the number of NCCCs required by ADOPT and DBA to solve the
target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network (Dynamicity level = 1)
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Figure 4.13: Average of the number of NCCCs required by ADOPT and DBA to solve the
target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network (Dynamicity level = 2)
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Figure 4.14: Average of the number of NCCCs required by ADOPT and DBA to solve the
target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network (Dynamicity level = 4)
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Figure 4.15: Average of the number of NCCCs required by ADOPT and DBA to solve the
target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network (Dynamicity level = 6)
The first five figures show the evaluation with respect to ”the number of messages”
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considering various dynamicity levels. The second five figures show the evaluation with
respect to ”NCCCs”, and finally, the third five figures show evaluation with respect to the
”total cost of the solution”.
These experiments highlight the communicational complexity, computational complex-
ity and the solution quality of each algorithm in converging to an optimal result. It is
important to note that ”The number of cycles” has been traditionally used in the litera-
ture as a metric for evaluation of computational complexity. Nevertheless, and as discussed
in various references [144, 145], such a metric is not suitable for evaluating DCSP/DCOP
algorithms as it cannot provide insight into the computational efforts needed to solve the
problem. NCCC is a good alternative to this metric for evaluating the computational
costs of DCSP/DCOP algorithms. To use NCCC as a computational complexity metric, I
adopted the method presented by Meisels et al. [144].
Figure 4.6 through Figure 4.10 show the number of messages used to solve the problems
under various number of variables. The dynamicity level varies from 0.2 to 6 in these figures.
The figures illustrate the accumulative number of messages required by the algorithm to
solve various instances of the original problem. The average of the results for 20 problems
is depicted in the figures. In each case, the results are computed based on 15 consecutive
time intervals.
The results of applying ADOPT and DBA in the proposed hierarchical modelling tech-
nique as well as in the non-hierarchical method demonstrates that using the proposed
hierarchical approach reduces the ”number of messages” and the ”number of NCCCs” sig-
nificantly, especially in larger and complex problems. These results were conceivable based
on the explanations presented in Section 4.3.1. As Equation 4.2 shows, the cost incurred
in solving the problem via partitioning is much less than that of solving the un-partioned
large problem. This finding validates the effectiveness of using the hierarchical modelling
technique in solving large and complex sensor network problems.
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Figure 4.16: The sum of costs of found solutions in solving the target-to-sensor allocation
problem in sensor network by ADOPT and DBA (Dynamicity level = 0.2)
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Figure 4.17: The sum of costs of found solutions in solving the target-to-sensor allocation
problem in sensor network by ADOPT and DBA (Dynamicity level = 1)
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Figure 4.18: The sum of costs of found solutions in solving the target-to-sensor allocation
problem in sensor network by ADOPT and DBA (Dynamicity level = 2)
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Figure 4.19: The sum of costs of found solutions in solving the target-to-sensor allocation
problem in sensor network by ADOPT and DBA (Dynamicity level = 4)
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Figure 4.20: The sum of costs of found solutions in solving the target-to-sensor allocation
problem in sensor network by ADOPT and DBA (Dynamicity level = 6)
The quality of the solutions, as can be seen from Figure 4.16 through Figure 4.20, is
signified by the total cost of all solutions in all the intervals. Assigning a sensor to more
than one target, or not ensuring that at least three sensors track a target, increases the
cost of the solution. Actually the cost of a solution, in which all the sensors are assigned
to one target and each target is tracked by at least three sensors, is zero; and any violation
in these criteria increases the solution cost.
The results show that the cost of solutions in both the ADOPT and DBA algorithms,
for the hierarchical modelling technique, in most of the cases, is less than that for the non-
hierarchical technique, especially in larger problems. Of course, in some cases, especially in
smaller problems, a non-hierarchical technique incurs lower costs because in the proposed
hierarchical technique, there could be variables that are common across multiple layers
and may increase the cost of the solution. In other words, partitioning the problem can
introduce some extra costs to the technique.
The experiments highlight the fact that the DBA has better performance as an incom-
plete algorithm than ADOPT as a complete one, in terms of solution quality. As explained
before, the DBA is an iterative improvement algorithm, while ADOPT is not. Also, it is
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mentioned that the results reported for both algorithms are their final found results before
stopping the algorithm. Therefore, if the algorithm stops due to changes in the problem
before ending, then DBA will likely provide better results than ADOPT. In other words,
before ending the problem solving, in contrast to DBA, ADOPT may provide a solution
far from its final optimal results. The experimental results confirm this fact. The results
show that while DBA requires more messages and in some cases more NCCCs to solve the
problem, in almost all cases it can find more optimal solutions than ADOPT. DBA works
better in dynamic environments, such as the sensor networks problem considered in this
research. In such a problem, changes are introduced every 2s to induce the dynamicity
typically seen in real sensor networks. Therefore, in most cases, ADOPT is unable to solve
the problem in such a short period of time. In contrast, DBA is a faster algorithm and
is able to find solutions before the problem changes; also it can provide better any-time
results because it is an iterative improvement algorithm. However, the most important
drawback of DBA is its high communication costs, which I propose to mitigate using the
proposed hierarchical modelling method. Therefore, DBA, under hierarchical modelling,
constitutes a better choice for tackling large and complex sensor network problems (Figures
4.18 and 4.19).
especially in smaller problems, a non-hierarchical technique incurs
lower costs. Because, in the proposed hierarchical technique some
variables may be common across multiple layers and so contribute
to increasing the cost of the solution process. In other words, par-
titioning the problem can introduce some extra costs.
The experiments highlight the fact that DBA perform better as a
non-complete algorithm than ADOPT as a complete one, in terms
of solution quality. As explained before, DBA is an iterative
improvement algorithm, while ADOPT is not. Also, we mentioned
that the results reported for both algorithms are their ﬁnal found
results before stopping the algorithm. Therefore, if the algorithm
stops due to changes in the problem before ending, then DBA will
likely provide better results than ADOPT. In other words, before
ending the problem solving, in contrast to DBA, ADOPT may pro-
vide a solution far from its ﬁnal optimal results. The experimental
results conﬁrm this fact. The results show that while DBA requires
Fig. 20. The sum of costs of found solutions in solving target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network by ADOPT and DBA (dynamicity level = 6).
Fig. 21. The number of messages required to solve target-to-sensor allocation problem in static sensor network by ADOPT and DBA.
Fig. 22. The number of NCCCs required to solve target-to-sensor allocation problem in static sensor network by ADOPT and DBA.
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Figure 4.21: The number of messages required to solve the target-to-sensor allocation
problem in a static sensor network by ADOPT and DBA.
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especially in smaller problems, a non-hierarchical technique incurs
lower costs. Because, in the proposed hierarchical technique some
variables may be common across multiple layers and so contribute
to increasing the cost of the solution process. In other words, par-
titioning the problem can introduce some extra costs.
The experiments highlight the fact that DBA perform better as a
non-complete algorithm than ADOPT as a complete one, in terms
of solution quality. As explained before, DBA is an iterative
improvement algorithm, while ADOPT is not. Also, we mentioned
that the results reported for both algorithms are their ﬁnal found
results before stopping the algorithm. Therefore, if the algorithm
stops due to changes in the problem before ending, then DBA will
likely provide better results than ADOPT. In other words, before
ending the problem solving, in contrast to DBA, ADOPT may pro-
vide a solution far from its ﬁnal optimal results. The experimental
results conﬁrm this fact. The results show that while DBA requires
Fig. 20. The sum of costs of found solutions in solving target-to-sensor allocation problem in sensor network by ADOPT and DBA (dynamicity level = 6).
Fig. 21. The number of messages required to solve target-to-sensor allocation problem in static sensor network by ADOPT and DBA.
Fig. 22. The number of NCCCs required to solve target-to-sensor allocation problem in static sensor network by ADOPT and DBA.
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Figure 4.22: The number of NCCCs required to solve the target-to-sensor allocation prob-
lem in a static sensor network by ADOPT and DBA.
more messages and in some cases more NCCCs to solve the
problem, in almost all cases it can ﬁnd more optimal solutions than
ADOPT. DBA works better in dynamic environments, such as the
sensor networks problem considered in this paper. In such a
problem, changes are introduced every 2s to induce the dynamicity
typically seen in real sensor networks. Therefore, in most cases,
ADOPT is unable to solve the problem in such a short period of
time. In contrast, DBA is a faster algorithm and is able to ﬁnd
solutions before the problem changes; also it can provide better
any-time results because it is an iterative improvement algorithm.
However, the most important drawback of DBA is its high
communication costs, which we propose to mitigate using the pro-
posed hierarchical modeling method. Therefore, DBA, under hierar-
chical modeling, constitutes a better choice for tackling large and
complex sensor network problems (Figs. 18 and 19).
To evaluate the proposed method in a static situation, we con-
ducted a set of experiments in which the problem does not change
and the algorithms have enough time to solve the problem. In this
experiment, we used the same problems previously used in a dy-
namic case for starting the dynamic situation. The results are pre-
sented in Figs. 21–23. These results conﬁrm the previously found
results in the dynamic case. The results show that the communica-
tion and computation complexities of the hierarchical approach
are much less than those of the non-hierarchical one. As we ex-
pected, partitioning reduces the problem solving costs especially
in the ADOPT algorithm in which the algorithm’s complexity is
exponential. On the other hand, the results show that the cost of
the best solution found by ADOPT hierarchical algorithm is larger
than the best solution cost found in ADOPT’s non-hierarchical ap-
proach. This is the result of the hierarchical method’s inaccuracy,
as explained in Section 5.3. Although the cost of a hierarchical
approach in ADOPT is more than the non-hierarchical one, this cost
is still less than the cost found by DBA (both hierarchical and non-
hierarchical). Also the solution’s cost with DBA non-hierarchical
approach in some points is a little bit better than DBA hierarchical
approach.
8. Conclusion and future work
This paper proposes a new method for solving target to sensor
allocation in large and complex sensor networks based on DCOP
modeling. This method uses a hierarchical structure for modeling
the problem and then beneﬁts from a non-binary variable repre-
sentation which provides fewer inter-agent constraints. This meth-
od, by partitioning the main problem into smaller ones, simpliﬁes
the complex and hard problem into a tractable one. Two DCOP
algorithms were compared over randomly generated problems,
under a hierarchical structure and non-binary variable representa-
tion as well as under a non-hierarchical structure and binary vari-
able representation. The results show that, using the complete and
the non-complete algorithms, the hierarchical non-binary model-
ing technique provides superior results. This advantage becomes
more signiﬁcant under increased problem size and complexity,
making this method the ultimate choice for solving large scale sen-
sor network problems.
This paper has addressed the target to sensor allocation prob-
lem with respect to mobile targets and sensors. The movement
of sensors is considered to be random and out of any control and
coordination mechanism. Improving the proposed method to ben-
eﬁt from the mobility of sensors to change their locations from
their current position to the next optimal position that provides
better assignment of sensors to targets can be considered as an
important future work of this research.
Also this paper did not aim to perform Algorithm 1 in a distrib-
uted fashion, so while solving the modeled problem is done com-
pletely distributed, modeling the problem as hierarchical DCOPs
is currently centralized. Proposing a distributed version of Algo-
rithm 1 can be considered as another future work of this paper
as having a completely distributed problem solving approach
would be helpful.
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Figure 4.23: The cost of found solution in solving the target-to-sensor allocation problem
in a static sensor network by ADOPT and DBA.
To evaluate the proposed method in a static situation, I conducted a set of experiments
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in which the problem does not change and the algorithms have enough time to solve the
problem. In this experiment, I used the same problems previously used in a dynamic case
for starting the dynamic situation. The results are presented in Figures. 4.21 to 4.23. These
results confirm the previously found results in the dynamic case. The results show that the
communication and computation complexities of the hierarchical approach are much less
than those of the non-hierarchical one. As was expected, partitioning reduces the problem
solving costs especially in the ADOPT algorithm in which the algorithm’s complexity is
exponential. On the other hand, the results show that the cost of the best solution found
by ADOPT hierarchical algorithm is larger than the best solution cost found in ADOPT’s
non-hierarchical approach. This is the result of the hierarchical method’s inaccuracy, as
explained in Section 4.3.3. Although the cost of a hierarchical approach in ADOPT is
more than the non-hierarchical one, this cost is still less than the cost found by DBA (both
hierarchical and non-hierarchical). Also the solution’s cost with DBA non-hierarchical
approach in some points is a little bit better than DBA hierarchical approach.
4.6 Summary
A new approach called ”hierarchical non-binary variable DCOP modelling” is presented in
this chapter to address the limitations of current DCOP/DCSP modelling approaches in
solving the target-to-sensor allocation problem. The main characteristics of this method
can be summarized as follows:
• Provides a general and formalized method for solving the target-to-sensor allocation
problem
• Models the target-to-sensor allocation problem as DCOP instead of DCSP, which is
more realistic
• Provides scalability (suitable for large-scale sensor networks)
• Decreases the complexity of modelling using non-binary variables
• Uses a hierarchical structure to address the problem
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• Considers the dynamicity issue of the target-to-sensor allocation problem in terms of
mobile targets
These characteristics make the proposed approach a suitable method for tackling the
target-to-sensor allocation problem in large and complex sensor networks, although several
other characteristics related to the dynamicity of sensor networks should be added to the
proposed approach in the next chapters.
This chapter also shows how the proposed method can be combined with an appropriate
DCOP algorithm and then used to solve a practical target-to-sensor allocation problem in
an airport surveillance system as an example of a large-scale, complex and dynamic sensor
network. Two DCOP algorithms from two different categories of this field’s algorithms
were selected for evaluation of the proposed method. They are compared over randomly
generated problems which are modelled once using the described hierarchical non-binary
scenario and once using the simple non-hierarchical approach.
The results show that, using both complete and incomplete algorithms, the hierarchical
non-binary modelling technique provides better results than the simple non-hierarchical
approach. This advantage is more pronounced when the size and complexity of the problem
is increased, a fact that shows the advantage of using the proposed method in large,
complex, and crowded sensor networks such as surveillance applications. Furthermore
results show that the incomplete algorithm that uses hierarchical modelling technique is
the best choice among tested methods for solving the considered problem.
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Chapter 5
Semi-Flocking Algorithm for Motion
Control of Mobile Sensors in
Large-Scale Surveillance Systems
The ability of sensors to self-organize is an important asset in surveillance sensor networks.
Self-organize implies self-control at the sensor level and coordination at the network level.
Biologically inspired approaches have recently gained significant attention as a tool to
address the issue of sensor control and coordination in sensor networks. These approaches
are exemplified by the two well-known algorithms, namely, the Flocking algorithm and
the Anti-Flocking algorithm. Generally speaking, although these two biologically inspired
algorithms have demonstrated promising performances, they expose deficiencies when it
comes to their ability to maintain simultaneous reliable dynamic area coverage and target
coverage. These two coverage performance objectives are inherently conflicting.
This chapter presents Semi-Flocking, a biologically inspired algorithm that benefits
from key characteristics of both the Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms. The Semi-
Flocking algorithm approaches the problem by assigning a small flock of sensors to each
target, while at the same time leaving some sensors free to explore the environment. This
allows the algorithm to strike a balance between the reliable area coverage and target
coverage. Such balance is facilitated via flock-sensor coordination. Section 6.1 provides an
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introduction to the proposed work. Section 5.2 introduces the concept of Semi-Flocking
motion modelling. The performance of the proposed Semi-Flocking algorithm is examined
and compared with the other two Flocking-based algorithms, once using randomly moving
targets and once using a standard walking pedestrian dataset in Section 5.3. The results of
both experiments show that the Semi-Flocking algorithm outperforms both the Flocking
algorithm and the Anti-Flocking algorithm with respect to the area of coverage and the
target coverage objectives. Furthermore, the results show that the proposed algorithm
demonstrates shorter target detection time and fewer undetected targets than the other
two Flocking-based algorithms. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 5.4.
5.1 Introduction
Sensor Networks have demonstrated noticeable success in mobile surveillance applications
[14, 15, 16, 17], showing advanced capabilities to self-organize, and to cooperate and co-
ordinate their activities to collect information about targets and events in a given volume
of interest (VOI). The information collected by the sensors is often fused to obtain a com-
plete picture of the environment and assess situations of interest. Due to communication
and energy restrictions, centralized data fusion algorithms are not efficient and there is a
need for distributed algorithms that restrict the communication between neighbours [18].
The ability to self-organize constitutes an indispensable attribute in surveillance applica-
tions where target mobility increases surveillance complexity. In this case, sensor mobility
comes in handy to enable the network to achieve dynamic area coverage and reliable target
detection.
An important challenge in self-organizing surveillance systems is the control and coordi-
nation of sensor mobility. This problem concerns the optimal movement of a set of mobile
sensors to achieve maximum area and/or target coverage [19], maximum radio coverage
between the sensors [20, 21], or improved target coverage over maneuverable targets [22],
etc. This research addresses the issue of sensor control and coordination for maximum area
and target coverage.
The Flocking Algorithm is one of the approaches recently reported in the literature
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that addresses the issue of sensor control and coordination in sensor networks. This al-
gorithm has attracted significant interest in recent years in the field of mobility control
[129, 5, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137]. Flocking is a biologically inspired be-
haviour that embodies a form of cooperative behaviour of a large number of autonomous
interacting agents to achieve a coordinated group behaviour. Group movements of birds,
fishes, insects and bacteria are examples of the flocking behaviour in nature. To conceive
flocking behaviour, each agent follows a set of flocking rules and maintains some sort of
communication with its neighbouring agents. Self-organization and local communication
requirements of the flocking process provide an inspiring behaviour in the management of
sensors in mobile sensor networks.
This chapter introduces the Semi-Flocking algorithm, a modified version of the Flocking
algorithm [132]. Two other Flocking-based algorithms are discussed and used as bench-
marks to study the performance of the proposed Semi-Flocking algorithm. These two
algorithms are Flocking [132] and Anti-Flocking [131]. They are described in detail in Sec-
tions 2.4.2.1.1 and 2.4.2.1.2. This chapter demonstrates how the proposed Semi-Flocking
algorithm provides a better alternative to conceiving self-organizing capabilities in mobile
sensor networks contemplating reliable surveillance performance.
5.2 Semi-Flocking Approach
Section 2.4.2.1 described the main Flocking-based algorithms (Flocking and Anti-Flocking
algorithms) as they pertain to sensor management in sensor networks. Although each
of these algorithms possess intriguing characteristics, each has indispensable drawbacks.
The proposed Semi-Flocking algorithm attempts to address these drawbacks. This section
introduces this algorithm and shows how self-control and coordination is facilitated so as
to ensure a high level of area coverage and target coverage.
Analysis of the Flocking algorithm and the Anti-Flocking algorithm in the context of
surveillance applications reveals that their drawbacks are expected due to their emphasis
on one aspect of performance, and not the two. The Flocking algorithm focuses only
on reliable target coverage, while the Anti-Flocking algorithm focuses only on dynamic
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area coverage. As mentioned in Section 6.1, surveillance, by definition, is to achieve both
dynamic area coverage and reliable target detection. Ignoring either one of these two
objectives compromises the intended purpose of surveillance. The proposed Semi-Flocking
algorithm presented in this chapter attempts to fill this gap. The main idea of the Semi-
Flocking algorithm is to create small flocks of sensors around each target while still leaving
some sensors free to search the surveillance environment for the detection of new targets.
The Semi-Flocking concept is depicted in Figure 5.1.
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, while the Semi-Flocking approach obtains acceptable dy-
namic area coverage, it still creates small flocks of sensors around the position of each
target. Although these flocks are smaller than those in the Flocking algorithm, they still
can efficiently avoid missing targets. Furthermore, the Semi-Flocking algorithm is able to
cover targets better than the Flocking algorithm (on average). Another interesting feature
of the Semi-Flocking approach is its ability to allow sensors to switch between two modes,
i.e., the tracking mode and the searching mode. For example if a target leaves the area
of interest (AOI), then the members of the flock around it either join the other flocks to
increase the strength of target coverage, or join the searching sensors to increase the chance
of detecting new targets.
sensor
27
20
target
Figure 5.1: Semi-Flocking algorithm for sensor management in surveillance applications
There are many questions to be answered regarding the Semi-Flocking algorithm, in-
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cluding: how does each sensor select the best target for tracking? (decide which flock to
belong to); How do different flock members avoid collision?; How many sensors track the
targets and how many of them search the AOI?; What happens when a new target comes
into the AOI?; Which particles should create the flock for a new target?; What happens
when a target leaves the AOI?; What is the job of free sensors? Section 5.2.1 introduces
the sensor motion control model that captures these questions.
5.2.1 Semi-Flocking Algorithm
Semi-Flocking behaviour is a result of applying simple rules by each sensor. Although
these rules are very simple and can be represented as an input vector for each sensor, the
result is a complicated group behaviour which I call Semi-Flocking behaviour. This section
describes how this input vector is calculated for Semi-Flocking algorithms and how it is
different from the Flocking and Anti-Flocking rules. In the Flocking algorithm [5], as was
stated in Section 2.4.2.1.1, sensors apply a control input vector i.e. ui = f
g
i + f
d
i + f
γ
i , in
which the first two terms are related to the three Reynold’s rules: flock centering, collision
avoidance and velocity matching. The third term (fγi ) is a navigational feedback that
attracts all the sensors toward one target in the Flocking algorithm. In the Semi-Flocking
algorithm, each sensor i applies a control input vector ui = f
g
i + f
d
i + f
γ
i similar to the
control vector in the Flocking algorithm except that it makes an essential modification in
the third term (fγi ) to modify the navigational method of the Flocking algorithm. This
modification induces the behaviour where sensors either get attracted toward one of the
surrounding targets, or alternatively emerge free to search the AOI to look for new targets.
The sensors are selected to track a target based on two important factors: 1) distance
between the sensor and the target, 2) the number of sensors already tracking the target.
Each sensor applies Equation 5.1 to calculate its navigational part.
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uγi = f
γ
i (qi, pi, qt1, ...., qtm) =
m∑
j=1
ϕ(qtj − qi)c1j(qtj − qi)
ntj
+
m∑
j=1
ϕ(qtj − qi)c2j(ptj − pi)
ntj
=
m∑
j=1
ϕ(qtj − qi)c1j(qtj − qi) + c2j(ptj − pi)
ntj
(5.1)
Where m represents the number of targets, c1j,c2j are positive constant values, qtj − qi
is a vector along a line connecting sensor i to target tj; ntj represents the number of sensors
currently tracking the target tj, ptj − pi represents the difference between the velocity of
sensor i and target tj and ϕ(qtj − qi) is a switching function taking 0− 1 values defined by
ϕ (qtj − qi) =
{
1 qtj − qi < θj
0 otherwise
(5.2)
Figure 5.2 illustrates the pseudo code of the navigational control applied by each sensor
i in the Semi-Flocking algorithm for computing the size and direction of vector fγi = u
γ
i .
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Fig. 5. Semi-Flocking navigational-control pseudocode for sensor i.
where m represents the number of targets, c1j, c2j are positive
constant values, qtj− qi is a vector along a line connecting sen-
sor i to target tj; ntj represents the number of sensors currently
tracking target tj, ptj −pi represents the difference between the
velocity of sensor i and target tj and ϕ (qtj − qi) is a switching
function taking 0–1 values defined by
ϕ
(
qtj − qi
) =
{
1 qtj − qi < θj
0 otherwise.
Fig. 5 illustrates the pseudocode of the navigational control
applied by each sensor i in the Semi-Flocking algorithm for
computing the size and direction of vector f γi = uγi .
As illustrated in Fig. 5, all the targets whose Euclidean dis-
tance from the position of the sensor i is less than a threshold
value θj (line 3 of Fig. 5) participate in calculation of uγi . The
threshold value for each target (θj) depends on the number of
sensors around that. At the beginning of the algorithm θj is
set to a default value which depends on the total number of
participating sensors and targets. This value is same for all the
targets. Later the default value will be corrected for each target
based on the number of sensors that are supporting that target.
The higher the number of supporters the lower the value of θj
and vice versa. The contribution of each target tj is calculated
by
u
γ
i,tj =
c1j
(
qtj − qi
) + c2j (ptj − pi)
ntj
. (10)
The size of the vector uγi,tj is inversely proportional to the
size of the flock around each target. The larger the size of
the flock, the smaller the navigational vector. The multitarget
navigational feedback concept is represented in Fig. 6. In this
figure fγi represents the summation of three vectors: f
γ
i1 (u
γ
i,t1),
fγi2 (u
γ
i,t2), and f
γ
i3(u
γ
i,t3) that are the control functions applied
to a sample sensor.
In the navigational part of the Semi-Flocking algorithm, if
no target exists close to sensor i (within distance θ ), the sen-
sor searches the AOI to detect incoming targets. In this part,
Fig. 6. Multitarget navigational-control in Semi-Flocking algorithm.
each sensor, instead of doing random search, moves toward
the surrounding area that has the longest time not being vis-
ited. Assuming the targets have a uniform distribution, it is
more likely to detect a target in such an area.
To find least visited adjacent area for each sensor a counter
counts the number of times each area is covered by sensors.
Suppose that qw,l represents the center of adjacent area that
has least visited times, then qw,l − qi represents a vector along
the line connecting current position of the sensor to the center
of the least visited area. In the Semi-Flocking algorithm, if a
sensor is not selected to track a target, then it will be attracted
to the least visited area by calculating the uγi vector using (11).
In this equation c is a positive constant value that adjusts size
of the vector
u
γ
i = c ×
(
qw,l − qi
)
. (11)
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Evaluation Parameters
Sensor management in the context of a surveillance applica-
tion has a twofold objective. First, it should demonstrate robust
target coverage, and second, it should be able to obtain accept-
able dynamic area coverage. Based on these requirements we
defined four parameters: target coverage (TC), target detection
time (TDT), percentage of nondetected targets (PNDT) and
cumulative area coverage (AC) as the main evaluation param-
eters. These parameters are very similar to the ones applied
for evaluation of Anti-Flocking algorithm [12] and can be cat-
egorized into two groups: the first three parameters evaluate
algorithms over target coverage and the last one evaluates their
area coverage.
1) Target Coverage: Target coverage for a target is the
percentage of its lifetime in which it is covered by at
least k sensors. Assume that k is the minimum number
of sensors required for each target’s complete cover-
age. Equation (12) represents the formula for computing
target coverage of target i
TCi =
∑
ti
lifetimei
∗ 100 (12)
Figure 5.2: Semi-Flocking navigational-control pseudo code for sensor i
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As illustrated in Figure 5.2, all the targets whose Euclidean distance from the position of
the sensor i is less than a threshold value θj (line 3 of Figure 5.2) participate in calculation
of uγi . The threshold value for each target (θj) depends on the number of sensors around
that. At the beginning of the algorithm θj is set to a default value which depends on the
total number of participating sensors and target. This value is same for all the targets.
Later the default value will be corrected for each target based on the number of sensors
that are supporting that target. The higher the number of supporters the lower the value
of θj and vise versa. The contribution of each target tj is calculated by Equation 5.3:
uγi,tj =
c1j(qtj − qi) + c2j(ptj − pi)
ntj
(5.3)
The size of the vector uγi,tj is inversely proportional to the size of the flock around each
target. The larger the size of the flock, the smaller the navigational vector. The multi-
target navigational feedback concept is represented in Figure 5.3 In this figure fi represents
the summation of three vectors: fγi1(u
γ
i,t1), f
γ
i2(u
γ
i,t2), f
γ
i3(u
γ
i,t3) that are the control functions
applied to a sample sensor.

1if

2if

if

3if
sensor
28
20
target
Figure 5.3: Multi-target navigational-control in Semi-Flocking algorithm
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In the navigational part of the Semi-Flocking algorithm as represented in Figure 5.4, if
no target exists close to sensor i (within distance θ), the sensor searches the AOI to detect
incoming targets. In this part, each sensor, instead of doing a random search, moves toward
the surrounding area that has the longest time not being visited. Assuming the targets
have a uniform distribution, it is more likely to detect a target in such an area.
To find the least visited adjacent area for each sensor, a counter counts the number
of times each area is covered by sensors. Suppose that qw,l represents the center of the
adjacent area that has the least visited times, then qw,l − qi represents a vector along the
line connecting the current position of the sensor to the center of the least visited area. In
the Semi-Flocking algorithm, if a sensor is not selected to track a target, then it will be
attracted to the least visited area by calculating the uγi vector using Equation 5.4. In this
equation c is a positive constant value that adjusts the size of the vector.134 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CYBERNETICS, VOL. 45, NO. 1, JANUARY 2015
Fig. 7. Moving toward least visited area in navigational-control of Semi-
Flocking algorithm.
where i represents a target, each ti is a fraction of time
that target i is covered at least by k sensors, and lifetimei
is the time that target i exists in the AOI.
2) Target Detection Time: The detection time of a target is
defined as the time passing until the target is covered by
at least k sensors.
3) Percentage of Nondetected Targets: This parameter rep-
resents the percentage of targets that have never been
covered by at least k sensors during their lifetime.
4) Cumulative Area Coverage [18]: The cumulative area
coverage for time interval [0, t) in a surveillance sys-
tem is the fraction of the AOI that is covered at least
once by at least one sensor within time interval [0, t) .
B. Experimental Setup
We implemented a Java version of the Flocking algorithm in
the framework presented by Olfati-Saber [10]. We also imple-
mented Semi-Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms in the
same framework. The following parameters remained fixed
through the implementation of all three flocking-based algo-
rithms: d = 20, r = 1.2d, ε = 0.1 (for σ -norm), a = b = 5
for ϕ (z) , h = 0.2 for the bump function of ϕα (z) and the
step-size in all simulations is 0.02 s.
1) Random Moving Targets: In this experiment the AOI of
the surveillance system is a 1250 × 665 rectangle. There are
150 mobile sensors in the system, and the detection radius of
each sensor is 30. The number of critical targets that need to
be tracked by the sensors varied from 0 to 9 to show low to
high density problems. For each number of targets, 10 random
instances were generated. The reported results are the average
over these instances. All the targets are mobile and have a con-
stant speed. In all the instances, the initial position, entrance
time, and lifetime of each target were selected randomly by
a uniform distribution. The initial position and velocity of all
sensors are also selected using a uniform random distribu-
tion. We used the same random seeds to generate the same
instances in the three algorithms: Flocking, Anti-Flocking and
Semi-Flocking. For each instance, we continued the monitor-
ing time for 360 s (6 min). After entering, a target moves
randomly around until the end of its lifetime. We assume a
target is covered if it is in the field of view of at least three
Fig. 8. Sample frame from the walking pedestrian dataset [23].
Fig. 9. Snapshot of executing Semi-Flocking algorithm by 150 sensors.
sensors (k = 3). This assumption matches with the requirement
of many applications of sensor networks [19], [20].
2) Walking Pedestrian Dataset: In the second experiment
we used a standard dataset which is collected from digi-
tal video sequences of actual walking pedestrians in a busy
scenario from a bird eye view. The scene used for data col-
lection was filmed from the 4th floor of a hotel in Zurich in
2009 [23]. This dataset contains around 18061 position and
velocity observations for 420 individuals which are manually
annotated. Fig. 8 represents a sample frame of this dataset.
C. Simulation Results and Analysis
1) Random Moving Targets: Fig. 9 shows a snapshot of the
proximity structure for 150 sensors applying Semi-Flocking
algorithm after a few seconds of starting the algorithm. The
sensors are supposed to track five mobile targets in this exam-
ple. As this figure demonstrates a small flock is formed and
maintained around each target. At the same time there are
some free sensors exploring the AOI. The observations are in
close agreement with our expectation of the behavior of the
Semi-Flocking algorithm depicted in Fig. 4.
The result of evaluation of Semi-Flocking algorithm and its
comparison with Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms with
Figure 5.4: Moving toward least visited area in navigational-control of Semi-Flocking al-
gorithm
uγi = c× (qw,l − qi) (5.4)
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5.3 Experiments and Discussion
5.3.1 Evaluation Parameters
Sensor management in the context of a surveillance application has a twofold objective.
First, it should demonstrate reliable target coverage, and second, it should be able to
obtain acceptable dynamic area coverage. Based on these requirements, I defined four
parameters: Target Coverage (TC) , Target Detection Time (TDT) , Percentage of Non-
detected Targets (PNDT) and Cumulative Area Coverage (AC) as the main evaluation
parameters. These parameters are very similar to the ones applied for evaluation of the
Anti-Flocking algorithm [131] and can be categorized into two groups: the first three
parameters evaluate algorithms over target coverage and the last one evaluates their area
coverage.
• Target Coverage: Target coverage for a target is the percentage of its lifetime in
which it is covered by at least k sensors. Assume that k is the minimum number
of sensors required for each target’s complete coverage. Equation 5.5 represents the
formula for computing target coverage of target i.
TCi =
∑
ti
Lifetimei
× 100 (5.5)
Where i represents a target, each ti is a fraction of time that target i is covered at
least by k sensors, and lifetimei is the time that target i exists in the area of interest.
• Target Detection Time: The detection time of a target is defined as the time
passing until the target is covered by at least k sensors.
• Percentage of Non-detected Targets: This parameter represents the percentage
of targets that have never been covered by at least k sensors during their lifetime.
• Cumulative Area Coverage [146]: The cumulative area coverage for time interval
[0, t) in a surveillance system is the fraction of the AOI that is covered at least once
by at least one sensor within time interval [0, t).
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5.3.2 Experimental Setup
I implemented a Java version of the Flocking algorithm in the framework presented by
Olfati-Saber [5]. Semi-Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms are also implemented in the
same framework. The following parameters remained fixed through the implementation
of all three Flocking-based algorithms: d = 20, r = 1.2d,  = 0.1 (for σ − norm),
a = b = 5 for ϕ(z), h = 0.2 for the bump function of ϕα(z) and the step-size in all
simulations is 0.02 seconds.
5.3.2.1 Random Moving Targets
In this experiment the AOI of the surveillance system is a 1250× 665 rectangle. There are
150 mobile sensors in the system, and the detection radius of each sensor is 30. The number
of critical targets that need to be tracked by the sensors varied from 0 to 9 to show low to
high density problems. For each number of targets, 10 random instances were generated.
The reported results are the average over these instances. All the targets are mobile and
have a constant speed. In all the instances, the initial position, entrance time, and lifetime
of each target were selected randomly by a uniform distribution. The initial position and
velocity of all sensors are also selected using a uniform random distribution. The same
random seeds are used to generate the same instances in the three algorithms: Flocking,
Anti-Flocking and Semi-Flocking. For each instance, the monitoring time is continued for
360 sec (6 minutes). After entering, a target moves randomly around until the end of its
lifetime. It is assumed that a target is covered if it is in the field of view of at least 3
sensors (k = 3). This assumption matches with the requirement of many applications of
sensor networks [147, 148].
5.3.2.2 Walking Pedestrian Dataset
In the second experiment a standard dataset is used which is collected from digital video
sequences of actual walking pedestrians in a busy scenario from a bird eye view. The scene
used for data collection was filmed from the 4th floor of a hotel in Zurich in 2009 [149].
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This dataset contains around 18061 position and velocity observations for 420 individuals
which are manually annotated. Figure 5.5 represents a sample frame of this dataset.
Figure 5.5: Sample frame from the walking pedestrian dataset
5.3.3 Simulation Results and Analysis
5.3.3.1 Random Moving Targets
Figure 5.6 shows a snapshot of the proximity structure for 150 sensors applying the Semi-
Flocking algorithm after a few seconds of starting the algorithm. The sensors are supposed
to track 5 mobile targets in this example. As this figure demonstrates a small flock is
formed and maintained around each target. At the same time there are some free sensors
exploring the AOI. The observations are in close agreement with our expectation of the
behaviour of the Semi-Flocking algorithm depicted in Figure 5.1
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Fig. 7. Moving toward least visited area in navigational-control of Semi-
Flocking algorithm.
where i represents a target, each ti is a fraction of time
that target i is covered at least by k sensors, and lifetimei
is the time that target i exists in the AOI.
2) Target Detection Time: The detection time of a target is
defined as the time passing until the target is covered by
at least k sensors.
3) Percentage of Nondetected Targets: This parameter rep-
resents the percentage of targets that have never been
covered by at least k sensors during their lifetime.
4) Cumulative Area Coverage [18]: The cumulative area
coverage for time interval [0, t) in a surveillance sys-
tem is the fraction of the AOI that is covered at least
once by at least one sensor within time interval [0, t) .
B. Experimental Setup
We implemented a Java version of the Flocking algorithm in
the framework presented by Olfati-Saber [10]. We also imple-
mented Semi-Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms in the
same framework. The following parameters remained fixed
through the implementation of all three flocking-based algo-
rithms: d = 20, r = 1.2d, ε = 0.1 (for σ -norm), a = b = 5
for ϕ (z) , h = 0.2 for the bump function of ϕα (z) and the
step-size in all simulations is 0.02 s.
1) Random Moving Targets: In this experiment the AOI of
the surveillance system is a 1250 × 665 rectangle. There are
150 mobile sensors in the system, and the detection radius of
each sensor is 30. The number of critical targets that need to
be tracked by the sensors varied from 0 to 9 to show low to
high density problems. For each number of targets, 10 random
instances were generated. The reported results are the average
over these instances. All the targets are mobile and have a con-
stant speed. In all the instances, the initial position, entrance
time, and lifetime of each target were selected randomly by
a uniform distribution. The initial position and velocity of all
sensors are also selected using a uniform random distribu-
tion. We used the same random seeds to generate the same
instances in the three algorithms: Flocking, Anti-Flocking and
Semi-Flocking. For each instance, we continued the monitor-
ing time for 360 s (6 min). After entering, a target moves
randomly around until the end of its lifetime. We assume a
target is covered if it is in the field of view of at least three
Fig. 8. Sample frame from the walking pedestrian dataset [23].
Fig. 9. Snapshot of executing Semi-Flocking algorithm by 150 sensors.
sensors (k = 3). This assumption matches with the requirement
of many applications of sensor networks [19], [20].
2) Walking Pedestrian Dataset: In the second experiment
we used a standard dataset which is collected from digi-
tal video sequences of actual walking pedestrians in a busy
scenario from a bird eye view. The scene used for data col-
lection was filmed from the 4th floor of a hotel in Zurich in
2009 [23]. This dataset contains around 18061 position and
velocity observations for 420 individuals which are manually
annotated. Fig. 8 represents a sample frame of this dataset.
C. Simulation Results and Analysis
1) Random Moving Targets: Fig. 9 shows a snapshot of the
proximity structure for 150 sensors applying Semi-Flocking
algorithm after a few seconds of starting the algorithm. The
sensors are supposed to track five mobile targets in this exam-
ple. As this figure demonstrates a small flock is formed and
maintained around each target. At the same time there are
some free sensors exploring the AOI. The observations are in
close agreement with our expectation of the behavior of the
Semi-Flocking algorithm depicted in Fig. 4.
The result of evaluation of Semi-Flocking algorithm and its
comparison with Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms with
Figure 5.6: Snapshot of executing the Semi-Flocking algorithm by 150 sensors
The result of evaluation of the Semi-Flocking algorithm and its comparison with Flock-
ing and Anti-Flocking algorithms with respect to the parameters introduced in Section
5.3.1 are as follo s:
• a) Target Coverage: Figure 5.7 shows the average of 10 runs of target coverage
for three Flocking-based approaches. Each point in the graph represents the average
TC over the number of targets. For example if the number of targets is 2, then the
diagram shows the value of (TC1 + TC2)/2.
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Fig. 10. Average percentage target coverage (TC) in three flocking-based
algorithms for random moving targets.
respect to the parameters introduced in Section IV-A are as
follows.
a) Target coverage: Fig. 10 shows the average of 10 runs
of target coverage for three flocking-based approaches. Each
point in the graph represents the average TC over the number
of targets. For example if the number of targets is 2, then the
diagram shows the value of (TC1 + TC2)/2.
As Fig. 10 shows, the Semi-Flocking algorithm demon-
strates higher target coverage than the other two algorithms for
all numbers of targets, and it is the most interesting aspect of
this algorithm. The Semi-Flocking algorithm creates smaller
flocks than Flocking algorithm, but it forms a flock around
each target. If the number of targets increases, the size of
flock around each target decreases automatically. This reduc-
tion slightly increases the chance of missing a target and, as
a result, average target coverage decreases by increasing the
number of targets.
The Flocking algorithm works well for a small number of
targets, but as the number of targets increases the average
target coverage drops rapidly. This behavior is due to creation
of a flock (containing all the sensors) around the first target
by Flocking algorithm. Therefore, its target coverage for one
target is perfect. However, it does not create a flock around
the other targets (Fig. 3. represents this problem). Although
other targets may be covered, by chance, when they are placed
inside the flock that is tracking the first target, there is no
plan in this algorithm for their coverage. The result is a high
value for TC1 and low values for TC2 to TC10. Thus, for the
Flocking algorithm the average value of TC decreases rapidly
by increasing the number of targets.
The Anti-Flocking algorithm does not demonstrate accept-
able target coverage and this matter is not relevant to the
number of targets. This behavior can be explained by high-
lighting the fact that this algorithm does not create any flock
around targets. This behavior decreases the chance of a target
being covered by at least k sensors in its lifetime; and this
chance does not change by increasing the number of targets.
b) Target detection time: Fig. 11 shows the average of 10
runs of TDT for three flocking-based approaches. Each point
in the diagram represents the average of TDT over the number
of targets.
Fig. 11. Average target detection time (TDT) in three flocking-based
algorithms for random moving targets.
Fig. 12. Percentage of nondetected targets (PNDT) in three flocking-based
algorithms for random moving targets.
As Fig. 11 illustrates, Semi-Flocking shows suitable results.
Flocking algorithm works well for the small number of targets
but its results drop rapidly by increasing the number of targets.
Anti-Flocking algorithm fails to demonstrate acceptable aver-
age TDT for all the cases. The results are a reflection of the
flocking behavior of these algorithms. The Flocking algorithm
has the best TDT for the first target, but since it has no plan
for detecting other targets, the TDT value for others is high.
Thus, by increasing the number of targets, the average of TDT
increases rapidly. The Semi-Flocking algorithm demonstrates
the best results. The results are excellent when there are few
targets in the surveillance area. However, as the number of tar-
gets increases, the number of free sensors that search the AOI
for detection of new targets decreases slightly. As a result, the
TDT for next targets increases and, consequently, the average
TDT increases a little. The Anti-Flocking algorithm has a high
and almost constant TDT for all numbers of targets. Because
this algorithm does not create a flock around each target and it
takes a long time for k sensors to be placed around each target
simultaneously and eventually be able to detect the target.
c) Number of nondetected targets: Fig. 12 shows the
average PNDTs in three flocking-based approaches. Each point
in the diagram represents the average of PNDT over the
number of targets.
Figure 5.7: Average percentage of Target C era e ( Flocking-based algo-
rithms for random moving targets
As Figure 5.7 shows, the Semi-Flocking algorithm demonstrates higher target cov-
erage than the other two algorithms for all numbers of targets, and it is the most
interesting aspect of this algorithm. The Semi-Flocking algorithm creates smaller
flocks than the Flocking algorithm, but it forms a flock around each target. If the
number of targets increase, the size of flock around each target decreases automati-
cally. This reduction slightly increase the chance of missing a target and, as a result,
average target coverage decreases by increasing the number of targets.
The Flocking algorithm works well for a small number of targets, but as the number
of targets increase the average target coverage drops rapidly. This behaviour is due
to the creation of a flock (containing all the sensors) around the first target by the
Flocking algorithm. Therefore, its target coverage for one target is perfect. However,
it does not create a flock around the other targets (Figure 2.9 represents this problem).
Although other targets may be covered, by chance, when they are placed inside the
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flock that is tracking the first target, there is no plan in this algorithm for their
coverage. The result is a high value for TC1 and low values for TC2 to TC10. Thus,
for the Flocking algorithm, the average value of TC decreases rapidly by increasing
the number of targets.
The Anti-Flocking algorithm does not demonstrate acceptable target coverage and
this matter is not relevant to the number of targets. This behaviour can be explained
by highlighting the fact that this algorithm does not create any flocks around targets.
This behaviour decreases the chance of a target being covered by at least k sensors
in its lifetime; and this chance does not change by increasing the number of targets.
• b) Target Detection Time: Figure 5.8 shows the average of 10 runs of target
detection time for three Flocking-based approaches. Each point in the diagram rep-
resents the average of TDT over the number of targets. As Figure 5.8 illustrates,
Semi-Flocking shows suitable results. The Flocking algorithm works well for the small
number of targets but its results drop rapidly by increasing the number of targets.
The Anti-Flocking algorithm fails to demonstrate acceptable average TDT for all the
cases. The results are a reflection of the Flocking behaviour of these algorithms. The
Flocking algorithm has the best TDT for the first target, but since it has no plan
for detecting other targets, the TDT value for others is high. Thus by increasing the
number of targets, the average of TDT increases rapidly. The Semi-Flocking algo-
rithm demonstrates the best results. The results are excellent when there are only a
few targets in the surveillance area. However, as the number of targets increase, the
number of free sensors that search the AOI for the detection of new targets decreases
slightly. As a result, the TDT for the next targets increases and, consequently, the
average TDT increases a little. The Anti-Flocking algorithm has a high and almost
constant TDT for all numbers of targets. Because this algorithm does not create a
flock around each target and it takes a long time to k sensors be placed around each
target simultaneously and eventually be able to detect the target.
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Fig. 10. Average percentage target coverage (TC) in three flocking-based
algorithms for random moving targets.
respect to the parameters introduced in Section IV-A are as
follows.
a) Target coverage: Fig. 10 shows the average of 10 runs
of target coverage for three flocking-based approaches. Each
point in the graph represents the average TC over the number
of targets. For example if the number of targets is 2, then the
diagram shows the value of (TC1 + TC2)/2.
As Fig. 10 shows, the Semi-Flocking algorithm demon-
strates higher target coverage than the other two algorithms for
all numbers of targets, and it is the most interesting aspect of
this algorithm. The Semi-Flocking algorithm creates smaller
flocks than Flocking algorithm, but it forms a flock around
each target. If the number of targets increases, the size of
flock around each target decreases automatically. This reduc-
tion slightly increases the chance of missing a target and, as
a result, average target coverage decreases by increasing the
number of targets.
The Flocking algorithm works well for a small number of
targets, but as the number of targets increases the average
target coverage drops rapidly. This behavior is due to creation
of a flock (containing all the sensors) around the first target
by Flocking algorithm. Therefore, its target coverage for one
target is perfect. However, it does not create a flock around
the other targets (Fig. 3. represents this problem). Although
other targets may be covered, by chance, when they are placed
inside the flock that is tracking the first target, there is no
plan in this algorithm for their coverage. The result is a high
value for TC1 and low values for TC2 to TC10. Thus, for the
Flocking algorithm the average value of TC decreases rapidly
by increasing the number of targets.
The Anti-Flocking algorithm does not demonstrate accept-
able target coverage and this matter is not relevant to the
number of targets. This behavior can be explained by high-
lighting the fact that this algorithm does not create any flock
around targets. This behavior decreases the chance of a target
being covered by at least k sensors in its lifetime; and this
chance does not change by increasing the number of targets.
b) Target detection time: Fig. 11 shows the average of 10
runs of TDT for three flocking-based approaches. Each point
in the diagram represents the average of TDT over the number
of targets.
Fig. 11. Average target detection time (TDT) in three flocking-based
algorithms for random moving targets.
Fig. 12. Percentage of nondetected targets (PNDT) in three flocking-based
algorithms for random moving targets.
As Fig. 11 illustrates, Semi-Flocking shows suitable results.
Flocking algorithm works well for the small number of targets
but its results drop rapidly by increasing the number of targets.
Anti-Flocking algorithm fails to demonstrate acceptable aver-
age TDT for all the cases. The results are a reflection of the
flocking behavior of these algorithms. The Flocking algorithm
has the best TDT for the first target, but since it has no plan
for detecting other targets, the TDT value for others is high.
Thus, by increasing the number of targets, the average of TDT
increases rapidly. The Semi-Flocking algorithm demonstrates
the best results. The results are excellent when there are few
targets in the surveillance area. However, as the number of tar-
gets increases, the number of free sensors that search the AOI
for detection of new targets decreases slightly. As a result, the
TDT for next targets increases and, consequently, the average
TDT increases a little. The Anti-Flocking algorithm has a high
and almost constant TDT for all numbers of targets. Because
this algorithm does not create a flock around each target and it
takes a long time for k sensors to be placed around each target
simultaneously and eventually be able to detect the target.
c) Number of nondetected targets: Fig. 12 shows the
average PNDTs in three flocking-based approaches. Each point
in the diagram represents the average of PNDT over the
number of targets.
Figure 5.8: Average Target Detection Time (TDT) in three Flocking-based algorithms for
random moving targets
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Fig. 10. Average percentage target coverage (TC) in three flocking-based
algorithms for random moving targets.
respect to the parameters introduced in Section IV-A are as
follows.
a) Target coverage: Fig. 10 shows the average of 10 runs
of target coverage for three flocking-based approaches. Each
point in the graph represents the average TC over the number
of targets. For example if the number of targets is 2, then the
diagram shows the value of (TC1 + TC2)/2.
As Fig. 10 shows, the Semi-Flocking algorithm demon-
strates higher target coverage than the other two algorithms for
all numbers of targets, and it is the most interesting aspect of
this algorithm. The Semi-Flocking algorithm creates smaller
flocks than Flocking algorithm, but it forms a flock around
each target. If the number of targets increases, the size of
flock around each target decreases automatically. This reduc-
tion slightly increases the chance of missing a target and, as
a result, average target coverage decreases by increasing the
number of targets.
The Flocking algorithm works well for a small number of
targets, but as the number of targets increases the average
target coverage drops rapidly. This behavior is due to creation
of a flock (containing all the sensors) around the first target
by Flocking al orithm. Therefore, its target coverage for one
target is perfect. However, it does not creat a flock around
the oth r targets (Fig. 3. represents this problem). Although
other targets m y be covered, by chance, when th y are placed
inside the flock that is tr cking the first target, t ere is no
plan in this algorith for their coverage. he result i a h gh
value for TC1 and low values fo TC2 to TC10. Thus, for the
Flocking algorithm the verage valu of TC decreases r pidly
by increasing the number of targets.
The Anti-Flocking algorithm does not demonstrate accept-
able target coverage and this matter is not relevant to the
number of targets. This behavior can be explained by high-
lighting the fact that this algorithm does not create any flock
around targets. This behavior decreases the chance of a target
being covered by at least k sensors in its lifetime; and this
chance does not change by increasing the number of targets.
b) Target detection time: Fig. 11 shows the average of 10
runs of TDT for three flocking-based approaches. Each point
in the diagram represents the average of TDT over the number
of targets.
Fig. 11. Average target detection time (TDT) in three flocking-based
algorithms for random moving targets.
Fig. 12. Percentage of nondetected targets (PNDT) in three flocking-based
algorithms for random moving targets.
As Fig. 11 illustrates, Semi-Flocking shows suitable results.
Flocking algorithm works well for the small number of targets
but its results drop rapidly by increasing the number of targets.
Anti-Flocking algorithm fails to demonstrate acceptable aver-
age TDT for all the cas s. The results are a reflection of the
fl cking behavior of these algorithms. The Flocking algorit m
has the best TDT for the first target, but since it has no plan
for detecting other targets, the TDT value for others is high.
T us, by increasing th number of targe s, t average of TDT
incr a es rapidly. The Semi-Flocking algorithm demonstrates
th best re ults. The results ar excellent when there are few
targets in the surveillanc area. However, as the number of tar-
gets increases, the number of free sensors that search the AOI
for detection of new targets decreases slightly. As a result, the
TDT for next targets increases and, consequently, the average
TDT increases a little. The Anti-Flocking algorithm has a high
and almost constant TDT for all numbers of targets. Because
this algorithm does not create a flock around each target and it
takes a long time for k sensors to be placed around each target
simultaneously and eventually be able to detect the target.
c) Number of nondetected targets: Fig. 12 shows the
average PNDTs in three flocking-based approaches. Each point
in the diagram represents the average of PNDT over the
number of targets.
Figure 5.9: Percentage of Non Detect d Targets T) in three Flocking-based algo-
rithms for random moving targets
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• c) Number of Non-detected Targets: Figure 5.9 shows the average percentage of
non-detected targets in three Flocking-based approaches. Each point in the diagram
represents the average of PNDT over the number of targets. As illustrated in Figure
5.9, the Semi-Flocking algorithm miss less than 5 percent of targets on average for all
numbers of targets. The Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms miss more targets.
The same reasons presented to explain TDT results (Figure 5.8) can also explain
PNDT results, since both are related to the target detection parameter.
• d) Cumulative Area Coverage: Figure 5.10 shows the average of 10 runs of area
coverage for three Flocking-based approaches in a time interval [0, 360000) millisec-
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Fig. 13. Cumulative area coverage (AC) in time interval [0, 360000) (ms)
in three flocking-based algorithms for random moving targets.
As illustrated in Fig. 12, Semi-Flocking miss less than 5%
of targets on average for all numbers of targets. The Flocking
and Anti-Flocking algorithms miss more targets. The same
reasons presented to explain TDT results (Fig. 11) can explain
PNDT results too, since both are related to the target detection
parameter.
d) Cumulative area coverage: Fig. 13 shows the aver-
age of 10 runs of area coverage for three flocking-based
approaches in a time interval [0, 360000) milliseconds.
As shown in this figure, the cumulative area coverage
increases over time for all three algorithms. However, the
area coverage of the Anti-Flocking algorithm is higher than
that of the two other algorithms most of the times. This
occurs because the Anti-Flocking algorithm is almost a search
algorithm and only emphasizes on increasing area cover-
age. However, the Semi-Flocking algorithm aims to strike a
balance between robust area coverage and target coverage.
Furthermore, as Fig. 13 shows, the result of Semi-Flocking
algorithm, in area coverage, are extremely close to the results
of Anti-Flocking algorithm. The Flocking algorithm represents
lower area-coverage results. First, because it applies all the
sensors for creation of a flock and does not let any of them
free to explore the AOI. Second, it creates a big flock, in which
most of the sensors revisit areas previously observed by their
front sensors.
2) Walking Pedestrian Dataset: The results obtained from
this part of the test are more reliable because this experiment is
conducted over real data so the speed, position and the number
of pedestrians (targets) in the scene varies more realistically.
Table I illustrates the result of applying three flocking-based
algorithms on the walking pedestrian dataset [23]. This results
include: Average percentage of target coverage (TC), Average
TDT, and PNDT. As represented in this table, Semi-Flocking
algorithm shows highest percentage of target coverage, low-
est TDT and fewer nondetected targets. These results soundly
confirm previous results on random moving targets.
Fig. 14 shows the result of area coverage for three flocking-
based approaches. As this figure illustrates, Anti-Flocking
shows the best results, the results of Semi-Flocking is very
close to Anti-Flocking and the Flocking algorithm has the
TABLE I
RESULTS OF WALKING PEDESTRIANS DATASET
Fig. 14. Cumulative area coverage (AC) in time interval [0, 3000000) (ms)
in three flocking-based algorithms for walking pedestrian dataset.
worst performance over this parameter. These results are very
similar to the results obtained for the random walking target
data as represented in Fig. 13.
Summarizing the results of the three flocking-based algo-
rithms over the four evaluated parameters shows that, in target
coverage, the Semi-Flocking algorithm demonstrates unrivaled
results, especially when the number of targets increases. In
the area coverage, the results of the Semi-Flocking algorithm
are very close to the results of the Anti-Flocking algorithm.
Considering the objective function of surveillance systems
which is optimizing both target and area coverage, we can
say the Semi-Flocking algorithm is the most suitable algorithm
among flocking-based algorithms for management of sensors
in this application.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced the Semi-Flocking algorithm, an
approach for controlling the movement of mobile sensors in
surveillance applications. The Semi-Flocking algorithm com-
bines features of Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms, and
so inhabits a position between these two extremes. In the next
step, Flocking, Anti-Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms
were examined as guidance strategies once for a set of mobile
sensors tracking randomly moving targets in the surveillance
Figure 5.10: Cumulative Area Coverage (AC) in time interval [0, 360000) (ms) in three
Flocking-based algorithms for random moving targets
As shown in this figure, the cumulative area coverage increases over time for all three
algorithms. However, the area coverage of the Anti-Flocking algorithm is higher
than that of the two other algorithms most times. This occurs because the Anti-
Flocking algorithm is almost search al orithm and only emphasizes on increasing
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area coverage. However the Semi-Flocking algorithm aims to strike a balance between
the reliable area coverage and target coverage. Furthermore, as Figure 5.10 shows,
the result of the Semi-Flocking algorithm, in area coverage, is extremely close to
the result of the Anti-Flocking algorithm. The Flocking algorithm represents lower
area-coverage results because it applies all the sensors for the creation of a flock and
does not let any of them free to explore the AOI. Secondly, because it creates a big
flock, in which most of the sensors revisit areas previously observed by their front
sensors.
5.3.3.2 Walking Pedestrian Dataset
The results obtained from this part of the test are more reliable because this experiment
is conducted over real data so the speed, position and the number of pedestrians (targets)
in the scene varies more realistically. Table 5.1 illustrates the result of applying three
Flocking-based algorithms on the walking pedestrian dataset [149]. This results include:
average percentage of target coverage (TC), average target detection time (TDT), per-
centage of non-detected targets (PNDT). As represented in this table, the Semi-Flocking
algorithm shows the highest percentage of target coverage, the lowest target detection time
and fewer non-detected targets. These results soundly confirm previous results on random
moving targets.
Figure 5.11 shows the result of area coverage for three Flocking-based approaches. As
this figure illustrates, Anti-Flocking shows the best results, and the results of Semi-Flocking
is very close to Anti-Flocking, and the Flocking algorithm has the worst performance over
this parameter. These results are very similar to the results obtained for the random
walking target data as represented in Figure 5.10.
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Table 5.1: Results of walking pedestrians dataset
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXparameter
algorithm
Semi-Flocking Flocking Anti-Flocking
Average percentage of
target coverage(TC)
85.65 18.43 1.91
Average target detec-
tion time (TDT)
8317.73 ms 104751.52 ms 17466.37 ms
Percentage of non-
detected targets
(PNDT)
0 41.64 18.76
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Fig. 13. Cumulative area coverage (AC) in time interval [0, 360000) (ms)
in three flocking-based algorithms for random moving targets.
As illustrated in Fig. 12, Semi-Flocking miss less than 5%
of targets on average for all numbers of targets. The Flocking
and Anti-Flocking algorithms miss more targets. The same
reasons presented to explain TDT results (Fig. 11) can explain
PNDT results too, since both are related to the target detection
parameter.
d) Cumulative area coverage: Fig. 13 shows the aver-
age of 10 runs of area coverage for three flocking-based
approaches in a time interval [0, 360000) milliseconds.
As shown in this figure, the cumulative area coverage
increases over time for all three algorithms. However, the
area coverage of the Anti-Flocking algorithm is higher than
that of the two other algorithms most of the times. This
occurs because the Anti-Flocking algorithm is almost a search
algorithm and only emphasizes on increasing area cover-
age. However, the Semi-Flocking algorithm aims to strike a
balance between robust area coverage and target coverage.
Furthermore, as Fig. 13 shows, the result of Semi-Flocking
algorithm, in area coverage, are extremely close to the results
of Anti-Flocking algorithm. The Flocking algorithm represents
lower area-coverage results. First, because it applies all the
sensors for creation of a flock and does not let any of them
free to explore the AOI. Second, it creates a big flock, in which
most of the sensors revisit areas previously observed by their
front sensors.
2) Walking Pedestrian Dataset: The results obtained from
this part of the test are more reliable because this experiment is
conducted over real data so the speed, position and the number
of pedestrians (targets) in the scene varies more realistically.
Table I illustrates the result of applying three flocking-based
algorithms on the walking pedestrian dataset [23]. This results
include: Average percentage of target coverage (TC), Average
TDT, and PNDT. As represented in this table, Semi-Flocking
algorithm shows highest percentage of target coverage, low-
est TDT and fewer nondetected targets. These results soundly
confirm previous results on random moving targets.
Fig. 14 shows the result of area coverage for three flocking-
based approaches. As this figure illustrates, Anti-Flocking
shows the best results, the results of Semi-Flocking is very
close to Anti-Flocking and the Flocking algorithm has the
TABLE I
RESULTS OF WALKING PEDESTRIANS DATASET
Fig. 14. Cumulative area coverage (AC) in time interval [0, 3000000) (ms)
in three flocking-based algorithms for walking pedestrian dataset.
worst performance over this parameter. These results are very
similar to the results obtained for the random walking target
data as represented in Fig. 13.
Summarizing the results of the three flocking-based algo-
rithms over the four evaluated parameters shows that, in target
coverage, the Semi-Flocking algorithm demonstrates unrivaled
results, especially when the number of targets increases. In
the area coverage, the results of the Semi-Flocking algorithm
are very close to the results of the Anti-Flocking algorithm.
Considering the objective function of surveillance systems
which is optimizing both target and area coverage, we can
say the Semi-Flocking algorithm is the most suitable algorithm
among flocking-based algorithms for management of sensors
in this application.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced the Semi-Flocking algorithm, an
approach for controlling the movement of mobile sensors in
surveillance applications. The Semi-Flocking algorithm com-
bines features of Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms, and
so inhabits a position between these two extremes. In the next
step, Flocking, Anti-Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms
were examined as guidance strategies once for a set of mobile
sensors tracking randomly moving targets in the surveillance
Figure 5.11: Cumulative Area Coverage (AC) in time interval [0, 360000) (ms) in three
Flocking-based algorithms for walking pedestrian dataset
Summarizing the results of the three Flocking-based algorithms over the four evaluated
parameters shows that, in target coverage, the Semi-Flocking algorithm demonstrates un-
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rivalled results, especially when the number of targets increase. In the area coverage, the
results of the Semi-Flocking algorithm are very close to the results of the Anti-Flocking
algorithm. Considering the objective function of surveillance systems which is optimizing
both target and area coverage, the Semi-Flocking algorithm is the most suitable algorithm
among Flocking-based algorithms for the management of sensors in this application.
5.4 Summary
This chapter introduced the Semi-Flocking algorithm, an approach for controlling the
movement of mobile sensors in surveillance applications. The Semi-Flocking algorithm
combines features of the Flocking and Anti-Flocking algorithms, and therefore inhabits a
position between these two extremes. Next, Flocking, Anti-Flocking and Semi-Flocking
algorithms were examined as guidance strategies, once for a set of mobile sensors track-
ing randomly moving targets in the surveillance system and once for a standard walking
pedestrian dataset. It has been found that the target coverage, detection effectiveness
and area coverage of these mobile sensors vary with the mobility-control algorithm used.
The proposed Semi-Flocking algorithm exhibits outstanding performance in meeting the
objectives of surveillance application in both test cases.
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Chapter 6
Constrained Clustering for
Flocking-based Tracking in
Maneuverable Target Environments
Tracking maneuverable targets is one of the most challenging problems in self-organizing
sensor networks. Although, as represented in the previous chapter, Flocking-based algo-
rithms have demonstrated promising performance in tracking linear target(s), they have
deficiencies in tracking maneuverable targets.
This chapter introduces a constrained clustering approach that uses a novel extension of
K-means algorithm to provide better coverage over maneuverable targets. This extension
clusters the sensors based on certain background knowledge, then uses the information
about the clusters to improve coverage over maneuverable targets. The performance of
Flocking-based algorithms, both with and without applying the proposed approach, are
examined in tracking both linear and maneuverable targets. Experimental results demon-
strate how constrained clustering yields better tracking of maneuverable targets, and how
applying constraints on the clustering process improves the quality of clustering and in-
creases the speed of convergence.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. Section 6.1 briefly introduces the problem
of tracking maneuverable targets. Section 6.2 highlights the drawbacks of Flocking-based
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methods for tracking maneuvering targets and introduces a constrained clustering based
approach that addresses these drawbacks. Section 6.3 introduces the evaluation criteria, the
experimental setup, and the simulation results and analysis. Finally, concluding remarks
are given in Section 6.4.
6.1 Introduction
In a surveillance application, targets are normally classified into two classes based on their
motion type: maneuvering (non-linear) and non-maneuvering (linear). A non-maneuvering
target has a constant velocity. All other targets (those with non-constant velocity) are
categorized as maneuvering targets [150]. One key challenge in large-scale surveillance
systems is mobility control and coordination, which deals with the optimal movement of
a set of mobile sensors. This problem is even more challenging when sensors are dealing
with maneuverable targets that change their speed and direction frequently and suddenly
[151, 22]. Extensive research has focused on this problem in recent years [152, 153, 146, 154].
The Flocking algorithm [152] is a well-cited example of this research work [5, 130, 131, 132,
133, 134]. Although Flocking-based algorithms have demonstrated promising performance
in tracking mobile targets, they are not able to cover maneuvering targets as well as non-
maneuvering ones, particularly when there is a small flock around a maneuvering target.
This chapter discusses the effectiveness of two Flocking-based algorithms, namely,
Flocking [5] and Semi-Flocking (introduced in Chapter 5) in tracking maneuvering and
non-maneuvering targets. It then argues the deficiencies of both algorithms when it comes
to their ability to maintain reliable target coverage over maneuvering targets, then presents
a novel constrained clustering approach that facilitates improved target coverage perfor-
mance under complex target maneuvering conditions.
Constrained clustering is an approach that can be applied in applications in which some
background knowledge about data sets is available. Traditional clustering approaches make
no use of this information even if it does exist [155]. This prior information provides in-
creased evidence as to which instances should or should not be placed in the same cluster.
This information provides indispensable insight for forming more precise clusters and/or
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increasing the rate of convergence in a clustering algorithm. It is maintained that clus-
ter precision and clustering convergence are key requirements for dynamic multi-target
tracking.
6.2 Tracking Maneuverable Targets by Flocking-based
Algorithms
As represented in Chapter 5, the Semi-Flocking algorithm demonstrates good target cov-
erage for non-maneuvering targets; however it is less effective in covering maneuvering
targets. As mentioned, a maneuvering target changes its speed frequently and, as a result,
it can escape from the covered area. Figure 6.1 shows this problem, illustrating that, in
some cases the flock is behind the maneuvering target and in some cases it is forward.
This problem is more challenging when a small flock of sensors is tracking a target. Bigger
flocks better tolerate maneuvers of maneuvering targets. Although this problem is more
sophisticated in the Semi-Flocking algorithm (because of the small flocks), the Flocking
algorithm still suffers from the same problem.
Sensors are moving     
slower than target
sensor
manoeuvring target
31
20
target movement directionSensors are moving 
faster than target
Figure 6.1: Mismatch of sensor speeds with maneuvering target speeds in the Semi-Flocking
algorithm
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6.2.1 Constraints Definition
This chapter presents a novel constrained clustering approach to tackle the problem of
mismatch-speeds depicted in Figure 6.1. In this approach, a constrained clustering algo-
rithm is applied to cluster the sensors based on their locations, using information available
about the number, size and place of clusters to guide the clustering algorithm to converge
faster, with less computational effort and with more precise clustering results.
An example of this background knowledge in Flocking-based methods is the number
of clusters, which is equal to the number of targets in the Semi-Flocking algorithm, and
is equal to 1 in the Flocking algorithm. We are not interested in empty clusters in this
application. Furthermore, based on the number of sensors, there is an estimation of flock
size boundaries, and these boundaries also restrict the size of clusters. These examples
and other similar information create rich background knowledge about the clusters, and
their size and place in the two-dimensional environment. This research aims to benefit
from this knowledge for defining some constraints to be added to the clustering approach.
The constraints should be defined such that all of the sensors of each flock are placed in
the same cluster. Figure 6.2 represents a list of constraints that should be satisfied in this
clustering.
As illustrated in this figure, six constraints are defined (lines 3-8 of Figure 6.2). The
first constraint adjusts the number of clusters to the number of targets (line 3 of Figure
6.2). The second constraint restricts the initial cluster centers to target positions (line 4
of Figure 6.2). The third and fourth constraints restrict the size of each cluster to between
zero and a threshold value α (lines 5-6 of Figure 6.2). Finally, the fifth and sixth constraints
restrict the distance between the members of each cluster and the cluster center (lines 7-8
of Figure 6.2).
6.2.2 Constrained Clustering Approach
After clustering the sensors, the center of each cluster is computed (line 10 of Figure 6.2)
and then the speeds of the sensors are adjusted based on the distance between the center
of their cluster and their tracking target (lines 11-16 of Figure 6.2).
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Figure 2.  Semi-Flocking algorithm for sensor management in a surveillance 
application [6] 
A. Constraints Definition 
This paper presents a novel constrained clustering approach 
to tackle this problem. In this approach, a constrained 
clustering algorithm is applied to cluster the sensors based on 
their locations. In this clustering approach, some information 
about the number, size and place of clusters is available and 
can guide the clustering algorithm to converge faster, with less 
computational effort and with more precise clustering results.   
 
Figure 3.  Mismatch of the speed of sensors with the speed of maneuver 
target in Semi-flocking algorithm 
An example of this background knowledge in flocking-based 
methods is the number of clusters, which is equal to the 
number of targets in Semi-Flocking algorithm and is equal to 1 
in Flocking algorithm.  We are not interested in empty clusters 
in this application. Furthermore, based on the number of 
sensors, we have an estimation of flock size boundaries, and 
these boundaries restrict the size of clusters too. These 
examples and other similar information create a rich 
background knowledge about the clusters, their size and place 
in the two-dimensional environment. This paper aims to benefit 
from this knowledge to define some constraints to be added to 
the clustering approach. The constraints should be defined such 
that all of the sensors of each flock are placed in the same 
cluster. Figure 4 represents a list of constraints that should be 
satisfied in this clustering.  
As illustrated in this figure, six constraints are defined (lines 
3-8 of Figure 4). The first constraint adjusts the number of clusters 
to the number of targets (line 3 of Figure 4). The second constraint 
restricts the initial cluster centers to target positions (line 4 of 
Figure 4). The third and fourth constraints restrict the size of 
each cluster to between zero and a threshold value  (lines 5-6 of 
Figure 4). Finally the fifth and sixth constraints restrict the 
distance between the members of each cluster and its center 
(lines 7-8 of Figure 4).  
B. Constrained Clustering approach 
After clustering the sensors, the center of each cluster is 
computed (line 10 of Figure 4) and then the speeds of sensors are 
adjusted based on the distance between the center of their 
cluster and their tracking target (lines 11-16 of Figure 4).  
As the sensors and targets are mobile and the configuration 
of sensor network changes over time, the clustering approach 
should be called once at predefined time intervals.  The 
selected time intervals should not be too small to impose high 
computation overhead on the algorithm and not be too large to 
let the maneuvering target escape from the tracking sensors.   
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C. Constrained k-means Clustering  
Although the constrained clustering approach proposed in 
this paper is a general one, we selected K-means clustering 
algorithm [20] and applied defined constraints on it to obtain 
constrained clustering. This algorithm was selected because it 
is a well-known, effective and a simple algorithm for large-
scale clustering problems.  
Given a data set          
  of n points; and knowing that 
they should be partitioned into k clusters, the K-means 
(1)  Constrained Clustering procedure {   
(2)       cluster the sensors based on following constraints:  
(3)                      1. number of clusters should be exactly the same as number of targets 
(4)                 2. Initial cluster centers should be target positions instead of random 
choices     
(5)                      3. none of the clusters should be empty  
(6)                      4. size of each cluster should be less than threshold  
(7)                      5. elements of each cluster should be closest point to the center of the 
cluster 
(8)                      6. elements of each cluster should not be further than threshold  
from the center of the cluster (If the distance between a sensor and all 
the targets is greater than , the sensor should be considered as an 
outlier and should not be included in any cluster) 
 (9)         for (each cluster i) do 
(10)                  the center of cluster i       
(11)                                                           //targeti represents position of target i 
 (12)            end for 
(13)          for (all the sensors in cluster i) do 
(14)                              
(15)                 //adjust the position of each sensor to match the centre of cluster 
with the current position of the maneuver target 
(16)          end do    
(17)  }            
Figure 4.   Constrained Clustering approach to match the speed of sensors 
with maneuvring target Figure 6.2: Constrained clustering approach to match the speed of sensors with a maneu-
vring target
As the sensors and targets are mobile and the configuration of sensor network changes
over time, the clustering approach should be called once at predefined time intervals. The
selected time intervals should not be so small as to impose high computation overhead on
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the algorithm and not so large as to let the maneuvering target escape from the tracking
sensors.
6.2.3 Constrained K-means Clustering
Although the constrained clustering approach proposed in this chapter is a general one, the
K-means clustering algorithm [156] is selected and defined constraints are applied on that
to obtain constrained clustering. This algorithm was selected because it is a well-known,
effective and simple algorithm for large-scale clustering problems.
Given a data set D = { xi }ni=1 of n points, and knowing that they should be parti-
tioned into k clusters, the K-means clustering problem is as follows: find cluster centres
C1, C2, . . . , Ck such that summation of distances between each point and its nearest cluster
center Ch are minimized. This objective is represented in Equation 6.1 [157].
min
C1,...,Ck
n∑
i=1
min
h=1,...,k
(
1
2
∥∥xi − Ch∥∥2
2
)
(6.1)
It is mathematically provable [157] that Equation 6.1 is equivalent to the problem of
Equation 6.2:
min
C,T
n∑
i=1
k∑
h=1
Ti,h.
(
1
2
∥∥xi − Ch∥∥2
2
)
(6.2)
Subject to:
k∑
h=1
Ti,h = 1, i = 1, ..., n
Ti,h ≥ 0 i = 1, ..., n, h = 1, ..., k
Ti,h is equal to one if x
i is the closest point to Ch and is equal to zero otherwise. This
problem is solved by the K-means algorithm iteratively.
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Given the set of n data points D and cluster centers C1,t, C2,t, . . . , Ck,t at iteration
t, the K-means algorithm is employed to compute the cluster centers for iteration t + 1
(C1,t+1, C2,t+1, . . . , Ck,t+1) as follows:
• Each instance xi is assigned to its closest cluster center h.
• Each cluster center Ch,t+1 is updated to be the mean of all instances assigned to
cluster h.
The algorithm terminates when the following condition is satisfied:
Ch,t = Ch,t+1, for all h = 1, .., k.
In other words, the algorithm terminates when all cluster centers become invariant in
two consecutive iterations.
Based on this formulation, in the standard K-means algorithm, all the data points
should be assigned to one and only one cluster (constraint
∑k
h=1 Ti,h = 1 i = 1, ..., n). In
some applications, some data points are outliers and should not be assigned to any cluster.
In Semi-Flocking algorithm, the sensors searching the AOI and not tracking any target
should be considered as the outliers in the clustering algorithm and, as a result, should not
be assigned to any of the clusters. In addition the standard K-means formulation does not
handle the constraints defined in Section 6.2.1.
To avoid the described drawbacks, I propose to modify the constraints in Equation 6.2
so as to yield the following constrained K-means problem:
min
C,T
n∑
i=1
k∑
h=1
Ti,h.
(
1
2
∥∥xi − Ch∥∥2
2
)
(6.3)
Subject to:
k∑
h=1
Ti,h ≤ 1, i = 1, · · · , n
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Ti,h ≥ 0 i = 1, · · · , n, h = 1, ..., k
k = m //Constraint 1
Ch,1 = qth, h = 1, · · · , k //Constraint 2
1 ≤
n∑
i=1
Ti,h ≤ α, h = 1, · · · , k //Constraint 3,4
where k · α ≤ n
if Ti,h = 1 and Tj,h = 0 then
∥∥xi − Ch∥∥2
2
<
∥∥xj − Ch∥∥2
2
,
i = 1, · · · , n , j = 1, · · · , n, h = 1, · · · , k //Constraint 5
if Ti,h = 1 then
∥∥xi − Ch∥∥2
2
< ρ i = 1, · · · , n, h = 1, · · · , k //Constraint 6
Similar to the traditional K-means approach, the constrained K-means clustering al-
gorithm iterates between assignment and update phases; however, the objective function
and constraints in constrained K-means clustering (Equation 6.3) are different from those
in traditional K-means (Equation 6.2).
Adding constraints to the K-means algorithm results in its faster convergence and also
results in more precise clusters. Experimental results, presented in Section 6.3, confirm
this claim.
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6.3 Experiments and Discussion
6.3.1 Evaluation Parameters
The main objective of the proposed constrained clustering approach is to increase the
target coverage in Flocking-based algorithms. Based on this objective, a Target Coverage
(TC) parameter is applied to evaluate the results.
• Target Coverage: This parameter is calculated as described in Section 5.3.1 by
Equation 5.5.
In addition to evaluating of TC, we need to know how adding defined constraints to
the clustering algorithm increases the precision of clustering and also how it reduces the
computations required in the clustering algorithm. To compare the proposed constrained
K-means clustering approach with the traditional K-means algorithm in terms of optimal-
ity of clustering and computational effort, this chapter uses the following two evaluation
parameters:
• Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI): DaviesBouldin index [158] is a metric for the
evaluation of clustering algorithms. This metric aims to identify whether clusters are
well separated and compact. For any partition X : X1 · · · ∪ Xi · · · ∪ Xk, where Xi
represents the ith cluster of such partition, the DaviesBouldin index is defined as in
Equation 6.4.
DBI(X) =
1
k
k∑
i=1
max
i 6=j
∆(Xi) + ∆(Xj)
δ(Xi, Xj)
(6.4)
where k is the number of clusters, δ(Xi, Xj) represents the distance (in this research
Euclidean distance) between cluster i and cluster j (inter-cluster distance), and ∆(Xi)
represents the intra-cluster distance for cluster Xi. The smaller values for DBI repre-
sent clusters that are more compact and more separated from each other. Therefore,
the smaller the value of DBI, the more optimal the clusters and the more efficient
the clustering method. [158].
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• Number of Iterations to Convergence (NITC): To evaluate this reduction,
a parameter called Number of Iterations to Convergence (NITC) is defined. NITC
shows the number of iterations that a clustering algorithm takes to converge. The
higher the number of iterations, the higher the computation load of the algorithm.
6.3.2 Experimental Setup
A Java version of the Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms are implemented in the frame-
work presented by Olfati-Saber [5]. This framework has been used to examine the efficiency
of the proposed constrained clustering approach. The following parameters remained fixed
through the implementation of all three Flocking-based algorithms: d = 20, r = 1.2d,
 = 0.1 (for σ − norm), a = b = 5 for ϕ(z), h = 0.2 for the bump function of ϕα(z),
and 0.02 seconds the step-size in all simulations.
Maneuverable targets are implemented with the non-linear dynamics represented in
Equation 6.5 [7]:
x(k + 1) = A(x(k))x(k) +Bw(k) (6.5)
where x(k) = (q1(k), p1(k), q2(k), p2(k))
T denotes the state of the target at time k,
q = (q1(k), q2(k))
T represents the position of the target in a two-dimensional environment
at time k and p = (p1(k), p2(k))
T illustrates the velocity of a target in two dimensions.
The target moves inside of a square field of k width and l height. The matrix A(x) is
defined as represented in Equation 6.6.
A(x) = M(x)⊗ F1 + (I2 −M(x))⊗ F2 (6.6)
F1 =
[
1 
0 1
]
F2 =
[
1 
−c1 1− c2
]
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M =
[
µ(x1) 
0 µ(x3)
]
F1 and F2 determines the dynamicity of the target inside and outside of the region,
respectively and ⊗ represents the Kronecker product. µ(z) is a function for switching
between F1 and F2 depending on target’s position.
µ(z) =
σ(a+ z) + σ(a− z)
2
σ(z) =
{
1, z ≥ 0
−1, z < 0
Matrix B determines the intensity of noise and is given by
B = I2 ⊗G, G =
[
2σ0
2
σ0
]
where  = 0.02 is the step-size, a, c1, c2 are the parameters of the PD controller, which
depends on the length and width of the field (k and l). The elements of w(k) are normal
zero-mean Gaussian noise with Q = 100I2. To create various dynamicity levels, the value
of σ0 is varied from 0 to 40 in four unit steps σ0 ∈ [0, 40). The higher the value of σ0, the
higher the maneuverability of the target. At the beginning (σ0 = 0), the target has near
to linear dynamics. Figure 6.3 represents the trajectory of targets with various levels of
dynamicity in a 6-minute time interval.
In this experiment, the AOI of the surveillance system is a 1250× 665 rectangle. There
are 150 mobile sensor nodes in the system, and the detection radius of each sensor is r =
30. There are three maneuvering targets with the same maneuverability levels in the AOI.
For each maneuverability level, 10 random instances were generated. The reported results
are the average over these instances. All the targets are mobile. In all the instances, the
initial position, entrance time, and lifetime of each target were selected randomly. The
same random seeds were used to generate the same instances in all the algorithms. For
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each instance, the monitoring time is continued for 360 seconds. After entering, a target
moves randomly around until the end of its lifetime. It is assumed that a target is covered
if it is in the field of view of at least 3 sensors (k = 3).
       
 
 
        
           
       
             (15) 
where k is the number of clusters,           represents 
the distance (in this paper Euclidean distance) 
between cluster i and cluster j (inter-cluster distance), 
and       represents the intra-cluster distance for 
cluster   . The smaller values for DBI represents 
clusters that are more compact and more separated 
from each other.  Therefore, the smaller the value of 
DBI, the more optimal clusters and more efficient the 
clustering method [24].  
 Number of Iterations to Convergence (NITC) 
To evaluate this reduction, a parameter called Number 
of Iterations to Convergence (NITC) is defined. NITC 
shows the number of iterations that a clustering 
algorithm takes to converge. The higher the number of 
iterations, the higher the computation load of the 
algorithm.     
B. Experimental Setup 
We implemented a Java version of the Flocking and  Semi-
Flocking algorithms in the framework presented by Olfati-
Saber [13]. This framework has been used to examine the 
efficiency of the proposed constrained clustering approach. The 
following parameters remained fixed through the 
implementation of all three flocking-based algorithms: 
                 (for σ-norm),     
 for           for the bump function of       and the 
step-size in all simulations is 0.02 seconds. 
We implemented maneuverable targets with the following 
nonlinear dynamics [21]: 
                                              (16) 
Where                               
  denotes the 
state of  the target at time k,                
  represents 
the position of the target in a two dimensional environment at 
time k  and                 
  illustrates the velocity of 
target in two dimensions. The target moves inside of a square 
filled with k width and l height.  The matrix A (x) is defined as  
                                          (17) 
    
  
  
      
  
         
  
   
      
      
   
F1 and F2 determines the dynamicity of the target inside and 
outside of the region, respectively and   represents the  
Kronecker product.      is a function for switching between    
and    depending on targets position.  
     
              
 
 
      
             
      
  
Matrix B determines the intensity of noise and is given by 
          
      
   
   
where        is the step-size, a, c1, c2 are the parameters 
of the PD controller which depends on the length and width of 
the field (k and l). The elements of w(k) are normal zero-mean 
Gaussian noise with         . To create various dynamicity 
levels, we verified the value of     from 0 to 40 in four unit 
steps             . The higher the value of   , the higher the 
maneuverability of the target. At the beginning (    ) the 
target has near to linear dynamics. Figure 5 represents the 
trajectory of targets with various levels of dynamicity in a 6 
minutes time interval.  
In this experiment the AOI of the surveillance system is a 
1250  665 rectangle. There are 150 mobile sensor nodes in the 
system, and the detection radius of each sensor is r = 30. There 
are three maneuvering targets with same manuvarity levels in 
the AOI and for each manuverity level 10 random instances 
were generated. The reported results are the average over these 
instances. All the targets are mobile. In all the instances, the 
initial position, entrance time, and lifetime of each target were 
selected randomly. We used the same random seeds to generate 
the same instances in all the algorithms. For each instance, we 
continued the monitoring time for 360 seconds. After entering, 
a target moves randomly around until the end of its lifetime. 
We assume a target is covered if it is in the field of view of at 
least 3 sensors (k = 3). 
 
Figure 5.   A maneuvering target trajectory with varoious levels of dynamicity 
(                               ) in a time interval of [0,360000)  
milliseconds. 
     
 
     
 
     
 
      
 
      
 
      
 
      
 
      
 
      
 
      
 
Figure 6.3: A maneuvering target trajectory with various levels of dynamicity (σ0 ∈ [0, 40)
in four unit steps) in a time interval of [0, 360000) milliseconds.
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A constrained version of K-means algorithm is implemented in Java and called five times
in each second of execution of a Flocking-based algorithm (Flocking or Semi-Flocking).
6.3.3 Simulation Results and Analysis
1. Target Coverage: Figure 6.4 shows the average of 10 runs of target coverage re-
sults in Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms. In this figure, all the targets are
maneuvering and their maneuverability increases over time. This figure compares
Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms with their improved versions, including the
constrained clustering approach.
We implemented a constrained version of K-means 
algorithm in Java and called that five times in each second of 
execution of a flocking-based algorithm (Flocking or Semi-
Flocking).      
C. Simulation Results and Analysis 
Target Coverage: Figure 6 shows the average of 10 runs of 
target coverage results in Flocking and Semi-Flocking 
algorithms. In this figure, all the targets are maneuvering and 
their maneuverity increases by time. This figure compares 
Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms with their improved 
versio s which includes cons rained clustering approach. 
As illustrated in Figure 6, both Flocking and Semi-flocking 
algorithms fail to show acceptable results when targets are 
maneuvering especially whe  the maneuverability level 
increases. In both of the algorithms adding our constrained 
clustering approach to basic algorithms results in higher target 
coverage. In some cases this improvement is more than 100 
percent. These results clearly show the effectiveness of 
applying the constrained clustering approach on Flocking and 
Semi-Flocking algorithms.   
 
Figure 6.   Average Target Coverage (TC) in Flocking and Semi-Flocking 
algorithms (with and without constrained clustering) for maneuvering targets 
The average TC of maneuvering targets drops more in 
Semi-Flocking algorithm than in Flocking algorithm. This 
result is due to the difference between the flock sizes in 
Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms. The flocking 
algorithm creates a big flock around just one of the targets, so 
even if the target is a maneuverable one it cannot escape from 
the sensors easily. 
1) Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI): Figure 7 shows the 
average of 20 runs of DBI results of clustering the sensors in 
Semi-Flocking algorithm by increasing the number of targets. 
This figure compares the DBI of simple K-means clustering 
(clustering without considering the constraints defined in 
Section III) and DBI of constrained K-means clustering 
(clustering with considering the constraints defined in Section 
III). As illustrated in this figure the value of DBI in constrained 
K-means is much smaller than its value in simple K-means. 
The smaller values of DBI in constrained clustering approach 
shows that clusters created by this method are more separated 
and more compact than simple clustering one. These results 
reveal the positive impact of adding constraints to traditional 
K-means clustering algorithm in creating better and more 
precise clusters.  
 
Figure 7.   Davies-Bouldin Index of constrained and simple K-means 
clustering in Semi-Flocking approach 
2) Number of Iteration to Converge (NITC): Figure 8 
shows the average of 20 runs of NITC results in Semi-Flocking 
algorithm. This figure compares the NITC of simple K-means 
clustering (clustering without considering constraints defined 
in Section III) and NITC of constrained K-means clustering 
(clustering with considering the constraints defined in Section 
III) by increasing the number of targets.  
As illustrated in this figure, in both of the clustering 
methods (constrained/simple) as the number of clusters 
increases, the number of iterations to converge K-means 
algorithm increases because the problem becomes more 
complex and requires higher computational effort.  
 
Figure 8.   Number of iterations of K-means algorithm to converge when it is 
applied for constrained clustering of sensors in Semi-Flocking approach 
The interesting point is that considering constraints has a 
great impact in decreasing the computational efforts of 
clustering. This fact reveals that defined constraints help K-
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Figure 6.4: Average Target Coverage (TC) in Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms (with
and without constrained clustering) for maneuvering targets.
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As illustrated in Figure 6.4, both Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms fail to
show acceptable results when targets are maneuvering, especially when the maneu-
verability level increases. In both of the algorithms, adding the proposed constrained
clustering approach to these basic algorithms results in higher target coverage. In
some cases, this improvement is more than 100 percent. These results clearly show
the effectiveness of applying the constrained clustering approach to the Flocking and
Semi-Flocking algorithms.
The average TC of maneuvering targets drops more using the Semi-Flocking algo-
rithm than in the Flocking algorithm. This result is due to the difference between the
flock sizes in Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms. The Flocking algorithm creates
a big flock around just one of the targets, so even if the target is a maneuverable one
it cannot escape from the sensors easily.
2. Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI): Figure 6.5 shows the average of 20 runs of DBI
resulting from clustering the sensors in Semi-Flocking algorithm by increasing the
number of targets. This figure compares the DBI of simple K-means clustering (clus-
tering without considering the constraints defined in Section 6.2) and DBI of con-
strained K-means clustering (clustering considering the constraints defined in Section
6.2). As illustrated in this figure, the value of DBI in constrained K-means is much
smaller than its value in simple K-means. The smaller values of DBI in constrained
clustering approach shows that clusters created by this method are more separated
and more compact than simple clustering ones. These results reveal the positive im-
pact of adding constraints to the traditional K-means clustering algorithm to create
better and more-precise clusters.
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We implemented a constrained version of K-means 
algorithm in Java and called that five times in each second of 
execution of a flocking-based algorithm (Flocking or Semi-
Flocking).      
C. Simulation Results and Analysis 
Target Coverage: Figure 6 shows the average of 10 runs of 
target coverage results in Flocking and Semi-Flocking 
algorithms. In this figure, all the targets are maneuvering and 
their maneuverity increases by time. This figure compares 
Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms with their improved 
versions which includes constrained clustering approach. 
As illustrated in Figure 6, both Flocking and Semi-flocking 
algorithms fail to show acceptable results when targets are 
maneuvering especially when the maneuverability level 
increases. In both of the algorithms adding our constrained 
clustering approach to basic algorithms results in higher target 
coverage. In some cases this improvement is more than 100 
percent. These results clearly show the effectiveness of 
applying the constrained clustering approach on Flocking and 
Semi-Flocking algorithms.   
 
Figure 6.   Average Target Coverage (TC) in Flocking and Semi-Flocking 
algorithms (with and without constrained clustering) for maneuvering targets 
The average TC of maneuvering targets drops more in 
Semi-Flocking algorithm than in Flocking algorithm. This 
result is due to the difference between the flock sizes in 
Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms. The flocking 
algorithm creates a big flock around just one of the targets, so 
even if the target is a maneuverable one it cannot escape from 
the sensors easily. 
1) Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI): Figure 7 shows the 
average of 20 runs of DBI results of clustering the sensors in 
Semi-Flocking algorithm by increasing the number of targets. 
This figure compares the DBI of simple K-means clustering 
(clustering without considering the constraints defined in 
Section III) and DBI of constrained K-means clustering 
(clustering with considering the constraints defined in Section 
III). As illustrated in this figure the value of DBI in constrained 
K-means is much smaller than its value in simple K-means. 
The smaller values of DBI in constrained clustering approach 
shows that clusters created by this method are more separated 
and more compact than simple clustering one. These results 
reveal the positive impact of adding constraints to traditional 
K-means clustering algorithm in creating better and more 
precise clusters.  
 
Figure 7.   Davies-Bouldin Index of constrained and simple K-means 
clustering in Semi-Flocking approach 
2) Number of Iteration to Converge (NITC): Figure 8 
shows the average of 20 runs of NITC results in Semi-Flocking 
algorithm. This figure compares the NITC of simple K-means 
clustering (clustering without considering constraints defined 
in Section III) and NITC of constrained K-means clustering 
(clustering with considering the constraints defined in Section 
III) by increasing the number of targets.  
As illustrated in this figure, in both of the clustering 
methods (constrained/simple) as the number of clusters 
increases, the number of iterations to converge K-means 
algorithm increases because the problem becomes more 
complex and requires higher computational effort.  
 
Figure 8.   Number of iterations of K-means algorithm to converge when it is 
applied for constrained clustering of sensors in Semi-Flocking approach 
The interesting point is that considering constraints has a 
great impact in decreasing the computational efforts of 
clustering. This fact reveals that defined constraints help K-
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Figure 6.5: Davies-Bouldin Index of constrained and simple K-means clustering in Semi-
Flocking approach.
3. Number of Iteration to Converge (NITC): Figure 6.6 shows the average of 20
runs of NITC resulting from the Semi-Flocking algorithm. Also this figure compares
the NITC of simple K-means clustering (clustering without considering constraints
defined in Section 6.2) and NITC of constrained K-means clustering (clustering with
considering the constraints defined in Section 6.2) by increasing the number of targets.
As illustrated in this figure, in both of the clustering methods (constrained/simple),
as the number of clusters increases, the number of iterations to converge K-means
algorithm increases because the problem becomes more complex and requires higher
computational effort.
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We implemented a constrained version of K-means 
algorithm in Java and called that five times in each second of 
execution of a flocking-based algorithm (Flocking or Semi-
Flocking).      
C. Simulation Results and Analysis 
Target Coverage: Figure 6 shows the average of 10 runs of 
target coverage results in Flocking and Semi-Flocking 
algorithms. In this figure, all the targets are maneuvering and 
their maneuverity increases by time. This figure compares 
Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms with their improved 
versions which includes constrained clustering approach. 
As illustrated in Figure 6, both Flocking and Semi-flocking 
algorithms fail to show acceptable results when targets are 
maneuvering especially when the maneuverability level 
increases. In both of the algorithms adding our constrained 
clustering approach to basic algorithms results in higher target 
coverage. In some cases this improvement is more than 100 
percent. These results clearly show the effectiveness of 
applying the constrained clustering approach on Flocking and 
Semi-Flocking algorithms.   
 
Figure 6.   Average Target Coverage (TC) in Flocking and Semi-Flocking 
algorithms (with and without constrained clustering) for maneuvering targets 
The average TC of maneuvering targets drops more in 
Semi-Flocking algorithm than in Flocking algorithm. This 
result is due to the difference between the flock sizes in 
Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms. The flocking 
algorithm creates a big flock around just one of the targets, so 
even if the target is a maneuverable one it cannot escape from 
the sensors easily. 
1) Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI): Figure 7 shows the 
average of 20 runs of DBI results of clustering the sensors in 
Semi-Flocking algorithm by increasing the number of targets. 
This figure compares the DBI of simple K-means clustering 
(clustering without considering the constraints defined in 
Section III) and DBI of constrained K-means clustering 
(clustering with considering the constraints defined in Section 
III). As illustrated in this figure the value of DBI in constrained 
K-means is much smaller than its value in simple K-means. 
The smaller values of DBI in constrained clustering approach 
shows that clusters created by this method are more separated 
and more compact than simple clustering one. These results 
reveal the positive impact of adding constraints to traditional 
K-means clustering algorithm in creating better and more 
precise clusters.  
 
Figure 7.   Davies-Bouldin Index of constrained and simple K-means 
clustering in Semi-Flocking approach 
2) Number of Iteration to Converge (NITC): Figure 8 
shows the average of 20 runs of NITC results in Semi-Flocking 
algorithm. This figure compares the NITC of simple K-means 
clustering (clustering without considering constraints defined 
in Section III) and NITC of constrained K-means clustering 
(clustering with considering the constraints defined in Section 
III) by increasing the number of targets.  
As illustrated in this figure, in both of the clustering 
methods (constrained/simple) as the number of clusters 
increases, the number of iterations to converge K-means 
algorithm increases because the problem becomes more 
complex and requires higher computational effort.  
 
Figure 8.   Number of iterations of K-means algorithm to converge when it is 
applied for constrained clustering of sensors in Semi-Flocking approach 
The interesting point is that considering constraints has a 
great impact in decreasing the computational efforts of 
clustering. This fact reveals that defined constraints help K-
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Figure 6.6: Number of iterations of K-means algorithm to converge when it is applied for
constrained clustering of sensors in the Semi-Flocking approach.
A significant advantage of this approach is that using constraints greatly decreases the
computational expose of clustering: defined constraints help the K-mean algorithm
to find the clusters in fewer iterations.
6.4 Summary
This chapter has discussed the effectiveness of Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms in
tracking maneuverable targets in a surveillance application. Evaluations demonstrated that
Flocking-based algorithms are not able to track maneuverable targets perfectly, because
maneuverable targets change their speed and direction frequently and Flocking sensors
do not have adequate time to adjust their speed accordingly. A novel approach based on
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constrained clustering is proposed to tackle this problem. This method clusters the sensors
in predefined time slots and then adjusts the speed of the sensors based on the difference
between the center of the cluster and the actual position of the tracking target.
The K-means algorithm, as a well-known clustering technique, was selected for apply-
ing the constrained clustering method. Then a set of constraints related to size, location
and number of clusters were defined and added to the K-means algorithm to create a
constrained K-means clustering method. Both (constrained and simple) clustering tech-
niques were added to the Flocking and Semi-Flocking algorithms for tracking both simple
and maneuvering targets. It has been found that, first, the proposed clustering approach
greatly increases target coverage in Flocking-based methods, especially for maneuverable
targets. Second, adding constraints to a K-means clustering approach creates much more-
precise, more-compact and more-separate clusters. Third, adding constraints decreases
the convergence time and iterations of the K-means algorithm. These results confirm the
impact of appropriate definition of constraints in increasing the quality and decreasing the
computational cost of clustering.
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Chapter 7
Reliable Collaborative Multi-target
Tracking Using Semi-Flocking Sensor
Networks
An important concern in tracking multiple targets in sensor networks is the ability of sen-
sors to self-organize so as to reliably adaptively cope with target dynamics, environmental
changes, and measurement conditions. To address the problem of robust multiple target
tracking using a sensor network, a coupled distributed estimation and motion control ap-
proach is required. As discussed in previous chapters, biologically inspired approaches,
especially Flocking-based ones, have demonstrated successful performance as a tool to
address complex motion tracking and control. The Flocking algorithm can be combined
with distributed estimation approaches such as the well-celebrated continuous Kalman-
Consensus Filter (KCF). Generally speaking, although this combination has demonstrated
promising performance in single target applications, it is incapable of dealing with multi-
target situations.
This chapter proposes a framework in which the Semi-Flocking algorithm is employed
for multi-target motion control, and KCF for motion estimation. The Semi-Flocking al-
gorithm approaches the problem by assigning a small flock of sensors to a single target,
while at the same time leaving some sensors free to explore the environment to discover
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new or uncovered targets. In the proposed coupled approach, each small group of flocking
sensors (a Semi-Flock) applies a separate KCF algorithm to estimate the position of its
target. This approach allows sensors to collectively provide reliable target engagement and
comprehensive area coverage. This chapter reports experimental results to demonstrate
how this distributed estimation-control algorithm can successfully track multiple targets
under a wide range of target dynamics in a noisy sensor network.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. A brief introduction to the problem is presented
in Section 7.1. Section 7.2 focuses on distributed tracking of targets in sensor networks
under a noisy environment and also discusses current solutions and highlights their limita-
tions. Section 8.2 describes the proposed coupled Semi-Flocking-KCF algorithm. Section
7.4 presents the performance-evaluation parameters, experimental setup, simulation results
and analysis. Finally, concluding remarks and recommendations for future work are given
in Section 7.5.
7.1 Introduction
In a surveillance system, self-organizing mobile sensors cooperate and coordinate their ac-
tivities to collect information about targets (events) in a given volume of interest (VOI);
they then fuse this multi sensor information to obtain a complete picture of the envi-
ronment. An important feature, in such applications, is that the sensory information is
inherently noisy, and it is imperative that this noise be reduced. Most of the research in
this area has focused on centralized algorithms. Centralized Kalman Filtering is one of
the most successful algorithms to attract significant attention [159]. As with most of the
centralized algorithms, data is transmitted to a central sink, causing issues such as data
congestion, limited scalability, and poor reliability. A number of distributed versions of
this algorithm have emerged to mitigate these issues [160, 161, 162, 163, 164]. KCF is one
such version. This algorithm was introduced in [163] and was subsequently used to track
multiple targets using a network of cameras [164].
Another important challenge in self-organizing surveillance systems is the control and
coordination of sensor mobility. This problem concerns the optimal movement of a set of
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mobile sensors to achieve maximum area and (or) target coverage [19]. Previous chapters
have demonstrated the successfulness of Flocking-based algorithms in the field of sensor
control and coordination in sensor networks [137, 129, 5, 130, 131, 161, 133]. Various
modes of flocking have been reported, including simple Flocking, Anti-Flocking and Semi-
Flocking. These algorithms possess a biologically inspired behaviour that embodies a form
of cooperation among a large number of autonomous interacting agents, the goal of which
is to achieve coordinated group behaviour. To conceive a Flocking-based behaviour, each
agent follows a set of rules and maintains some sort of communication with its neighbouring
agents. Self-organization and local communication requirements of the Flocking-based
algorithms provide an outstanding behaviour in the management of sensors in mobile sensor
networks. The Semi-Flocking algorithm has been introduced in Chapter 5 as an alternative
to the simple Flocking-based algorithms. This algorithm has demonstrated effective self-
organizing capabilities in multi-target mobile sensor networks and, as a result, has reliable
surveillance performance.
This chapter proposes combining KCF with Semi-Flocking to achieve distributed cou-
pling of target motion estimation and motion control of the sensors. Noisy sensor mea-
surements and multiple targets in the area to be under surveillance system are assumed.
In [7], Olfati-Saber combines KCF with simple Flocking for the purpose of target tracking.
Although, this coupled approach demonstrated success in single target tracking situations,
it is incapable of tracking multiple targets. This limitation is inherently due to the Flock-
ing algorithm used in this coupled approach. In contrast to Flocking, Semi-Flocking is
designed to create small flocks of sensors around each target, hence its ability to achieve
reliable target coverage in a multi-target situation, while still leaving some sensors free
to search the surveillance area for uncovered new targets to achieve dynamic area cover-
age. It is conceivable, therefore, to combine this algorithm with KCF to realize coupled
multi-target tracking and sensor motion control.
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7.2 Distributed Tracking of Targets in Sensor Net-
works Under Noisy Environment
Although Flocking-based algorithms have demonstrated promising results in the motion
control of sensors, they lack the ability to handle noisy measurements. Consequently, the
sensor network is unable to accurately estimate the motion parameters of the target to
determine its location and velocity. Furthermore, the sensors cannot take advantage of
each other’s measurement to minimize the impact of noise on their sensing performance.
This limitation hinders their applicability in implementing sensor motion control strategies.
Most of the research work reported in this field uses centralized algorithms for re-
liable target tracking [159]. Centralized Kalman Filtering plays a crucial role in such
target tracking algorithms. Centralized algorithms work in some applications, however,
distributed algorithms have several advantages over centralized ones in distributed en-
vironments. Scalability, efficiency, robustness, reliability and autonomy are just a few
examples of these advantages. Several studies have been done in the field of distributed
target tracking [160, 132, 162, 164]. The KCF algorithm is one of the most successful com-
pletely distributed versions of the Centralized Kalman Filtering [163]. In this algorithm,
each sensor uses its local information to compute a local estimate of the position of the
target, then the local estimates will be forwarded to nearby sensors, Finally, the receiving
sensors fuse the data and update their local estimates. It is proved that using this algo-
rithm guarantees that all mobile sensors involved in estimating the state of a target reach
a consensus.
In [7], the KCF algorithm and the Flocking are combined to form an estimation-control
algorithm. This combination has been proven effective. The flock of sensors produced by
the Flocking algorithm constitutes an appropriate connected network of sensors, in the
sense that it enables the KCF algorithm to converge rapidly. In addition, the Flocking
algorithm avoids collisions amongst sensors. A framework is proposed for analysing the
performance of mobile sensor networks employing the Flocking algorithm as the mobility
control model and the KCF algorithm for collaborative tracking of a single target [7].
This algorithm suffers from the limitation that it is applicable only to one-target situ-
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ations. This restriction is mainly due to the Flocking algorithm’s inability to track more
than one target. As described in Section 2.4.2.1, the Flocking algorithm creates a large
flock of sensors around one target and leaves other targets uncovered. Therefore, when
the Flocking algorithm is combined with the KCF, the combination inherits this limitation
from the Flocking algorithm.
This chapter proposes a new combination of Flocking-based and KCF algorithms to
address the problem of tracking of multiple targets. Furthermore, the development of this
strategy is carried out based on noisy sensor measurements. The main idea behind this new
combination is to use the Semi-Flocking algorithm in conjunction with the KCF algorithm
to overcome the limitation of the Flocking algorithm in tracking more than one target.
The Semi-Flocking algorithm, by its nature, is able to track multiple targets. Therefore,
it is conceivable that combining the Semi-Flocking algorithm with the KCF algorithm will
enable the sensors to track multiple targets. Section 8.2 describes this new combination.
7.3 Coupled Semi-Flocking and KCF Algorithm
This section describes how the Semi-Flocking algorithm can be combined with KCF [163].
Figure 7.1 shows the discrete-time version of KCF algorithm that has been used in this
combination.
In this algorithm, each sensor makes a local estimate of the state of the target and broad-
casts the estimate to its neighbours. The receivers fuse the received information, compute
the Kalman-Consensus state estimate, and then update their micro-filters. This algorithm
builds upon converging to a consensus estimate calculated by distributed local Kalman
Filters rather than distributed averaging-based Kalman Filtering. It is mathematically
provable that all estimators asymptotically will reach a consensus, i.e., xˆ1 = ... = xˆn = x
[7].
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III. DISTRIBUTED TRACKING OF TARGETS IN SENSOR 
NETWORKS UNDER NOISY ENVIRONMENT 
Although flocking-based algorithms have demonstrated 
promising results in motion control of sensors, they lack the 
ability to handle noisy measurements. Consequently, the sensor 
network is unable to accurately estimate the motion parameters 
of the target to determine its location and velocity. 
Furthermore, the sensors cannot take advantage of each other’s 
measurement to minimize the impact of noise on their sensing 
performance. This hinders their applicability in implementing 
sensor motion control strategies.  
Most of the research work reported in this field uses centralized 
algorithms for robust target tracking [5]. Centralized Kalman 
filtering plays a crucial role in such target tracking algorithms. 
Centralized algorithms work in some applications, however 
distributed algorithms have several advantages over centralized 
ones in distributed environments; Scalability, efficiency, 
robustness, reliability and autonomy are just a few examples of 
these advantages. Several research has been done in the field of 
distributed target tracking [6-8][10]. KCF algorithm is one of 
the most successful completely distributed versions of the 
centralized kalman filtering [9]. In this algorithm each sensor 
uses its local information to compute a local estimate of the 
position of the target; then the local estimates will be 
forwarded to nearby sensors; finally receiving sensors fuse data 
and update their local estimates. It is proved that using this 
algorithm guarantees reaching a consensus on estimate of the 
state of the target by all mobile sensors.  
In [20], the KCF algorithm and the flocking are combined to 
form an estimation-control algorithm. This combination is 
proven effective. The flock of sensors produced by the flocking 
algorithm constitutes an appropriate connected network of 
sensors, in the sense that it enables the KCF algorithm to  
converge rapidly. In addition, the flocking algorithm avoids 
collision among sensors. A framework is proposed for 
analyzing the performance of mobile sensor networks 
employing the flocking algorithm as the mobility control model 
and the KCF algorithm for collaborative tracking of a single 
target [20]. 
This algorithm suffers from the limitation that it is applicable 
in one target situations. This restriction is mainly due to the 
limitation of flocking algorithm in tracking more than one 
target. As described in Section II, the flocking algorithm 
creates a large flock of sensors around the one target and leaves 
the other targets uncovered. Therefore, when the flocking 
algorithm is combined with KCF, the combination inherits this 
limitation from the flocking algorithm.  
This paper proposes a new combination of flocking-based and 
KCF algorithms to address the problem of tracking of multiple 
targets. Furthermore, the development of this strategy is carried 
out based on noisy sensor measurements. The main idea behind 
this new combination is to use the semi-flocking algorithm in 
conjunction with the KCF algorithm to overcome the limitation 
of the flocking algorithm in tracking more than one target. The 
semi-flocking algorithm, by its nature, is able to track multiple 
targets [12]. Therefore, it is conceivable that combining the 
semi-flocking algorithm with the KCF algorithm will enable 
the sensors to track multiple targets. Section IV describes this 
new combination.     
IV. KFC AUGMENTED SEMI-FLOCKING  ALGORITHM 
This section describes how the semi-flocking algorithm can be 
combined with KCF [9]. Figure 3 shows the discrete-time 
version of KCF algorithm we have used in this combination.  
 
Algorithm 1  Kalman-Consensus Filter (message passing 
during one cycle at time index k for node i) Given 𝑃𝑖 , 𝑥𝚤� , and messages 𝑚𝑗 = �𝑤𝑗 ,𝑊𝑗 , 𝑥𝚥��, ∀𝑗𝜖𝐽𝑖 = 𝑁𝑖 ∪{𝑖}, 
1. Obtain measurement 𝑧𝑖  with covariance 𝑅𝑖 . 
2. Compute information vector and matrix of node 𝑖. 
 
𝑤𝑖 = 𝐻𝑖𝑇𝑅𝑖−1𝑧𝑖  
𝑊𝑖 = 𝐻𝑖𝑇𝑅𝑖−1𝐻𝑖  
 
3. Broadcast message 𝑚𝑖 = {𝑢𝑖 ,𝑈𝑖 , 𝑥𝚤� } to neighbors. 
4. Receive messages from all neighbors. 
5. Fuse information matrices and vectors  
𝑦𝑖 = ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑗∈𝐽𝑖 ,    𝑆𝑖 = ∑ 𝑊𝑗𝑗∈𝐽𝑖  
 
6. Compute the Kalman-Consensus state estimate  
𝑀𝑖 = (𝑃𝑖−1 + 𝑆𝑖)−1, 
𝑥𝚤�  = 𝑥𝚤� +  𝑀𝑖(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑆𝑖𝑥𝚤�) + 𝜇𝐹𝑖𝐺𝑖 ∑ �𝑥𝚥� − 𝑥𝚤��𝑗∈𝑁𝑖  
 
𝜇 =  ∈ (1 + ‖𝐹𝑖𝐺𝑖‖)⁄ , ‖𝑋‖ = 𝑡𝑟(𝑋𝑇𝑋)1/2 
𝐹𝑖 = 𝐼 − 𝑀𝑖𝑆𝑖 , 
𝐺𝑖 = AMiAT  +  BQBT  +  PiSiPi  
 
7. Update the state of the Microfilter (𝑥+ is the updated 𝑥) 
𝑃𝑖
+ = 𝐴𝑀𝑖𝐴𝑇 + 𝐵𝑄𝐵𝑇 
?̅?𝑖
+ = 𝐴𝑥�𝑖 
 
Figure 3.  Kalman-Consensus Filter [20] 
In this algorithm each sensor makes a local estimate of the state 
of the target and broadcasts its estimate to neighbors. The 
receivers fuse the received information and compute kalman-
consensus state estimate and then update their microfilters. 
This algorithm 
Coupled semi-flocking and KCF Algorithm: (for a multi-
target problem with m targets) Let 𝑥�𝑖𝑗 = 𝑐𝑜𝑙(𝑞�𝑖,𝑗 , ?̂?𝑖,𝑗) be the 
estimate of the state of target j by mobile sensor i using KCF 
algorithm represented in Figure 3. Note that in this coupled 
builds upon converging to a consensus estimate 
calculated by distributed local kalman filters rather than 
distributed averaging-based kalman filtering. It is 
mathematically provable that all estimators asymptotically will 
reach a consensus, i.e. 𝑥�1 = ⋯ = 𝑥�𝑛 = 𝑥 [20]. 
Figure 7.1: Kalman-Consensus Filter [7]
Coupled Semi-Flocking and KCF Algorithm (for a multi-target problem with m
targets): Let xˆi,j = col(qˆi,j, pˆi,j) e the estimatio of the state of target j by mobile sensor
i using the KCF algorithm represented in Figure 7.1. Note that in this coupled algorithm,
xˆi,j will be calculated only for the targets that are within distance θ from the sensor i.
Therefore as represented in Figure 7.2, sensors use multiple KCFs - one for each target. In
this example, the sensors are tracking three targets. The Semi-Flocking algorithm creates
three flocks of sensors, each around one target. Each flock uses its special KCF algorithm to
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estimate the position of a related target and continues KCF until a consensus is reached on
the position of that target. Figure 7.3 shows how the Semi-Flocking algorithm is combined
with the KCF algorithm. In this figure, Si shows the set of sensors tracking target i, and
Tˆi represents the new estimates of the state of the target by the KCF algorithm.
Target detection sensorLocation estimation flock
R Z for all the sensors
    
KCF  1
i ,  i    
new estimates 
Location estimation flock
KCF 2
Ri ,  Zi for all the sensors Ri ,  Zi for all the 
sensors
new estimates   
new estimates 
L ti ti ti fl k
sensor
KCF  3oca on es ma on oc
34
20
target
Figure 7.2: Coupled Semi-Flocking and KCF
More formally, in the coupled Semi-Flocking and KCF algorithm, each sensing agent
αi, with the dynamics represented in Equation 3.1, applies a control input vector, i.e.,
ui = f
g
i +f
d
i +f
γ
i , in which the first two terms are related to the three Reynolds rules: flock
entering, collision avoidance and velocity matching, and the third term (fγi ) is navigational
feedback. This control input function is represented in Equation 7.1.
ui =
∑
j∈Ni
φα(‖qj − qi‖α)nij +
∑
j∈Ni
aij(q)(pj − pi) + fγi (7.1)
where fγi is a navigational feedback that attracts sensors toward one of the surrounding
target estimates (xˆij), or alternatively, frees them to search the AOI to look for new targets.
Sensors that are closer than a threshold θ to the estimate of that sensor from a target (xˆij)
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apply Equation 7.2 as the navigational part. Refer to [5] for the definition of nij, φα and
aij.
fγi (qi, pi, qˆt1, qˆt2, ..., qˆtm) =
m∑
j=1
c1j(qˆtj − qi)
ntj
+
m∑
j=1
c2j(pˆtj − pi)
ntj
=
m∑
j=1
c1j(qˆtj − qi) + c2j(pˆtj − pi)
ntj
(7.2)
where c1j,c2j are positive constant values, and ntj represents the number of sensors
currently tracking target tj. On the other hand, if none of the target estimates are close to
sensor i (within distance θ), the sensor searches the AOI to detect incoming targets using
Equation 7.3.
uγi = c× (qw,l − qi) (7.3)
where c is a positive constant value that adjusts the size of the vector, and qw,l represents
the center of the adjacent area that has been least visited.
Coupled estimation and Control
combination of Semi‐Flocking and Distributed Kalman Filtering
Positions of n sensors and m targets
Semi‐Flocking algorithm
S1 S2 S3 Sm Sfree
Set of sensors tracking target 1 Sensors searching the environment
KCF KCF KCF KCF
Figure 7.3: Combination of Semi-Flocking and KCF algorithms
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It is important to notice that in this coupled algorithm the set of sensors that are
participating in each KCF is dynamic. Thus, the participating sensors may change with
time. As the targets and sensors are mobile, they will change their position which in
turn changes the distance between them. As the role of sensors (tracking/searching) in
the Semi-Flocking algorithm strongly depends on the distances between the sensors and
targets, they may change their role based on the new positions of the sensors and targets.
Therefore, the group of sensors tracking a target may change with time. New members
may be added to the group or may be removed from it. This fact is refereed to as the
dynamicity of the group members in the Semi-Flocking algorithm.
In the coupled algorithm, this dynamicity results in changing the set of sensors coop-
erating in KCF algorithm. New members may be added to the group or may be leave
that. Experimental results show that the few number of changes occur in semi-flock’s
memberships do not have a significant side effect on the convergence of KCF algorithm.
Because most of the group members remain unchanged during continuous cycles and they
are enough to converge the estimates. The new members start estimating the position of
the target from scratch, but after a few rounds their estimate will be converged to the
group consensus estimate.
7.4 Experiments and Discussion
7.4.1 Experimental Setup
In this section the proposed estimation-control algorithm (Semi-Flocking+KCF) for track-
ing two types of targets in a multi-target application is examined. In the experimental
setup of this research, the area of interest (AOI) is a 1250 × 665 rectangle and all the
targets and sensors remain in this area for all time t ≥ 0.
Both parts of the estimation-control algorithm (Semi-Flocking and KCF [7]) are imple-
mented in Java. The parameters of the Semi-Flocking algorithm are set as follows: d = 70,
r = 1.2d,  = 0.1(for σ − norm), a = 8b, b = 1 for ϕ(z), h = 0.2 for the bump function
of φα(z). For the KCF algorithm, P0 = 100I4, x0 ∼ (0, σ2I4) with σ = 60, and Q = 100I2.
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There are 150 mobile sensors and 3 targets in the system, and the detection radius of
each sensor is 30. The results reported are the average over 10 random generated instances.
All the targets are mobile. In all instances, the initial position and lifetime of each target
were selected randomly from a uniform distribution. For each instance, the monitoring
time is continued for 300 sec (5 minutes).
The dynamics of targets for the case in which they are within the AOI (and are not on
the borders) is represented in Equation 7.4. The parameters of the targets’ dynamics and
sensor measurements are kept the same as those in the experimental work reported in [7].
Doing so allows us to compare the results of the proposed coupled algorithm for tracking
multiple targets with the results of the coupled algorithm presented in [7] for tracking a
single target.
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bw(k) (7.4)
with
A =

1 0  0
0 1 0 
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

B =

2
2
0
0 
2
2
 0
0 

where x(k) = (q1(k), q2(k), p1(k), p2(k))
T denotes the state of a target at time k, and
 = 0.02 seconds is the step-size. To keep a target within the AOI, the target reverses the
proper direction at the borders. The sensors within a suitable distance from each target
make noisy measurements of the position of targets, i.e.
zi(k) = Hi(k)x(k) + vi(k);
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Hi =
[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
]
Both w(k) and vi(k) are zero-mean Gaussian signal noises with the following statistics:
E[w(k)w(l)T ] = Qkδkl
,
E[vi(k)vj(l)
T ] = Ri(k)δklδij
where δkl = 1 if k = l, and δkl = 0, otherwise. The measurement error covariance
matrix for sensor i (Ri =
2
f(ρi)
I2) is calculated based on the model of information value in
[132]. Where f(ρi) is the information value function,
Ii = f(ρi) = 2I0
(
a+ b+ (a− b) ρi − l√
1 + (ρi − l)2
)−1
(7.5)
where ρi = ‖Hix¯i − qi‖, I0 = 0.001, a = 8b and b = 1.
7.4.2 Evaluation Parameters
To evaluate the proposed method, three parameters were selected and used in this exper-
iment. These parameters are standard statistic metrics that have been used in previous
papers to evaluate similar algorithms.
• MSE: represents the mean square error between the fused estimated position of
the target and its real position. MSE is an appropriate metric for evaluation of the
success of the proposed method because it shows how accurate the estimates in the
proposed algorithm are and, as a result, how successful it is in tracking the target.
• Average info value: represents the average of information value of all the sensors
participating in tracking a target. The information value for each sensor is calculated
by Equation 7.5.
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• Algebraic connectivity: The algebraic connectivity of a graph G is the second-
smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix of G. This eigenvalue is greater than
0 if and only if G is a connected graph. In this application the connectivity of the
location estimate flock of sensors around each target is evaluated.
7.4.3 Simulation Results and Analysis
Figure 7.4 shows a snapshot of the proximity structure for 150 sensors applying the coupled
Semi-Flocking and KCF algorithm after a few seconds of starting the algorithm.
sensor
target
35
20
target  trajectory
Figure 7.4: Snapshot of 150 sensors executing the coupled Semi-Flocking and KCF algo-
rithm
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The sensors are supposed to track 3 mobile targets in this example. As this figure
demonstrates, a small flock is formed and maintained around each target. At the same
time, some free sensors are exploring the AOI. The observations are in close agreement with
our expectation of the behaviour of this coupled algorithm, which is depicted in Figure 7.2.
The results of evaluating the proposed algorithm are as follows:
1. MSE: Figure 7.5 represents the average mean square error of 10 runs of the proposed
estimation-control algorithm. The results of the MSE are represented for three track-
ing targets in this figure and show that, for all the targets, the mean square error
decreases with time. Thus in all of the KCFs used in semi-flocks, as time goes on,
the accuracy of estimates increases and the group is able to create better estimates.
The better the estimates in the KCF part, the better the tracking quality in the
Semi-Flocking part of the coupled algorithm. The results for three targets in this
experiment match with the results reported in [7] for one target.
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Figure 7.5: Average mean square error in tracking three targets in the estimation-control
Semi-Flocking and KCF algorithm
2. Average info value: Figure 7.6 represents the average information value of the
Flocking sensors in 10 runs of the proposed estimation-control algorithm. There are
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two kinds of sensors: location estimate and target detection sensors. Only the first
group participates in tracking an already detected target, creates a semi-flock, and
applies the KCF algorithm. The information value is only meaningful for location-
estimation sensors that apply the KCF algorithm. Therefore, the results reported
show the average information value among all of the Flocking (location estimate)
sensors.
The results show that the information value among the Flocking sensors increases
over time, so the combination of Semi-Flocking and KCF algorithms is successful in
increasing the information about the targets. The results also show that the average
information value converges to I0 = 0.001. These results exactly match the results
reported in [7] for one target, in which the average information value converges to
the value that was selected for I0 in that paper (I0 = 0.1).
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Figure 7.6: Average information value of Flocking (location estimate) sensors in tracking
three targets in the estimation-control Semi-Flocking and KCF algorithm
3. Algebraic connectivity: Figure 7.7 represents the average algebraic connectiv-
ity of three networks of sensors tracking three targets in ten runs of the proposed
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estimation-control algorithm.
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Figure 7.7: Average algeb aic co nectivity of three etworks f sensors tracking three
targets in the estimation-control Semi-Flocking and KCF algorithm
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The algebraic connectivity for each network shows how effectively the nodes of the
network are connected to one another. This value for a network G is greater than
0 if and only if G is a connected graph. Therefore, if just one node of the network
is not connected to the rest, the algebraic connectivity of that network would be
0 or less. As Figure 7.7 shows, for each group of sensors flocking around a target,
the algebraic connectivity increases at the beginning but then falls several times and
again increases. In contrast, in the results reported in [7], the algebraic connectivity
always increases and never falls. This behaviour of the estimation-control Semi-
Flocking and the KCF algorithm is mostly related to the dynamicity of the group
of sensors that are flocking around each target. By dynamicity, I mean changing of
the members of the group over time. In the Flocking algorithm, as all the targets
join with each other to create a big and connected group of tracking sensors, the
algebraic connectivity of the group always increases with time. But in the Semi-
Flocking algorithm, sensors are always switching between the searching and tracking
modes, based on their distance to each target and the number of trackers involved.
This algorithm does not dedicate all the sensors to tracking. On the other hand, the
targets are mobile, so while a group of sensors always exists around each target, some
new members may join this group or leave it. This behavior of the Semi-Flocking
algorithm, which is called dynamicity in the group membership of the semi-flocks,
results in alternative increases and decreases in algebraic connectivity.
Although algebraic connectivity of the sensor network around each target alterna-
tively increases and decreases, the results reported in Section 5.3, and also reported
for the MSE and information value in this research, confirms that the group is still
connected enough to track the target and apply the KCF algorithm successfully.
Figure 7.8 shows this fact directly. This figure compares the MSE and algebraic con-
nectivity for Target 1 within the time interval [0, 200] seconds. As this figure shows,
while the algebraic connectivity alternatively increases and decreases, the MSE re-
mains low. Thus, the algebraic connectivity is high enough to let the KCF perform
well in fusing sensory data. The results for the other two targets are almost similar
to the results for Target 1.
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Figure 11 shows the target trajectory of three targets and fused 
estimates of semi-flocks around each target. This figure shows 
how accurate each KCF could estimate the position of the 
target. As this figure shows the target trajectory and its estimate 
highly matches for all the targets. This shows the effectiveness 
of the proposed estimation-control algorithm. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper introduced a robust estimation-control 
framework for tracking multiple targets in a noise condition 
sensor network. In this framework semi-flocking algorithm 
plays the role of controller and KCF acting as the estimator. 
Use of the semi-flocking, instead of the simple flocking, in this 
combination allows coordinated tracking multiple targets 
instead of engaging all the sensor to just one target. In addition 
combining KCF algorithm with each group of semi-flocking 
sensors reduces their fused noise and provides a robust target 
coverage. The proposed algorithm experimented on several 
parameters including MSE, average information value and 
average algebraic connectivity. It has been found that the 
proposed algorithm for tracking multiple targets represents 
almost similar results to the results reported in [20] for tracking 
only a single target. These results show that the proposed 
algorithm was successful in obtaining robust target coverage 
under a wide range of target dynamics a noise conditions 
sensor network.   
As a future work, we will consider applying KCF algorithm 
in combination of flocking-based algorithms not only in its 
estimation mode but also in its prediction mode. Using KCF as 
the predictor decreases the chance of missing already detected 
targets; particularly in problems with a high number of targets, 
by predicting their next positions and then guide the flocks of 
sensors toward such positions.   
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Figure 7.8: Comparision of MSE and algebraic connectivity for Target 1 within the time
interval [0, 200]
Figure 7.9 shows the target trajectory of three targets and fused estimates of semi-flocks
around each target. This figure shows how accurately KCF can estimate the position of
the target. The target trajectory and its estimate strongly match for all the targets, thus
showing the effectiveness of the proposed estimation-control algorithm.
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Figure 7.9: Target trajectory and fused estimates of three networks of sensors tracking
three targets in estimation-control Semi-Flocking and KCF algorithm
7.5 Summa y
This chapter introduced a reliable estimation-control framework for tracking multiple tar-
gets in a noisy sensor network. In this framework Semi-Flocking algorithm plays the role of
controller, and KCF acts as the estimator. Use of the Semi-Flocking, instead of the simple
Flocking algorithm, in this combination allows coordinated tracking of multiple targets
instead of engaging all the sensors to cover just one target. In addition, combining KCF
algorithm with ach group of Semi-Flockin sensors r duces their fused noise and provides
a reliable target cov rage. The proposed algorithm has been tested with several parame-
ters, including MSE, average information value and average algebraic connectivity. It has
been found that the proposed algorithm for tracking multiple targets represents almost
similar results to the results reported in [7] for tracking only a single target. These results
show that the proposed algorithm can successfully obtain reliable target coverage under a
wide range of target dynamics and under noisy conditions in a sensor network.
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Chapter 8
Multi-Target Engagement in complex
Mobile Surveillance Sensor Networks
Efficient use of the network’s resources to collect information about objects (events) in a
given volume of interest (VOI) is a key challenge in large-scale sensor networks. Sensor
management techniques in such networks aim to maximize performance while minimizing
cost. Multi-sensor multi-target tracking in surveillance applications is an example where
the network’s success in tracking targets, efficiently and effectively, hinges significantly on
the network’s ability to allocate the right set of sensors to the right set of targets so as to
achieve optimal performance. This task can be even more complicated when both sensors
and targets are mobile.
To ensure the timely tracking of mobile targets, the surveillance sensor network needs
to maintain continuous engagement with all targets in its working area. Thus, the net-
work must be able to perform the following tasks in real-time: 1) target-to-sensor alloca-
tion; 2) sensor mobility control and coordination. This chapter presents a combination of
the Semi-Flocking algorithm (presented in Chapter 5), as a multi-target motion control
and coordination approach, and the hierarchical DCOP modelling algorithm (presented in
Chapter 4), as an allocation approach, to tackle the target engagement problem in mobile
multi-target multi-sensor surveillance systems. The Semi-Flocking algorithm approaches
the problem by assigning a small flock of sensors to each target, while at the same time
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leaving some sensors free to explore the environment. On the other hand, hierarchical
DCOP modelling is an efficient and fundamental approach that can be elegantly combined
with the Semi-Flocking algorithm to achieve a simultaneous control and allocation ap-
proach. The experimental results show that this algorithmic combination can successfully
engage multiple sensors with multiple mobile targets such that the number of uncovered
targets is minimized and the sensors’ utilization factor is maximized.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. Section 8.1 provides a brief introduction to
the target engagement problem. Section 8.2 describes the proposed sensor engagement
formulation. The pseudo code presented to solve the problem is represented in Section 8.3.
Section 8.4 presents experimental work conducted to evaluate the proposed formulation.
Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 8.5.
8.1 Introduction
Sensor networks typically employ a large number of sensory nodes that are capable of
collecting massively diverse information about their operating environment. This capability
has granted them in recent years an important status in the research community and in
a wide range of commercial applications. Their importance is expected to increase as
sensor networks continue to advance in capabilities. An important challenge in large-
scale sensor networks is the efficient use of the network’s resources to collect information
about a given volume of interest (VOI). To address this challenge, sensor networks employ
resource management schemes intended to maximize information gathering at a minimum
cost. Often, this goal morphs into a problem of managing a multi-criteria program of
conflicting objectives. Achieving such objectives can prove hard, particularly in mission-
critical applications such as multi-sensor multi-target surveillance applications where the
network’s success in tracking targets in a given VOI, efficiently and effectively, hinges
significantly on the network’s ability to allocate the right set of sensors to the right set of
targets so as to achieve optimal performance. This task can be even more complicated if
the surveillance application requires the sensors and targets to be mobile.
The surveillance sensor network must maintain engagement with all mobile targets in a
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given VOI, to ensure timely target tracking. Thus, the network must perform the following
real-time tasks alternately at predefined time intervals: 1) combinatorial target-to-sensor
allocation; 2) sensor mobility control and coordination. Given the tasks involved, the
sensor-target engagement is obviously an NP-hard problem. Thus, for sensor networks to
succeed in such an application, an efficient approach that can tackle this NP-hard problem
in real-time is needed.
The Target-to-sensor problem is addressed in Chapter 4. As mentioned in Chapter 4
the target-to-sensor allocation problem is concerned with a selection process that involves
assigning targets to a set of sensors. This selection process is a combinatorial optimization
problem in which some sensors, targets and constraints are given and the goal is to compute
an allocation scheme that minimizes constraint violation costs. This NP-hard problem
requires major computational and communication efforts, especially in large and dynamic
sensor networks. Optimization constraints can be used to capture sensor restrictions in
tracking a target, for example, to signify the inability of the sensor to track more than one
target simultaneously, or the requirement of more than one sensor to track a target.
Generally speaking, surveillance applications imply that targets are mobile, and in
this case, the problem definition changes over time. Therefore, even after the sensors
find a configuration that enables them to track all targets, the expected dynamism of the
environment may quickly invalidate this configuration. Thus, the process of finding the
best assignment of sensors to targets with minimum cost has to adapt to this dynamism by
evolving as the environment changes in time. This fact highlights the need for a dynamic
sensing strategy that can enable sensor optimal mobility control and coordination so as
to achieve maximum area and target coverage with minimum cost. The strategy should
enable the sensors to continuously plan and coordinate their locations in order to avoid
collisions and conflicts. This problem is addressed through Chapters 5 to 7.
This chapter proposes a formulation for sensor-to-target engagement in surveillance ap-
plications. The formulation captures the issues of sensor-to-target allocation, sensor mo-
bility control, and sensor coordination as intertwined problems. For the sensor-to-target
allocation problem, the distributed constraint optimization (DCOP) modelling based ap-
proach (introduced in Chapter 4) is employed. Subsequently, the Semi-Flocking algorithm
(introduced in Chapters 5), a Flocking-based approach, is employed for control and coor-
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dination.
This chapter presents a combination of the Semi-Flocking algorithm, as a multi-target
motion control and coordination approach, and a hierarchical DCOP modelling algorithm,
as an allocation approach, to tackle the target engagement problem in mobile multi-target
multi-sensor surveillance systems. The Semi-Flocking algorithm approaches the problem by
assigning a small flock of sensors to each target, while at the same time leaving some sensors
free to explore the environment. Flocking-based approaches have recently gained significant
attention as a tool for addressing motion control problems. On the other hand, hierarchical
DCOP modelling is an efficient and fundamental approach that can be elegantly combined
with the Semi-Flocking algorithm to create a simultaneous control and allocation approach.
The experimental results show that this algorithmic combination can successfully engage
multiple sensors to multiple mobile targets such that the number of uncovered targets is
minimized and the sensors’ utilization factor is maximized.
8.2 Coupled Allocation and Control Algorithm
Chapter 4 introduced an efficient approach to solve the target-to-sensor allocation problem
by modelling the problem as a hierarchical Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem
(HDCOP). On the other hand, Chapter 5 introduced Semi-Flocking, a biologically inspired
algorithm that benefits from key characteristics of other Flocking-based approaches. The
Semi-Flocking algorithm became more powerful through Chapters 6 and 7.
Although both hierarchical DCOP modelling and Semi-Flocking are successful ap-
proaches, neither may be able to address target engagement individually in complex prob-
lems. The efficiency of each method strongly depends on the complexity of the problem to
be solved. This Chapter introduces three complexity levels for the surveillance application:
• Level 1: only static sensors (or mobile sensors that are moving randomly and out
of any control) are available in the sensor network, and the number of targets is high
(static sensors/crowded area)
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• Level 2: mobile sensors (that are moving under a control strategy) are available,
but the number of targets is low (mobile sensors/non-crowded area)
• Level 3: mobile sensors (that are moving under a control strategy) are available and
the number of targets is high (mobile sensors/crowded area)
Figure 8.1 depicts these three scenarios in a surveillance system that is used for moni-
toring a small size airport (i.e., Waterloo Regional Airport). As illustrated in this figure,
this surveillance system includes some static and mobile sensors in addition to some critical
and non-critical mobile targets.
In all the scenarios the goal is to manage the sensors to maximize (critical) target and
area coverage. As represented in this figure, in the first level there are a high number of
critical targets, thus it is a crowded and dense area. Also there are a number of static
(or mobile but non-controllable) sensors. In this scenario, the hierarchical DCOP mod-
elling target-to-sensor allocation approach can be applied to find the optimal assignment
between targets and available sensors. Chapter 4 represented how this assignment can be
done optimally. As the sensors are static or non-controllable, there is no requirement for
a control and coordination strategy. In the second level, there are both mobile (control-
lable) and static sensors and also both critical and non-critical targets, but the number
of critical targets is very low. Thus, this area can be categorized as a non-crowded area.
As there are sufficient sensors, the target engagement problem can be solved using an ap-
propriate control and coordination algorithm, and there is no need for a target-to-sensor
allocation approach. As represented in Chapter 5, the Semi-Flocking algorithm works for
such applications.
Finally, the third level describes the most complex scenario, in which there are both
mobile (controllable) and static sensors, so there is an essential need for a control and
coordination strategy. On the other hand, there are a high number of critical targets, thus
there is a high demand on the limited available sensors and we need to apply an appropriate
target-to-sensor allocation approach to find the optimal allocation between the targets and
sensors.
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Figure 8.1: Target engagement problem in an airport surveillance application. Level 1)
non-controllable sensors/crowded area, Level 2) controllable sensors/non-crowded area,
Level 3) controllable sensors/crowded area
Target engagement in such a complex set-up is a twofold problem that should handle
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control and coordination of sensors and optimal assignment of sensors to targets actively.
In addition as targets are mobile an optimal assignment between sensors and targets may
not work over time. Thus, we need to alternately switch between control and allocation
strategies. Figure 8.1 represents target engagement as a twofold problem where target en-
gagement actively switches between two sub-problems. This figure also illustrates selected
approaches to deal with each of the sub-problems.
Hierarchical DCOP modeling Semi‐Flocking algorithm

36
20
Figure 8.2: Target engagement problem as a twofold problem
To have a successful engagement between sensors and targets in the described complex
surveillance system, this chapter proposes a solution strategy in which the following steps
should be repeatedly done:
1. Move the sensors toward their optimal positions based on the Semi-Flocking algo-
rithm
2. Find the optimal assignment between sensors and targets based on the hierarchical
DCOP modelling technique
Figure 8.3 represents two steps of the proposed approach for solving the target engage-
ment problem in the airport example. The three parts of this figure represent the state
of the problem before and after applying each of the mentioned steps. In the first step
(Figure 8.3 - b), the Semi-Flocking algorithm is used to navigate sensors to create a small
flock around each target. It also leaves some of the sensors free to search the surveillance
area for new targets. If one or more targets is close to another, the algorithm creates a
larger flock to cover all of these targets.
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Figure 8.3: Example of target engagement using Semi-Flocking and hierarchical DCOP
modeling approaches, a) before applying control and allocation algorithms, b) after ap-
plying the Semi-Flocking algorithm, c) after applying the hierarchical DCOP modeling
(assignment of 10 sensors to each target)
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In the second step (Figure 8.3 - c), the hierarchical DCOP modelling technique is used
to find the optimal assignment of 10 sensors to each target based on their current positions.
As described in Chapter 4 it first partitions the main problem into sub-problems and next
models each part as a separate non-binary variable DCOP. Then uses a DCOP algorithm
to find the optimal assignment for covering the maximum number of targets.
After finding a suitable assignment using the allocation technique, we need to switch
again to the control strategy because of the dynamicity of the engagement problem, which
includes the movement of current targets, entering new targets or leaving current targets.
If the targets change their position, then the Semi-Flocking algorithm changes the position
of the formed networks of sensors to cover the target in its new position. If a new target
arrives, the Semi-Flocking algorithm shrinks the other groups providing some sensors for
the new target. Finally, if a target leaves the AOI, then the Semi-Flocking algorithm
scatters sensors allocated to that target between other groups in higher demand, or applies
them to search the AOI for new targets. Switching between allocation and control strategies
continues at predefined time intervals until the end of the monitoring time.
8.3 Pseudo Code for Solving Complex Target Engage-
ment Problem
Figure 8.4 represents the pseudo code presented in this research for solving the described
complex target engagement problem. This pseudo code includes two parts. In the first
part the Semi-Flocking algorithm is applied to compute ui for each sensor i, and then the
algorithm changes the speed and position of each sensor based on the calculated value. The
next step of this pseudo code describes the hierarchical DCOP modelling which models the
problem based on the new position of the sensors and targets to a hierarchy of DCOPs and
then solves the modelled problem using a DCOP solver such as the distributed breakout
algorithm (DBA) [141]. The DBA algorithm is selected in this research because it uses
an iterative improvement strategy that is more suitable for real-time tasks such as the
problem of this research. This fact has been shown in Chapter 4.
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Figure 7.   Pseudocode for solving complex target engagement problem 
then the semi-flocking algorithm changes the position of 
formed networks of sensors to cover the target in its new 
position. If a new target arrives, the semi-flocking algorithm 
shrinks the other groups and provides some sensors for the new 
target. Finally if a target leaves the AOI, then the semi-flocking 
algorithm scatters sensors allocated to that target between other 
groups which are in higher demand or applies them to search 
the AOI for new target detection. Switching between allocation 
and control strategies continues at predefined time intervals 
until the end of monitoring time. 
Figure 7 represents the pseudo code presented in this paper for 
solving described complex target engagement problem. This 
pseudo code includes two parts. In the first part the semi-
flocking algorithm is applied to compute u_i for each sensor i 
and then the algorithm changes the speed and position of each 
sensor based on the calculated value. The next step of this 
pseudo code describes hierarchical DCOP modeling which 
models the problem based on the new position of the sensors 
and targets to a hierarchy of DCOPs and then solves the 
modeled problem using a DCOP solver such as distributed 
breakout algorithm (DBA) [28]. DBA algorithm is selected in 
this paper because it uses an iterative improvement strategy 
which is more suitable for real-time tasks such as the problem 
of this paper. This fact has been shown in [1]. As represented 
in this figure, switching between semi-flocking and DCOP 
modeling continues until the end of monitoring time. This 
figure uses some notations that are listed below: 
• L: a variable that shows the level of the hierarchy. 
• X: the size of the largest manageable problem. 
• PL: the problem in Level L. 
• PL,i: the sub-problem i in Level L. 
• TargetL,i: targets in sub-problem i in Level L. 
•  SensorL,i: sensors in sub-problem i in Level L. 
(1)  for sensor 𝑖 = 0 → 𝑛 do 
(2)       𝑢𝑖
𝛾 = 0; 
(3)       for target  𝑡𝑗 = 0 → 𝑚  do 
(4)           if  �𝑞𝑡𝑗 − 𝑞𝑖�𝜎 ≤ 𝜃𝑗  then 
(5)                  𝑢𝑖,𝑡𝑗𝛾 =  𝑐1𝑗�𝑞𝑡𝑗−𝑞𝑖�+𝑐2𝑗�𝑝𝑡𝑗−𝑝𝑖�𝑛𝑡𝑗        
(6)               //where 𝑛𝑡𝑗 is the number of sensors already tracking tj         
(7)                  𝑢𝑖
𝛾 =  𝑢𝑖𝛾 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑡𝛾 ; 
(8)            end if 
(9)      end for 
(10)     if  𝑢𝑖
𝛾 == 0 then      // the sensor is in searching mode 
(11)        𝑞𝑤,𝑙= center of adjacent areas that has least visited times 
(12)           𝑢𝑖𝛾 = 𝑐 × �𝑞𝑤,𝑙 − 𝑞𝑖�   
(13)           //toward the area that has longest time not being visited 
(14)     end if 
(15)      𝑢𝑖 = 𝑢𝑖𝛼 + 𝑢𝑖𝛾  
(16)      𝑝𝑖 =  𝑝𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖 × ∆𝑡    //∆𝑡 is the updating time intervals 
(17)     𝑞𝑖 =  𝑞𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖 × ∆𝑡    //∆𝑡 is the updating time intervals 
(18)  end for 
(19)   Start of modeling 
(20)  𝐿 ← 1 
(21)   while |𝑃𝐿| > 𝑋 
(22)          partition 𝑃𝐿 into a set of sub-problems: �𝑃𝐿,1,𝑃𝐿,1,⋯ ,𝑃𝐿,𝑛�                   
such that 
(23)          a. ∀𝑖 𝑖: 1 → 𝑛: �𝑃𝐿,𝑖� ≤ 𝑋 
(24)          b. ∀𝑖, 𝑗 𝑖, 𝑗: 1 → 𝑛: min �𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡�𝑃𝐿,𝑖,𝑃𝐿,𝑗�� 
(25)         c. ∀𝑖 𝑖: 1 → 𝑛: max �𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡�𝑃𝐿,𝑖�� 
(26)          d. ∀𝑖, 𝑗 𝑖, 𝑗: 1 → 𝑛: 𝑃𝐿,𝑖 ∩  𝑃𝐿,𝑗 = ∅    
(27)          e.  SensorL= ⋃ 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝐿,𝑖∀𝑖  
(28)          f.  TargetL= ⋃ 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝐿,𝑖∀𝑖  
(29)         g.  Constraint (PL) = (⋃ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝐿,𝑖∀𝑖 ) ∪
�⋃ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡�𝑃𝐿,𝑖 ,𝑃𝐿,𝑗�∀𝑖,𝑗 �  
(30)           for all   𝑃𝐿,𝑖 𝑖: 1 → 𝑛 do 
(31)                 model 𝑃𝐿,𝑖  as a DCOP as described in [1]: 
(32)                      a. SensorL,i (/TargetL,i) → variables 
(33)                       b. TargetL,i (/SensorL,i) in the FOV of each sensor (/ 
target) → Domain 
(34)                       c. Intra-constraint(PL,i) → constraints 
(35)            end for 
(36)            𝐿 ← 𝐿 + 1 
(37)           //all targets that are within FOV of sensors of more than one  
                   region participate in the set of targets of next layer 
(38)            for all  𝑡𝑖 ∈  𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝐿−1 do 
(39)                if ∃𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ,𝑃𝐿−1,𝑗 ��𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑡𝑖) ∩ 𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅�⋀�𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑡𝑖) ∩
𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅)   then 
(40)                        add ti to TargetL 
(41)                 end if 
(42)             end for 
(43)         //all the sensors that their FOV covers more than one region  
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(44)       for all  𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝐿−1 do 
(45)             if ∃𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ,𝑃𝐿−1,𝑗 ��𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑠𝑖) ∩ 𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅�⋀�𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑠𝑖) ∩
𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅)   then 
(46)                    add si to SensorL 
(47)              end if 
(48)        end for 
(49)     //inter region constraint of previous level constructs constraints of  
              this level 
(50)       constraint (PL) = inter-constraint(PL-1) 
(51)  end while 
(52)  model the last level of hierarchy  
(53)  model PL as a DCOP as described in [1]: 
(54)         a. SensorL (/TargetL) → variables 
(55)         b. TargetL (/SensorL) in the FOV of each sensor (/ 
target) → Domain 
(56)         c. constraint(PL) → constraints 
(57)  End of modeling 
(58)  Solve the modeled problem using DBA [28] algorithm 
(59) End while  
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Figure 8.4: Pseudo code for solving complex target engagement problem
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Figure 7.   Pseudocode for solving complex target engagement problem 
then the semi-flocking algorithm changes the position of 
formed networks of sensors to cover the target in its new 
position. If a new target arrives, the semi-flocking algorithm 
shrinks the other groups and provides some sensors for the new 
target. Finally if a target leaves the AOI, then the semi-flocking 
algorithm scatters sensors allocated to that target between other 
groups which are in higher demand or applies them to search 
the AOI for new target detection. Switching between allocation 
and control strategies continues at predefined time intervals 
until the end of monitoring time. 
Figure 7 represents the pseudo code presented in this paper for 
solving described complex target engagement problem. This 
pseudo code includes two parts. In the first part the semi-
flocking algorithm is applied to compute u_i for each sensor i 
and then the algorithm changes the speed and position of each 
sensor based on the calculated value. The next step of this 
pseudo code describes hierarchical DCOP modeling which 
models the problem based on the new position of the sensors 
and targets to a hierarchy of DCOPs and then solves the 
modeled problem using a DCOP solver such as distributed 
breakout algorithm (DBA) [28]. DBA algorithm is selected in 
this paper because it uses an iterative improvement strategy 
which is more suitable for real-time tasks such as the problem 
of this paper. This fact has been shown in [1]. As represented 
in this figure, switching between semi-flocking and DCOP 
modeling continues until the end of monitoring time. This 
figure uses some notations that are listed below: 
• L: a variable that shows the level of the hierarchy. 
• X: the size of the largest manageable problem. 
• PL: the problem in Level L. 
• PL,i: the sub-problem i in Level L. 
• TargetL,i: targets in sub-problem i in Level L. 
•  SensorL,i: sensors in sub-problem i in Level L. 
(1)  for sensor 𝑖 = 0 → 𝑛 do 
(2)       𝑢𝑖
𝛾 = 0; 
(3)       for target  𝑡𝑗 = 0 → 𝑚  do 
(4)           if  �𝑞𝑡𝑗 − 𝑞𝑖�𝜎 ≤ 𝜃𝑗  then 
(5)                  𝑢𝑖,𝑡𝑗𝛾 =  𝑐1𝑗�𝑞𝑡𝑗−𝑞𝑖�+𝑐2𝑗�𝑝𝑡𝑗−𝑝𝑖�𝑛𝑡𝑗        
(6)               //where 𝑛𝑡𝑗 is the number of sensors already tracking tj         
(7)                  𝑢𝑖
𝛾 =  𝑢𝑖𝛾 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑡𝛾 ; 
(8)            end if 
(9)      end for 
(10)     if  𝑢𝑖
𝛾 == 0 then      // the sensor is in searching mode 
(11)        𝑞𝑤,𝑙= center of adjacent areas that has least visited times 
(12)           𝑢𝑖𝛾 = 𝑐 × �𝑞𝑤,𝑙 − 𝑞𝑖�   
(13)           //toward the area that has longest time not being visited 
(14)     end if 
(15)      𝑢𝑖 = 𝑢𝑖𝛼 + 𝑢𝑖𝛾  
(16)      𝑝𝑖 =  𝑝𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖 × ∆𝑡    //∆𝑡 is the updating time intervals 
(17)     𝑞𝑖 =  𝑞𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖 × ∆𝑡    //∆𝑡 is the updating time intervals 
(18)  end for 
(19)   Start of modeling 
(20)  𝐿 ← 1 
(21)   while |𝑃𝐿| > 𝑋 
(22)          partition 𝑃𝐿 into a set of sub-problems: �𝑃𝐿,1,𝑃𝐿,1,⋯ ,𝑃𝐿,𝑛�                   
such that 
(23)          a. ∀𝑖 𝑖: 1 → 𝑛: �𝑃𝐿,𝑖� ≤ 𝑋 
(24)          b. ∀𝑖, 𝑗 𝑖, 𝑗: 1 → 𝑛: min �𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡�𝑃𝐿,𝑖,𝑃𝐿,𝑗�� 
(25)         c. ∀𝑖 𝑖: 1 → 𝑛: max �𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡�𝑃𝐿,𝑖�� 
(26)          d. ∀𝑖, 𝑗 𝑖, 𝑗: 1 → 𝑛: 𝑃𝐿,𝑖 ∩  𝑃𝐿,𝑗 = ∅    
(27)          e.  SensorL= ⋃ 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝐿,𝑖∀𝑖  
(28)          f.  TargetL= ⋃ 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝐿,𝑖∀𝑖  
(29)         g.  Constraint (PL) = (⋃ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝐿,𝑖∀𝑖 ) ∪
�⋃ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡�𝑃𝐿,𝑖 ,𝑃𝐿,𝑗�∀𝑖,𝑗 �  
(30)           for all   𝑃𝐿,𝑖 𝑖: 1 → 𝑛 do 
(31)                 model 𝑃𝐿,𝑖  as a DCOP as described in [1]: 
(32)                      a. SensorL,i (/TargetL,i) → variables 
(33)                       b. TargetL,i (/SensorL,i) in the FOV of each sensor (/ 
target) → Domain 
(34)                       c. Intra-constraint(PL,i) → constraints 
(35)            end for 
(36)            𝐿 ← 𝐿 + 1 
(37)           //all targets that are within FOV of sensors of more than one  
                   region participate in the set of targets of next layer 
(38)            for all  𝑡𝑖 ∈  𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝐿−1 do 
(39)                if ∃𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ,𝑃𝐿−1,𝑗 ��𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑡𝑖) ∩ 𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅�⋀�𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑡𝑖) ∩
𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅)   then 
(40)                        add ti to TargetL 
(41)                 end if 
(42)             end for 
(43)         //all the sensors that their FOV covers more than one region  
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(44)       for all  𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝐿−1 do 
(45)             if ∃𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ,𝑃𝐿−1,𝑗 ��𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑠𝑖) ∩ 𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅�⋀�𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑠𝑖) ∩
𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅)   then 
(46)                    add si to SensorL 
(47)              end if 
(48)        end for 
(49)     //inter region constraint of previous level constructs constraints of  
              this level 
(50)       constraint (PL) = inter-constraint(PL-1) 
(51)  end while 
(52)  model the last level of hierarchy  
(53)  model PL as a DCOP as described in [1]: 
(54)         a. SensorL (/TargetL) → variables 
(55)         b. TargetL (/SensorL) in the FOV of each sensor (/ 
target) → Domain 
(56)         c. constraint(PL) → constraints 
(57)  End of modeling 
(58)  Solve the modeled problem using DBA [28] algorithm 
(59) End while  
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Figure 8.4: Pseudo code for solving complex target engagement problem (continue)
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Figure 7.   Pseudocode for solving complex target engagement problem 
then the semi-flocking algorithm changes the position of 
formed networks of sensors to cover the target in its new 
position. If a new target arrives, the semi-flocking algorithm 
shrinks the other groups and provides some sensors for the new 
target. Finally if a target leaves the AOI, then the semi-flocking 
algorithm scatters sensors allocated to that target between other 
groups which are in higher demand or applies them to search 
the AOI for new target detection. Switching between allocation 
and control strategies continues at predefined time intervals 
until the end of monitoring time. 
Figure 7 represents the pseudo code presented in this paper for 
solving described complex target engagement problem. This 
pseudo code includes two parts. In the first part the semi-
flocking algorithm is applied to compute u_i for each sensor i 
and then the algorithm changes the speed and position of each 
sensor based on the calculated value. The next step of this 
pseudo code describes hierarchical DCOP modeling which 
models the problem based on the new position of the sensors 
and targets to a hierarchy of DCOPs and then solves the 
modeled problem using a DCOP solver such as distributed 
breakout algorithm (DBA) [28]. DBA algorithm is selected in 
this paper because it uses an iterative improvement strategy 
which is more suitable for real-time tasks such as the problem 
of this paper. This fact has been shown in [1]. As represented 
in this figure, switching between semi-flocking and DCOP 
modeling continues until the end of monitoring time. This 
figure uses some notations that are listed below: 
• L: a variable that shows the level of the hierarchy. 
• X: the size of the largest manageable problem. 
• PL: the problem in Level L. 
• PL,i: the sub-problem i in Level L. 
• TargetL,i: targets in sub-problem i in Level L. 
•  SensorL,i: sensors in sub-problem i in Level L. 
(1)  for sensor 𝑖 = 0 → 𝑛 do 
(2)       𝑢𝑖
𝛾 = 0; 
(3)       for target  𝑡𝑗 = 0 → 𝑚  do 
(4)           if  �𝑞𝑡𝑗 − 𝑞𝑖�𝜎 ≤ 𝜃𝑗  then 
(5)                  𝑢𝑖,𝑡𝑗𝛾 =  𝑐1𝑗�𝑞𝑡𝑗−𝑞𝑖�+𝑐2𝑗�𝑝𝑡𝑗−𝑝𝑖�𝑛𝑡𝑗        
(6)               //where 𝑛𝑡𝑗 is the number of sensors already tracking tj         
(7)                  𝑢𝑖
𝛾 =  𝑢𝑖𝛾 + 𝑢𝑖,𝑡𝛾 ; 
(8)            end if 
(9)      end for 
(10)     if  𝑢𝑖
𝛾 == 0 then      // the sensor is in searching mode 
(11)        𝑞𝑤,𝑙= center of adjacent areas that has least visited times 
(12)           𝑢𝑖𝛾 = 𝑐 × �𝑞𝑤,𝑙 − 𝑞𝑖�   
(13)           //toward the area that has longest time not being visited 
(14)     end if 
(15)      𝑢𝑖 = 𝑢𝑖𝛼 + 𝑢𝑖𝛾  
(16)      𝑝𝑖 =  𝑝𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖 × ∆𝑡    //∆𝑡 is the updating time intervals 
(17)     𝑞𝑖 =  𝑞𝑖 + 𝑝𝑖 × ∆𝑡    //∆𝑡 is the updating time intervals 
(18)  end for 
(19)   Start of modeling 
(20)  𝐿 ← 1 
(21)   while |𝑃𝐿| > 𝑋 
(22)          partition 𝑃𝐿 into a set of sub-problems: �𝑃𝐿,1,𝑃𝐿,1,⋯ ,𝑃𝐿,𝑛�                   
such that 
(23)          a. ∀𝑖 𝑖: 1 → 𝑛: �𝑃𝐿,𝑖� ≤ 𝑋 
(24)          b. ∀𝑖, 𝑗 𝑖, 𝑗: 1 → 𝑛: min �𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡�𝑃𝐿,𝑖,𝑃𝐿,𝑗�� 
(25)         c. ∀𝑖 𝑖: 1 → 𝑛: max �𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡�𝑃𝐿,𝑖�� 
(26)          d. ∀𝑖, 𝑗 𝑖, 𝑗: 1 → 𝑛: 𝑃𝐿,𝑖 ∩  𝑃𝐿,𝑗 = ∅    
(27)          e.  SensorL= ⋃ 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝐿,𝑖∀𝑖  
(28)          f.  TargetL= ⋃ 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝐿,𝑖∀𝑖  
(29)         g.  Constraint (PL) = (⋃ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝐿,𝑖∀𝑖 ) ∪
�⋃ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡�𝑃𝐿,𝑖 ,𝑃𝐿,𝑗�∀𝑖,𝑗 �  
(30)           for all   𝑃𝐿,𝑖 𝑖: 1 → 𝑛 do 
(31)                 model 𝑃𝐿,𝑖  as a DCOP as described in [1]: 
(32)                      a. SensorL,i (/TargetL,i) → variables 
(33)                       b. TargetL,i (/SensorL,i) in the FOV of each sensor (/ 
target) → Domain 
(34)                       c. Intra-constraint(PL,i) → constraints 
(35)            end for 
(36)            𝐿 ← 𝐿 + 1 
(37)           //all targets that are within FOV of sensors of more than one  
                   region participate in the set of targets of next layer 
(38)            for all  𝑡𝑖 ∈  𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝐿−1 do 
(39)                if ∃𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ,𝑃𝐿−1,𝑗 ��𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑡𝑖) ∩ 𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅�⋀�𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑡𝑖) ∩
𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅)   then 
(40)                        add ti to TargetL 
(41)                 end if 
(42)             end for 
(43)         //all the sensors that their FOV covers more than one region  
                         
C
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(44)       for all  𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝐿−1 do 
(45)             if ∃𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ,𝑃𝐿−1,𝑗 ��𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑠𝑖) ∩ 𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅�⋀�𝐹𝑂𝑉(𝑠𝑖) ∩
𝑃𝐿−1,𝑖 ≠ ∅)   then 
(46)                    add si to SensorL 
(47)              end if 
(48)        end for 
(49)     //inter region constraint of previous level constructs constraints of  
              this level 
(50)       constraint (PL) = inter-constraint(PL-1) 
(51)  end while 
(52)  model the last level of hierarchy  
(53)  model PL as a DCOP as described in [1]: 
(54)         a. SensorL (/TargetL) → variables 
(55)         b. TargetL (/SensorL) in the FOV of each sensor (/ 
target) → Domain 
(56)         c. constraint(PL) → constraints 
(57)  End of modeling 
(58)  Solve the modeled problem using DBA [28] algorithm 
(59) End while  
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Figure 8.4: Pseudo code for solving complex target engage ent problem (continue)
As represented in Figure 8.4, switching between Semi-Flocking and DCOP modelling
continues until the e d of the monitoring time. This figure u es the notations listed below:
• L: a variable that shows the level of the hierarchy.
• X: the size of the large manageable problem.
• PL: the problem in Level L.
• PL,i: the sub-problem i in Level L.
• TargetL,i: targets in sub-problem i in Level L.
• SensorL,i: sensors in sub-probl m i in Level L.
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• constraint (PL): total constraints in level L.
• inter-constraint (PL,i, PL,j): inter region constraints between sub-problems PL,i and
PL,j in level L.
• intra-constraint (PL,i): intra region constraints of PL,i in level L.
8.4 Experiments and Discussion
8.4.1 Experimental Setup
This section describes the experimental setup of the proposed coupled algorithm (Semi-
Flocking + hierarchical DCOP modelling) for tracking targets in a multi-target environ-
ment similar to the small airport described in Section 8.2. In this airport, the area of
interest (AOI) is a 1250× 665 rectangle and all the targets and sensors remain in this area
all the time t ≥ 0.
Both parts of the coupled target engagement algorithm, Semi-Flocking and hierarchi-
cal DCOP modelling (including DBA algorithm), are implemented in Java. These two
algorithmic components are executed in predefined time intervals. The parameters of
Semi-Flocking algorithm are set as follows: d = 140, r = 1.2d,  = 0.1(forσ − norm),
a = 8b, b = 1 for φ(z), h = 0.2 for the bump function of φα(z). The hierarchical DCOP
modelling and the DBA algorithm try to find the optimal assignment of three sensors to
each target.
In this experiment the number of targets varies from 15 to 25 and the number of sensors
are selected proportional to the number of targets (number of sensors ∼= 6.5× number of
targets). The greater the number of targets, the greater the number of sensors deployed
in the environment. All the sensors are mobile, and their initial positions are selected
randomly.
The result reported for each point is the average over 10 randomly generated instances.
All targets are mobile. In all instances, the initial position and lifetime of each target were
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selected randomly from a uniform distribution. For each instance, the monitoring time is
continued for 300 sec (5 minutes).
The dynamics of targets when they are within the AOI (and are not on the borders) is
represented in Equation 8.1.
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bw(k) (8.1)
with with
A =

1 0  0
0 1 0 
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

B =

2
2
0
0 
2
2
 0
0 

where x(k) = (q1(k), q2(k), p1(k), p2(k))
T denotes the state of a target at time k, and
 = 0.02 seconds is the step-size. To keep a target within the AOI, the target reverses their
previous direction at the borders.
8.4.2 Evaluation Parameters
Three parameters were selected to evaluate the proposed coupled algorithm in this exper-
iment:
• The number of conflicts: represents the number of constraint violations (con-
flicts) occurring in the optimal assignment between sensors and targets at each mo-
ment of time. A constraint is violated if one of the following conditions happens:
– The number of sensors assigned to a target is less than the required value (in
this research the value of three).
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– A sensor is assigned to more than one target.
Actually this latter parameter shows how many targets are not perfectly covered by
the allocation algorithm.
• Average of utilization factor: the utilization factor for each sensor is defined as
the ratio of the time that the sensor has been allocated to a target to the total time
that has passed since its appearance. Equation 8.2 represents how this fraction is
calculated for sensor i. The average of the utilization factor represents the average
of the utilization factor over all of the sensors at a specified time.
UtilizationFactor(Si) =
time that Si is allocated to a target
current time− time of the apperance of Si in the FOV
(8.2)
• Variance of utilization factor: represents the variance of the utilization factor
over all of the sensors at a specified time.
8.4.3 Simulation Results and Analysis
Figure 8.5 illustrates a snapshot of the engagement of 98 sensors to 15 targets, using the
coupled target engagement algorithm proposed in this chapter. In this example, each target
is considered to be covered if it is assigned to three sensors at the same time. Yellow lines
represent the assignment of a sensor to a target. In this example, the surveillance area is a
dense one and both sensors and targets are mobile. Thus, the coupled algorithm is applied
to solve the problem. As this figure demonstrates, small flocks are formed and maintained
around the targets by the control part (Semi-Flocking algorithm). If two or more targets
are close to each other, then a bigger flock is created to cover all of them. At the same time,
some free sensors explore the AOI. The allocation part (hierarchical DCOP modelling) is
assigned three sensors for each target. This assignment is such that the maximum number
of targets is covered by the available sensors around them. Note that only sensors within
a predefined distance from each target can be so assigned. The observations are in close
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agreement with our expectations of the behaviour of this coupled algorithm, depicted in
Figure 8.3.
Mobile sensor  lattice Network  ‐    
Critical Target     
Target‐to‐sensor assignment                                           
Figure 8.5: Snapshot of executing coupled Semi-Flocking and hierarchical DCOP modelling
approach by 15 targets and 98 sensors
The results of evaluating the proposed algorithm are as follows:
1. The number of conflicts: Figure 8.6 represents the number of constraint violations
at each moment of time after running the coupled Semi-Flocking and hierarchical
DCOP modelling algorithm. This figure demonstrates the results for the problems
with 15 to 25 targets. The results show that for all numbers of targets, the optimal
assignment found at the beginning of the algorithm contains a high number of con-
flicts, but as time goes on, the number of conflicts reduces to less than one conflict.
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This reduction is the result of applying the Semi-Flocking algorithm to direct sensors
to better positions in which they can be assigned to more targets. In other words,
at the beginning, as the sensors are deployed randomly, there are not enough sensors
around each target to be assigned to that target by the allocation algorithm; thus,
in first efforts, even a perfect and optimal allocation algorithm cannot find a suitable
assignment between sensors and targets due to the lack of sensors in the required
positions. Over time, the sensors change their positions based on the Semi-Flocking
algorithm to the places with higher demand. As a result, a suitable allocation algo-
rithm, such as the one selected in this chapter, is able to assign sensors to targets, in
a way that avoids most of conflicts. The reduction of the conflicts continues to the
end of the monitoring time (300 Sec).
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Figure 8.6: Number of violated constraints (conflicts) in the coupled Semi-Flocking and
hierarchical DCOP modelling algorithm
2. Average of utilization factor: Figure 8.7 represents the average of the utilization
factor over all the sensors at each moment of time for experiments with 15 to 25
targets. As described in Section 8.4.2, the utilization factor for a sensor represents
the ratio of the time that the sensors have been allocated to a target, to the total time
passed since its appearance. At the beginning of the algorithm, none of the sensors
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are allocated to any of the targets so their utilization factors are zero. Over time,
the number of allocations (due to the changing sensor positions) and the amount
of time that they are allocated, increases, and as a result, the average of utilization
factor increases. The highest average for the utilization factor was detected around
50 seconds after starting the algorithm, but this value does not remain high due
to the mobility of the targets, which results in losing some of the assignments and
establishing new ones. The utilization factor average remains between the ranges
of 0.65 to 0.8 from the 150th sec to the end of monitoring time for almost all the
experiments (various numbers of targets).
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Figure 8.7: Average of the utilization factor over all of the sensors in the coupled Semi-
Flocking and hierarchical DCOP modelling algorithm
3. Variance of utilization factor: Figure 8.8 represents the variance of the utiliza-
tion factor over all the sensors at each moment of time for experiments with 15 to 25
targets. At the beginning, the variance is high as only a few sensors are allocated to
a target and the rest are unallocated. As time goes on, a higher number of sensors
will be allocated to the targets due to changing of the sensors’ positions. As a result,
the variance will be decreased. This reduction continues to the end of the monitoring
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time. A low value of the utilization factor variance in addition to the high value of
the utilization factor average represents the fact that numerous targets are allocated
to the sensors.
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Figure 8.8: Figure 11. Variance of the utilization factor over all of the sensors in the
coupled Semi-Flocking and hierarchical DCOP modelling algorithm
8.5 Summary
This chapter introduced a reliable coupled allocation and control algorithm for multiple
target engagement, especially in dense surveillance areas in which controllable sensors are
available. In this coupled algorithm, the Semi-Flocking algorithm plays the role of con-
troller, and the hierarchical DCOP modelling approach (in addition to the DBA algorithm)
acts as the allocator. It is shown that although each of these algorithms are successful in
less-complicated surveillance systems, neither is able to work separately in complex scenar-
ios. The presented pseudo code of the coupled algorithm shows how these two algorithms
match with each other and can be applied at predefined time intervals to solve the engage-
ment problem. The proposed algorithm is evaluated over several parameters including the
number of constraint violations which shows the number of non-perfectly covered targets,
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and the average and variance of the utilization factor. It has been found that the pro-
posed coupled algorithm engages multiple sensors to multiple mobile targets such that the
number of uncovered targets decreases efficiency and the sensors’ mean utilization factor
is increased. These results show that the proposed algorithm has successfully engaged
the targets and sensors in dense surveillance systems with controllable sensors and mobile
targets.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter provides a brief summary of the contributions of this thesis and present
some suggestions for future work. Section 9.1 concludes this thesis, highlighting the main
contributions. Section 9.2 presents some recommendations for future direction of this
research.
9.1 Conclusion
Sensor networks have demonstrated noticeable success in various applications including but
not limited to mobile surveillance. Intelligent management of large number of sensor nodes
and process the data that these sensors collect is a key challenge in such Large-scale sensor
networks. This thesis describes the development of an intelligent sensor-target engagement
framework for use in large-scale surveillance applications. Five primary challenges have
been addressed in this work:
• Simultaneous reliable dynamic area and target coverage: Providing simulta-
neous coverage over all the targets in the VOI and also acceptable coverage over the
Area of Interest (AOI) to detect new targets are two inherently conflicting objectives
that are the main requirements in many dynamic surveillance applications.
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• Target-to-sensor allocation: This selection process, which involves optimal as-
signment of targets to a set of sensors, is an NP-hard problem. Thus, for sensor
networks to succeed in such applications, an efficient approach that can tackle this
NP-hard problem in real-time is desperately needed.
• Sensor mobility control and coordination: Optimal movement of mobile sensors
in such a way as to achieve a certain objective is one of the essential requirements
of any sensor-management framework that has mobile and controllable sensors. An
appropriate mobility control mechanism will greatly enhance the quality of the final
solution.
• Tracking both manoeuvring and non-manoeuvring targets: The need to
track manoeuvring targets in addition to non-manoeuvring ones has been recognized
in the majority of the real-world tracking scenarios. Human motion tracking or
military/civilian surveillance is an example of these applications in which the tar-
gets often move with high manoeuvring ability, and require more-advanced tracking
approaches.
• Reliable Target Tracking: An important concern in tracking multiple targets
in sensor networks is the ability of sensors to track targets in noisy measurement
conditions, which is the case in many real-world scenarios. The success of a network
to track targets in such environments hinges significantly on the sensors’ ability to
reach a consensus value on their measurement of targets’ status. This value must
have the minimum error possible.
To address these challenges, the research work in this thesis offers solutions in seven
aspects, as discussed next. Figure 9.1 provides an overview of the steps that have been
taken in this research work to present a solution for the target engagement problem.
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Modeling target engagement as 
an optimization problem 
 
Partitioning the target engagement into 
two separate but interrelated parts: 
Target-to-sensor allocation 
 
Mobility control and 
coordination 
 
Target-to-sensor allocation as a 
DCOP 
 
Hierarchical DCOP modeling 
Non-binary variable DCOP 
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Applying DCOP algorithms for 
modeled problem 
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Constraint clustering approach 
for manoeuvrable targets 
 
KCF augmented Semi-flocking 
Coupled allocation-control 
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Figure 9.1: An Overview of the proposed target-engagement solution steps.
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• Formulation of the target engagement problem: This work presents a formal
formulation of the target engagement problem as an optimization problem subject
to some constraints. The distributed nature of the problem and also the mobility of
both sensors and targets are considered in this formulation.
• Hierarchical DCOP modelling: This work proposes a technique to solve the
target-to-sensor allocation problem by modelling the problem as a hierarchical Dis-
tributed Constraint Optimization Problem (DCOP). DCOPs tend to be computa-
tionally expensive and often intractable, particularly in large problem spaces such
as Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). To address this challenge, I propose changing
the sensor-to-target allocation to a hierarchical set of smaller DCOPs with a shared
system of constraints, avoiding significant computational and communication costs.
• Non-binary variable DCOP modelling: In contrast to other DCOP modelling
methods, this research presents a non-binary variable model for reducing the number
of variables and the number of intra-agent constraints, and consequently reducing
the communication cost.
• Semi-Flocking algorithm: This work presents Semi-Flocking, a biologically in-
spired algorithm that benefits from key characteristics of reported Flocking-based
algorithms. The Semi-Flocking algorithm approaches the control and coordination
problem in sensor networks by assigning a small flock of sensors to each target, while
at the same time leaving some sensors free to explore the environment. This approach
allows the algorithm to strike a balance between reliable area coverage and target
coverage. This balance is facilitated via flock-sensor coordination.
• Constrained clustering for tracking manoeuvrable targets: This research
presents a constrained clustering approach to be combined with Flocking-based al-
gorithms to provide better coverage over manoeuvrable targets. To perform the
constrained clustering, a novel extension of K-means algorithm is presented and ap-
plied to cluster the sensors. This extension clusters the sensors based on certain
background knowledge. Then the information about the clusters is used to improve
coverage over manoeuvrable targets.
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• KCF augmented Semi-Flocking algorithm: Addressing the problem of reliable
multiple target tracking using a sensor network requires a coupled distributed es-
timation and motion-control approach. This work proposes a framework wherein
Semi-Flocking algorithm is employed for the purpose of multi-target motion control,
and a Kalman-Consensus Filter (KCF) for the purpose of motion estimation. In the
proposed coupled approach, each small group of Flocking sensors (semi-flock) applies
a separate KCF algorithm to estimate the position of its target. Doing so allows
sensors to collectively provide reliable target engagement and comprehensive area
coverage.
• Coupled allocation-control algorithm: To ensure timely tracking of mobile tar-
gets, the surveillance sensor network needs to maintain continuous engagement with
all targets. Thus, the network must be able to perform the following real-time tasks:
1) target-to-sensor allocation; 2) sensor mobility control and coordination. This work
presents a combination of the Semi-Flocking algorithm, as a multi-target motion con-
trol and coordination approach, and a hierarchical DCOP modelling algorithm, as
an allocation approach, to tackle target-engagement problems in mobile multi-target
multi-sensor surveillance systems.
9.2 Future Work
Intelligent target engagement is an active area of research. New issues arise in this field
as sensor networks develop and new applications and technologies emerge. There are a
number of issues that should be investigated in the future:
• Prediction: By increasing the number of targets, the chance of missing already
detected targets increases in any engagement approach including the one presented
in this research. Applying prediction techniques for predicting the next positions of
targets and then guide sensors toward such positions has a great impact on decreasing
the chance of missing already detected targets.
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• Smart targets: A smart target is a target that can react in a manner that makes
future surveillance more difficult. As smart targets are able to respond to sensing
activities, their detecting and tracking in surveillance application is very challenging.
The sensors must trade among several modalities to most quickly and effectively
detect and track the targets. In this research the problem of tracking linear and
manoeuvrable target are addressed. Tracking smart targets is a challenging topic
that can be considered as the future direction of this research.
• Optimal Number of Sensors: Finding the optimal number of sensors for the
specific number of targets to be deployed in the surveillance area is a fundamental
important research area in target engagement. Theoretical and experimental analyses
are required to find this optimal number. Considering the high cost of sensors,
finding the optimal number of required sensors is an important parameter especially
in industrial projects as it has a great impact in minimizing the project costs.
• Security: Due to the distributed nature of wireless sensor network and their deploy-
ment in remote areas, they always incur various types of security threats, especially
when they are used in military or surveillance applications. Due to the small size
of the sensors and consequently their limitations in processing power and memory,
sensor networks are not able to apply traditional security mechanisms with high com-
putation and communication overheads. Therefore, a target engagement framework
must take into consideration the required security measures and deal with various
types of security threats.
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